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Abstract 
As a result of the increasing requirement lor strueturnl safety of nllahorc 
driliing platform, the nmd lor monitoring tmhniques cnpnhlc of detoctinp 
damage olsubsurlace structural companents increasa. Since i t  is not 1m- 
sibie, because of limited lime constraints, lo carry ant tests on an nct~sal 
operating plstlorm in the ocean, an sllernative solution is to exporirne~~t on 
a reduced model of an affshoio structtm?. Very lew expcrimc~~b wing a truly 
hydm-elastic model d a jacket platform have bmn ptthlirhed. 
This trealise desle with a dctailed design and eonrtr~~clion o l n Ityllro- 
elastic model of a typical four-legged j n c i l  ollshorc plnlform lo carry nut, 
structural integrity ~..>nitoring. Both an indoplh thmrrlied and erperitrloa- 
tai analysis wen carried oul. Experimcntr were cond!cW in n wnvo talk 
equipped with a pseudo random wave mnking fseilily. To olrtain t h ~  rtcxcu- 
sary modal paramelera (e.g.. resonant frequencies, and clamping ratios) lmni 
the ambient response data, the reeenlly dovelapod Mnrplc nlfioritl~m wiui 
used with the very gowcrful Maximum Enlmpy Moll~ocl (MBM). Ilcgnnl- 
ing structural iniepity monitorinfi, structural damago w u  simslrded iry maw 
cutting the member(s) under mnsidontion. In the lhrorclical nnalyscn, lhiv 
was done by making the memher(s) inactivein Ihe annlysos. Time dolwliors 
of damage was b d  on the change in mmnmt lrequcncicr compared will, 
the inlact structure. 
Resonant lrequencies wen determined lor thc intact and damaged stnw 
ture and the results (i.e., expe:imenlal and theoretical) wore compared to  
measure the influence of the damaged membor(a) on tho resonant frultken. 
cis, of the structure. Iiy cutting an inclined member in a k-hraml pand to 
~irnlmlnte damage of lhc mcmhcr, a 30% decrease in the legonant frequency of 
tlbc 2nd floxurnl mode was mcssured on the rpcctral density function of the 
wnvc induced vibration fmm the hydm-elastic model. The theoretical ruults 
slwmd a 29% decrewe. (Theoretical results fmm the prototype structure 
~llowcd similar trends.) 
l l a s d  on the reporled results and evaluations, it wss conduded that the 
reaonnnt fmquoncy change. clearly indicated the structure had been dam- 
ngcd. Bcsidc~, the thmreti-I analyses showed that the global modes moat 
s k t c d  Imm lltc dnmnge depended on the location of the damaged mem- 
bor(s). 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Tine approach t o  d-ign in structural engineering could be divided into four 
eategoria. Wlcmad, for small structures, where s l t y  is almost inherent 
nnd whcre ultimale collapne is unlikely, a heuri~tis sppmaeh is common. In 
Lllc second ente@.ry, very common for small structures, tables of data and 
caofficiet~ts derived from simplified or semi-empirie~l theories me used in d~ 
sign. Third, a cmnputer aided approach may be u r d  for larger and more 
complex structure, whore aecurate and sophisticated analyses and theories 
nm used. Finally, if the design of an unusual or unique structure is required 
(or whem i n n c c ~ ~ a t c  anslyaes could causecsts.trophicconsequen~), a mm- 
puler aided design, combined with amodel testing and analysis appmseh, ia 
used. 
When littleor no experience hs. been gained fromaimilarexisting struc- 
tares, an ~seasmont  of the probable dynamic performance is often made. 
In such cases, vibration teats an small scale model structures can provide 
ih~valuable data. For instance, if no established reliable theoretical appro ad^ 
mists for the anelyais of particular structural forma (often the ease for re 
cently devised systems), if only s limited number of a particular structural 
Lypc have been constructed, or if only a short history of the perfomanre has 
been recorded, then i t  is beneficial to compan cnlculated design qtmntilies, 
or data fmm existins structures with mul ts  fmm teats on model struetsrca. 
Such models can be used to 1-1 mathematical models; lo Bnd possiblecflects 
of structural modifications; or to provide design quantities directly. 
Furthermore, sinn ofshore structures are eosLly and tho cnvimsmnttnl 
conditions in which they have to operate are hostile, i t  is very impartant l l t d  
all available knowledge and experience sre used in their design. Evidu~tiy, 
computer programs can be written to evaluate r t m e s  in the stranrtum for 
variaua conditions of wave and current foma acling on the atmctare. Still, 
the vibrational characterislics of the structure are tdsunliy difficult lo rums- 
lyre. There vibrstiona, which can be induced by vortcx shedding as 1110 a n  
flows past structural members, can enuac fatigue failare. Ib gnin eos(ida,cc 
in a proposed d d g n  before fabricalien commoncea, or lo gnin snmc ~wtdcr- 
standing of the vibration characteristics of an existing oflahorn slractarc, i t  
is, therefore, dwirable to build a scale model, m d  to tost i t  uudcr rcnlisth: 
aeamnditions i n  at rnk with a pseudo random wavc-making fnciiily. 11) this 
treatise, the model testing and analysis appmach is doptcd. 
1.1 Background 
loere~ad activity toexplore hydro-carbons in Lho ocean has m^s~xltcd in strue- 
lures being installed in deeper waters and more hostile envlmnrncnts. ' r b ~ ~ ,  
u n b a  =me cheapw alternative source of energy (not oil or gas) is found, 
this affinity towards the ocean is expnled to inereare in lhe hd!se. 110- 
velopments in water depths over 300 m are using mmplinnt strtlctural con- 
cepts, auch u gupd tower platforms, tension Iq platforms, or dynamically 
pmitisned semi-submeraihle r t rudum. Future developmentn may unc aub 
mcrsiblce, sea bed, and submarine facilities. Nonetheless, over the paat few 
yesra,aevcral conventional fixed platforms have been installedin water depths 
amund 300 m. If t h e e  is dsmage to the subsurfacestructural mmponent(s), 
the dillicuity o l  inspection to detect the failure i n c r e w  mmmenaurately 
with waler depth, and the inspection pmeedu-to detect the damaged 
componcnl(s)-bemmn more expensive and more perilms. Classical tech- 
niques, such aa ultrawnic measurements or mqnetic partide inspection, only 
give partial rerulla. In addition, they q u i r e l o n g  divingopdions  and long 
poriods of p d  weather. Furthrrmor;, t h a e  inspection pmcedurea are usu- 
ally thwsrled by pwr visibility, poor lighting and haeardous ccnditions; for 
example, very low water temperature and large water depths. Besides, ma- 
rino gmwth and cormion may conceal structural defects, and the following 
questions remain unansward: 
. am lincrc any failure an an unexplored part of theetruclure? 
. does tho detected crack or failure requires immediate repair? 
Cyclic Ionding, or a wry large single load, can damage structures by 
promoting cracks in certain I d  camring member(s). Large rtnnaes occur 
when n structure vibrates a t  one of its wonant frcquenciea. Since each 
member contributes to the mass, damping and stiffness of the structure, any 
damage to  n mcmbor could raui t  in measurable changes in the structural 
dynamical properties. 
Tmhniqllea now exist to measure the dynamic properties of a structure, 
and to roprnent the structural dynamic behavior in terms of its moder of 
vibration. Identification of t h e  vibration modes, within a spcified frr- 
quency range, quantifies the structures o w r  the given frequency spectrum. 
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Associated with every vibration mode is a modcshnpo and it. ~orreapon~ding 
frequency and damping. Therefore, by accurately monitoring theac modal 
parametus and comparing them to a datum, M, any chnngn can hc dctertccl, 
i t  is possible to detect damage in the structure. The rlruettirnl intogrily 
method is epitomized, diagrammatically, in  Figure I.!. 
1.1.1 Possible Causes of Structural Damage 
During revere storma, structural components may bc sebjocld to forccs 
which exceed the designed loads, and could result in dnnnnge of the mean- 
ber(s). In addition, damage of olfsllore structures could bo cnascd hy ucci- 
dents or, st limes, sabotage. Someof the cruan reported lmtn thc licltl arc 
discussed: 
. The chancea of mechanical damage resulting lmm c l r o p ~ l  objocta or 
collision by barge and workboala are signiflcmt [I]. About 10% efthc 
damage reported were enused by collision wit11 oti~er aidoelr. 
. Defects induced during rcrvice are nnother polrntial cnnnc a l  lnilun: 
of large steel strudurca. The common mechanisms wltich sane dnnn- 
age are fatigue, mrmsion, fretting, strew cormnion, el". l ' h m  ermnb 
sudaco cracks that can lead to failure an mlliaion. 
. Damages caused by explosion arc as lrequent as collisions and wc~tllcr 
damages. I t  has been shown [2] that rolumna and lhcnntv lodcd lo nor- 
mal design units will collapse when the tcmpcmlurc n:nchon 
500-550'0. 
The typeof damages that could occur are: (i) failure 01 R single bracing, 
(ii) deforn~ation of the corner log, or both. During impact, the stcel structure 

~bsorba the energy i n  the following ways: 
1. locd deformation of the cmu section of lhc brncing or leg, 
2. global deformation of adjoining frame, and 
3. overall deformation of the plntlonn. 
The exlent of local damage and energy h r p t i o n  of thc plntlornn ~nwmlma 
depend on the nature of the impaet. 
1.2 Scope of the Work 
1.2.1 Modelling the Structure 
Sinceit is not possible, aa *rmull o l  thc limitcd timccosstrin~., loenrry out 
tests on an actual operating structure in tho ocean, nn nlterndivc wll~t.ios 
is to experiment on a rerltlced model of an offshore lower it, n wave tn~mk 
equippod with a pseudo random wave-making facility. 
The moot common typo of scale madcls which Itas heen ~,nevio~lsly Ihnilt 
for &ling i n  awave tank ia one which simulnlos thog~motricnl n~~triclenllnl~c 
of the structure (i.e., a goomdically similar model). 'Phis type of modt!l ia 
usually mounled on a special balance built into thc floor of tlr: tank, wlnialn 
measures the fo- and moments en lhc rlruclure rcs~~lling lrona wnvm R~ICI 
tides. Notwithstanding, tho limitation or s gcomotricnlly similar model is 
that only the undistorted non-vibrating shapo o l  lhc atrucl~$rc in rirnslntr.rl; 
so any effects mul l ing fmm thc deneclion of the slruelure or lhc vihratiot! 
of its atruclural componenls (mcmhcrs) avo not rcpraducod hy the modcl. A 
much better scale model isancfahricatcd to defled in asimilar manncr, and 
to exhibit the same vihrationd characlorirlicl of thc pmlolypc .tn~ctum:. 
Such s model is called a dynamically similar or hydrrrelastic model. This 
troatiar deals with thc dcsign, construction, instrumentation and testing of 
such a model lo carry out Structural Inlegrily Monitoring. 
To achicvc thia objective, a 1130th scale hydmeiastic model (made from 
ABS plastic) was constructed to simulate the dynamic behavior d a typical 
13 m (240 it), lour lo& offshore tower. Themodel was tested i n  awave tank 
quipped with a paoudo random wavcmakingfscility. Ocean wave conditions 
were~imulated with regular and imgulsr waves. For the irregular warn, two 
direrent input wave spectra were used: I) a JONSWAP spectrum, and 2) a 
while noisc spectrum. 
A very extensive PORTRAN computer program (using a mmbination 
of w~ve mechanics and stcuctud mechanics) was written to simulate the 
expcrimentai conditions, and to obtain theoretical estimate8 of the dynamic 
bohaviar of tho model structure; ao a comparison bet- experiment and 
thmry could be made. 
Regarding inlegrity moniloring to detect damageof subsurface structural 
eo!nponcnt(a), global monitoring was uaed.' Global Monitoring ia based 
on an mlorometrie unit located on the deck of the structure excited by 
ambient vibration. Homver, to got n better picture of the global motion, 
and to increase thescnsitivity/resolution in the resonant frequency variations 
resulting fmm damaged member(#), three accelerometers were also installed 
along the jacket. One was plnced at tha node where the jacket and the deck 
nmet (i.e..at the mean watcr level),and two were installed (below the water) 
nt tile top and bottom of the bay containing themember(a)~hosen tosirnulato 
- 
'An erannple of permanent global monitoring is on the BARBARA pl8tform in the 
Adriatic Scn, in 70 m ol valcr. Rum the analyra 01 the dala milmted, lour -"ant 
peak. wsrc dclmted, although Lllry were out or range of the wrur lwquendu [q. 
structural damap. Stnctural damn@ wns simulated by pl~yaierlly anw- 
cutting the member(=) under consideration in the exporimonlnl n~odei. (171 
the computer model, damage was simulated by making thc nmn~ber(s) tmndcr 
conaideration inactive in the analyses.) Eotirnates of modal pnmn~clcts--i.c., 
remnant frequencies, damping, ets.-fmm the nmbient strueturnl rrspottw 
data were attained using the m n t l y  developed Marplc nlgorill~m with llnc 
Maximum Entropy Method (MEM). 
1.2.2 Estimation of Modal Parameters 
Ertimatez of resonant frequencies and damping rn t i a  obtained from tilo un- 
bient mponse spectra of a otrttcltmre by con~ventianal FFT rncthocl. (Rinck. 
man and Tukey [4]), have been shown lo  bc inhcrcntly limited in rranl~otiu~m 
[la, 121. Thir mu l t s  because oi tho required tr!tncnlion e l  the extismt<:cl 
autocorrelation function, and the implicit eltlerlsion o i  tho Lr~~~tcnLio~~ ni  tho 
function to infinite lag with mms. Ilowever, by nppiying tilc mccl~tly cbvcl. 
oped Marpie Algorithm for autorcgmive spcctrnl armly~ia, with thr. (very 
powerful) Maximum Entropy Method (MEM), thc rnxllution o i  lln: ntclo. 
cormlatiorr function can be impmvcd by analytically cxtcnding f.hc ht~ndion 
from its truncated paint io inlinite lag in a more realistic mnnncr. I t  is this 
exlension of the sutwrrrclation [unction which Corms lhe bnais of t l ~e  MiCM 
method. 
1.2.3 Thesis Outline 
This treatioe is divided into nine chaptom. The first (Istrorluction) hrs nl- 
ready been pregented. In Chapter 2, a literature mview-which sormrnarlzor 
the results, conciudonr and recommcndationa of previon~s isveslignlnm-in 
presenlcd. 
Chapter 3 contains the thwntieal malellingd the problem at  hand. Thc- 
orclieal formulations h a d  on wave and structural meehanica, applicable to 
the research, are shown. Besida, a desuiptim of the computer implementa- 
tion lo obtain theoretical estimate ia given. 
Chsplcr I discusses the physical modelling. This indudes the develop 
mont of tho modelling laws, difficulties -dated with hydra-elaatis mod- 
elling, and thcdesign and fabrication of theexperimental hydm-elmticmodel. 
In Chapter 5, a description of the experimental study is presenled. This 
inmrporalos n briddcscriptionofthe instmmcntation used in both the inai r  
tests, to obtain f m  aicillation damping factors, and in-water tests, to study 
lhc dynamic hchavior of the structure due to wave action. 
Chapter 6 focuses on the analysis of the resuila. Theory fomulations, 
whiclr inciudc the Maximum Entmpy Method (MEM), are explained and 
their npplicatians (in this dissertation) shown. 
The theoretical and cuperimcntal results are prerented in Chapter 7. An 
cvsluntion of these resulla is giwn in Chapter 8. And, finally, concluding 
remarks and ncommendalions for future research are outlined in Chapter 9. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
Structural integrity monitoring01 ofshore oil snd gas drilling piatforma ia muot 
without precedence. Wand and Msckcnzie P] expcrirnentnl on n k.bracrcl 
olfshare model rig from which nnlural frequencies wcm mmptttcrl br tltr 
mmplete structure, and thcn with a singlc k-brace in one fnco monaverl. 
Suddm changw in frequencies wcrc observed, pnrticulnrly titc higher oeru. 
Percentage changes as hi<'> as 30% were sinown; thc lquez>cy most alTocl~l 
depended on the location at which the brace was romavod. Bogg e l  d. 161 
dealt with the theoretical ideas and assumplions from which structt~rnl is- 
tegrity monitoring, using vibration anaiysia, h d  bmn dcvclapcd. At n latcr 
ayrnposium (1918), Bsgg and Mackoneie ( I ]  presented a statc-of-tho-art din. 
cumion of the technique aa applied to ate l  atructurn and rhowod pwiblc 
ways to apply the method la conercteolTshore platforms. 
Lolsnd and Dodds [8] discussed operaling eupurienees, and prcm~lecl 
some of the mui ta obtained fmm a structural integrity ~yalom, which hnci 
been used for 6-9 monthson t h m  plstfomsin thc Norlh Sca. Thcohjcctiw 
of that experiment was to extend the laboratory and mmpulationd "tudica 
of Loland et al. 191. Loland, Mackendcand Begg (Bid) experirncnled on s 
k-braced madel of an offshore platform in the laboratory. Chsngcs in natu- 
ral frequcncic. occurred when member(a) in the k-brace waslwere runwed. 
Thcy concluded that these changes were largeenough to be detected reliably, 
and that the method should give positive indication of atruetursl failure. 
A slate-af.the.srt discussion (which fosuaaed on p i b l e  limitation8 of 
tho lechnique in an offahotr cnvimnment) is presolted in Reference [lo]. For 
example, Bcgg showed that the higher fnquenciea involved only a small mm- 
poncnt; so modes involving underwater memben cannot be measured, much 
loss identified, from positions above the water line. Begg and Maekenzie [I11 
showcd lhnt under normal drmmdmcea, vibration monitoring pmvides a 
hnck-up asaurnnw of thc ability of the platform to wilhstand major wave 
Ionding. As a mult ,  to obtain an assurance of the passible degree of arcu- 
mcy, it is wry II-sary that the dynamiccharacteristienof the platform be 
mmplctcly underataod, ao a good datum is obtaincd for later mmpsriaon.. 
Ilcnw, i t  is necessary lo cdeulnte the sensitivity d the platform at  mrious 
localions in order to provide a baais for identifying the damage fmm changes 
in lle vibrdion s p e c t r ~  
A short study was carried out by Lock and Jon- [I21 to  investigate the 
fcaibility of using vibration monitoring for assessing the structural in twi ty  
(stillness) of oil production platforms, especially thme constructed of steel. 
Toaclrievc this abjective,sxperimental work wss done on a space framemodel 
mnstruetcd fmm 3.8 m and 1.9 cm 16 gauge stesl tubes. The madel was 3.8 
m long with 0.9 m wido aides and weighed 46.0 kgf. Based on the results 
obtained, they suggested lhat monitoring the vibration of an oil production 
platform would provide information about it. condition. Notwithstanding, 
tile major impediment lo the successof the methcd would be eatimatinb the 
clcgreo of change in the natural frequency of any particular mode, since mode 
identification, in t h e  structu*, would be difficult (ibid.). 
Wooton el al. 1131 discussed the dweiopments that have taken  dm is 
using vibration snalyais to  discern structurd failure, and showed tho way i r~ 
which these techniques could be applied more widely. Brown [I41 reviowml 
the  various acheme, and outlined the mui ts  of recent work in tho North 
Sea. The scope of the work included a thmretied dynamic analysis of thc 
structure, the deign, installation and performance of a vibration ~no~nitoring 
system, and the computer snslysis of measured vibration spectra to monitor 
the  integrity of the installation. Vandiver 01 01. [IS] prenlted n clclrilod 
study of an offshore pilesupported tower. The lawor consisted of n wclclml 
steel spare frame with four primary leg. brand with horizontal and diagond 
members. I t  war fixed to driven steel pilea and stood 45.72 m abovc lhc mtncl. 
line in 21.34 m of water, and woighed 5,978.4 kN. Statistical oncrgy n8ndyais 
was introduced as I method for prodtlcing the dynamic response of n. wide 
variety of fixed and floating platforms to random waves. Nole that stntirlicd 
energy analysis provides a means for estimating the mpxin>um oncrgy tltc~t n 
resonant structural mode may have, independent of tho alruct~~rnl ~MIIIOLIY, 
and dependent only on the wave height spectrum and frqn8cncy (ibid.). 
In Reference 1161, s study of vibration and damping in allsilorc structlm:~ 
is involved, which includes laboratory measuremcnls made on a r n ~ l e l  plat.. 
form (in and out of water), and a full scale platform in thc Nortlm Son. 'I'hc: 
resulta were used to help in deigning vibration analysis monitoring sy~lc!ssr. 
Experiments wereconducted on an operatingcight-leg 115 m tall platform 
in the Gulf of Mexico by Rubin 1171. This was tho lint part of s pilot 
~ t u d y  to examine the feasibility of ambient vibration monitoring, so periodic 
assessment, from astructural integrity viewpoint, could be done. Thc m a l n  
d e t w M  from the data roeorded (lateral, wt ieal  and angular aenwrs) from 
lorcc trsnnducora at 17 locations abavhwater on the structure were used ta 
provides baris lor a future analytical phase. 
Vandiver and Campbell [IS] introduced the Maximum Entropy Method 
(MBM) of speetral analysis as a powerful technique far estimating the dy- 
namic response pmpcrties of offshore pMforms. This method wsr presented 
in makingeslimata 01 natural frequmciea and damping ratias for three sim- 
ilar U.S. Navy air combat maneuvering range platforms near Cape Hatteras, 
North C s r a i i n ~  Note that MEM has p~oved the capability of producing 
nmootit high rrsolutian reaponse spectra from short time histories of deck 
acceleration. Also, this capability to  use short record lengths substantially 
dccrcnsw inherent error8 arising from the necessary assumption 01 stationary 
wave excitation loras (ibid.). 
Irwin [I91 cxamined tho various methods of conducting tests on small 
scale atruelures and the details of simple, low coet vibrating systems suitable 
for teala on still modcls wcrc presented. The analysis and interpretation of 
thc data dcrived from such experiments wue also considered. In relerence 
[ZO], s rational evnluntion of the atructurel Integrity of an offshore structure, 
using vibration measurements, was done for the USCG Ambrose Tower-a 
lotor-lcggod fixed platform at  the entrance to New York harbour. A math- 
cmatleal model of the structure was analyzed with the SAP I V  computer 
pmgrnm while considering the eflecta 01 mas,  entrained water, soil support 
conditions, equipment, etc. Also, the various parameterr affecting the lower- 
mode vibration charactorirtiw d the structure were examined separately, 
and their quantitative influence on the structure were investigated. Eiom 
tltc resulk dtained, it was verified that the vibration analysis of an offahore 
structure, used with on-board vibration measurements, i s m  efficient lnctltod 
to  establish the integrity of the structure. Mowover, t1.y suggested t h ~ t  t l ~ c  
determination of the causes for any subsequent frqumcy changes provides 
an early warning ayrtem to detect potentially hnenrdous dnmagcs, and the 
technique illustrtkd far a fined platform is mmpletely genoral. Acconlingly, 
it may be extended and applied to other structures such NI jack.apa nnrl 
remi-submersibles, 
Vandiver [Zl] showed that the error involved in eslimnting tile d~angcv in 
live loadads on the structure is one of the main limitations cttco!trntered whcn 
correlating shifts in natural frequency wilh slructurnl damngc. 181 pnrtiralnr, 
the liquids in large starage tanks are identined as serious sources or crmr. 
A correlation pmredum, which accounts for the sloshing of thc IiquiB, wns 
presented and substantiated by experimental data. It wns also pmlmunl l l ~ n t  
pmperly designed liquid storage tanks may bc uscftll nr dynmIcnbor1,crx ill 
suppressing structural response. In a laler puhlicntion, Vsnllivcr d "1. (221 
presented a detailed annlytical pmccdure la account for thc e k l s  duo to 
liquid s b r y  tanks mentioned pmvioualy. Fmm tltc re~ultv ohtaiscd, they 
dedundthat in particular cases whero the lowest madooftl~etauk is near the 
flexural fundamental of thr rtructure, a splitling response peak occttm and 
the natureof the aplit peakvaries with amall dlangoa in tltc dcptlt or lllc wntar 
In the tank. I t  wa. suggested that, t o a  Inseroxtcnt, similar pl~cnomennnrulcl 
occur if the higher modes arc tuned to  tho structural natural In:queneia. 
Though their analpis had been shown only for llte fundamental flexural 
mode, the authors implicate that similar bchavior 18 cxpecled b r  torniot~al 
and highes-xder flexural modes as well. 
The smp and repultr of two joinbindu~try rosearch projcctn is discun~ed 
by Duggan d a!. [a]. This study investigated the feasibility 01 uaing amhi- 
ent surface vihrational measurements to evaluate the integrity of a t n l  tem- 
plate platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. Specifically, the projects  ought to 
establish whether the vibrational behavior of the platform m a i n e d  stable 
undcr varying envimnmental and operating conditions, hut changed becauae 
of structural modification. It was acknowledged, based on the result. exam- 
ined fmm the projecla, that the state-01-the-art ambient vibrational mon- 
iloring techniques failed to detect the removal of jacket members on the 
SS274A platform. Yet, at a later symposium (Reference [24]), Du6ge.n el 
ol. dcacribed lurthcr work intended t o  improve the basis fm extrapolation of 
thc pmjecb mentioned in the previous publication (i.e., Reference [23[). To 
nchicve this objective, a detailed analysis was carried out on the vibrational 
data lrom another platform-Conoco'a M d n  Pas. ZSBA (MP296A)-in the 
Gulf of Mexico. The results of the analysis ahowed excelimt frequency a d  
mode shape stability of the first and second order modea of vibration as 
momred ovor aaix month period. 9-1, the frequencies and mode shapes of 
titc lhird order modes were not ahservd l a  be sumciently stable for use in 
integrity monitoring. Moreover, the  number of peaks in the ruponse spectra 
of the platlorn exceded the number of identified modea. For instance, sev- 
crnl groups 01 peaks w e n  classified aa corresponding to single mode ahape 
(split peaks). T h i ~  aplit prokefect wss a b r e r d  consistently for two of the 
hmdnmental modes and for the third order modes. The a s c t  csuse of the 
hchavior was not identified, but several possible eausea w r e  postulsted. It 
was eoncltlded that while it is possible to observe stable vibrational behavior 
up to, at least, the secand order modes on certain Gulf of Muico platforms, 
it is ttnlikcly that surlaec ambient vibrational integrity monitoring would he 
a practicahlepmpeet. 
Campbell and Vandiver (251 focussed on the estimation of natural I re  
quencies and damping ratios fmm mensued reponse apeetm, witln pnrticudnr 
emphasis on the dynamic response of oRehore structures lo wind and wave 
loading. They showed that present estimate of damping ratios, eompnkd 
from half-power hand width of rrsonanl peaks in thc nml~ienl power apec- 
trumofastrudure, are highly aensitiveto themethod omploy~l inatinjsting 
t h e  mponse spectrum. An alternative method, based on the Maximum Rn- 
tmpy Method (MEM), was presented. Tho tcchniquo pmvided cstitnnta 01 
natural frequencies and modal damping ratiaj, also appmximnle atnlistics of 
the  reliability of the estimates. Coppolino and Rubit, [ZG] studied thc  Shell 
platform SP-62C in the Gulf of Mexim. To dcteet nmbienl vibrntior~ $ar- 
ing normal produ~ingo~oration, the wa. instrumcnled wit11 ~cnwm 
a t  seventeen locations, between the decks and thc h l  Innding Icvcl. '1'1. 
purpow of that investigation was ta rcport on tho dnmnge scn~ilivity 01 111~. 
structure. Therefore, a detailed structural dynamic lniteclomrnt maclrl of 
t h e  structure (SP-62C), with adjustments lor impmwd mrrcspondcscc: will, 
the  experimental modes, was developed. This matl~omntieal model of lhc 
structure was employed to simulate the elleel of the scvornnrc 01 a rcpnr,:rn- 
tativeset of32 members. The changes in the natural frcqucncicsd tlnc lawcvl 
25 modes of vibration were predicted. Judgcmonts b a d  upon the ficld ex- 
periments were then made, regarding the likelihmd of dewtion of damagc 
using ambient vibration monitoring. In addilian, to hmaden thc outlmk 
about fracture aenaitivity, simplified models of generic jacket.lrsming con- 
figurations were analysed. Thia approach enabled the determination of the 
fundamental mode sensitivity lor failurea of vertical diagonal mcmhers. The 
~ ~ l i d i t y  of the results war rompsrod to known msults fmm actual plstforma. 
i t  war also polsible to determine the maximum increase in member loading 
resulting fmm such failure. These vesulla were most helpful in putting the 
frequencies and load rnsitivities into a general perspective. 
Rofcroncc 1271 discussed the main features of a joint revarch project un- 
dcrtakcn in 1980 by Leper1 el ol. about technique using the dynamic p m p  
crtios 01 an obhore skzl structure t o  detect structural damage. A relation 
was oslnbliahed between the occurrence of a failure and the modification of 
thc  dynamic pmpcrties of the structur.. Baed on many parts of experi- 
ments, using the scale modol of s platform, and on modal analysis theory, 
lhc  investigation showed that such a relation exinls which depends on the size 
and position o l  tho dcfat. From that invetignlian, two methods for the m e  
chanical detection of damages were prernted and compared, both from the 
technical and ~conomical viewpoints. A third method, using the sdjuatrnenl 
of a lhmreticnl model by the mesauted modal pnrameters, was pmpoaed to 
monitor the midual integrity for a damaged platform. Next vibmdetection 
was p r e n t e d  as a poworlul tool for future olTahore surveys, and an efficient 
complemml to the conventional non-destructive ksting methods. It wns em- 
~phnsizd thnl the technique can directly relatenny structural d a m q e  to the 
resulting loss of integrity of tho affected structure. 
B~lrke el al. Pa] pmse..ced a IensCsqu- method far calcttlating a n- 
sponae shape w t o r  at each discrete frequency of the matrix auto and cross- 
spectral density functions. The resulting shape vectors provided: (1) a single 
function of frequency (the squared norm) for displaying peaka in the spectral 
densily fitnetion, (2) a quantitative mearure of the mode shape ls-iated 
with the peaks, and (3) a measure of the g o d n e a  of fit of the vecta d a t a  
These results provided aque~:itr.tive and greatly simplilinl hasir lor intcrpr~. 
tation. Furlhermore, a derivation of the method, a description of ils dclign 
(including a listingof FORTRAN computer code), "81 cxnmplc trsilng tnten- 
surd data, and suggestions lor furlher developments wcm pre~atcd (ibid.). 
I t  should be mentioned thnl the examples illustmlcd tbc capability of the 
method to quantify mode slmapes, difficulties nssocialed with distingtni~l~ing 
between closely spaced modn, and the degr~e to which the resalling resposxc 
rhape~ are stable in time. Additional work wn. done by Burkc and Smiclin~l 
(291 in 1982 l o  dcsno more than one shape vcctor RL a parlictdax ffie(l~~c:t~~y, 
in order to expand the cnpa1,ilities lor quantilying mocle $lanlxe i~>bnnnlion. 
The purpose of this updnte~l dcvclopmcnt wiu to reduco titc n:cnrded nn~>binbt 
vibration structural data to a lorm tllnt would nliow q~malilnliveovnlanl.iot~ 
of modeshapes and natural frequencicsol the st~~clarc.  This ppc r  i h ~ ~ l u d ~ ~ :  
1) the theoretical modal, 2) n derivation of the nos-lirtenr, Icn*l.srluhrrq u~ la -  
tion method, and 3) the formulation and implemo#lldio~~ of ayn~tl~~!tic nmbi. 
ent vibration data reported In the previous pnpcr (ir., llclcrenm 1281). 1'1te 
results showed the capabilities and limitalia#w of tl~is len*l.rrlnmm cr~cll~nrl 
for identifying mode shapes. 
Two now methods (vibmdcktion, and modal imnlynia) wcre Pclcl tcal.~ul 
on a living qusrtcm platfonn in lho Arahinn Gull Ihy Cmh;cr am1 Ir:pcrl 
(1982). Reference PO] describe8 tine concapts, eq~tip~ncnt and opcrnting pm- 
eedurea developed, and the aignifieant results obtained. I t  war urncl8ded 
thsl the full-sealo experiments, using vihrodetmlion and nnn<lal nsalysix, 
have shown that the techniques have con~iclcrablc espnhility for structolral 
integrity moniloring, and potenlial ar design aids and incrc&~sofficioncy asct 
cmt savings i n  periodic surveys. They also ~~ttllgbeslcd that allhougl~ LIE tech- 
nic~~~aan:immcdiateiyuseful, they arcstill in theirinfancy stager and should 
scu! suhstantid dcvclopmonts, in krms of refinement and wider applications. 
IJri6ga and Vandiver [3i] prenled the results of an extension of the aingle 
clmannol Maximum Enlmpy Method (MBM) to mnilichannei appiicstions. A 
tmssfo bnctioe' catimntc usins tho multichannel MEM was used in made 
shnpc identilication far an Amom Ofshare Caisson platform lmated in 27 
m of water in the Gulf of Mcrim. Comparison of t hee  relative accelera- 
tion mngnitudcs t o  tlrc relative displacements amplitudes, obtained from a 
iinitc olcmcnl model of the Caisson platform, gave reasonable agreement. 
It wm suggested that the MOM technique can be a useful tml (with the 
cross-spcctmd ertimatc~ of magnitude, phase and cohemcc) in mode shape 
identification forollshorc platforms. Cook and Vandiver (331 madeadetaiied 
investigntion of the dynamic rerponrc ~haracteristiea or an operating aingle 
pile platform. Wind, wave and response time histories recorded on the plat  
form formed the basis lor comparison o l  predicted and measured response. 
113 thc predictive analysis, the components of the total modal damping were 
re~,nmtely mmputed. Thne  damping mmponente included the steel hys- 
trrctie damping, the wave radiation, the viscous hydrodynamic, and the soil 
<lamping. Rcspanses in lhc two hlndsmental bending modes ofthe structure 
were predietcd applying the pritleiple 01 reipmcity for acesn waves. Good 
ngreelnent betwrrn tbc predicted and measured response levels was attained. 
Note that the mmhinatiot> of the mt~ l l a  of the reponse prediction method 
with a dynamic finite element model of the piatlorm lead to a versatile ex- 
pression for the mem rate of accumuiation of fatirue damare. 
- - 
"hlafrr iunrtian mli!lmtm, dtaind Imm multidlan~l apertrai andyaia, an ruperior 
nil11 Llmt ohlnind uaing alto-ancrlral methods in their alalivcinrcnsitiviry to Input nnd 
ollrpUl ,noise (34. 
I n  1983, Nalaraja 1341 carried out a program 01 strtlettml illlcgrity mont. 
iloring through vibration measaremnnts 01 three nxcd stccl plntlornls i n n  t l ~ c  
North Sea His objectives were to develop monitorins systms to ol>erntc 
continuously over a period 01 two years and to prove t l s  lensibiiity o i  audl 
systems to detect structural dama~ .  The resulta showed that only lile lowcsl 
natural frequencies could be idenlilied without ambiguity,nnd tlrom lwqao~,. 
c in were stable throughout lhe monitoring period. Temporary red~~ctiaa 01
these frequencies, caused by an increase in deck mass associated will, drilling 
activity, was detected. i t  wns suggested tinat deck mas  sho!tlcl be an~otlitarrcl 
to distinguish the lmuency vnrialian assoeinled wilh primary stnnctuml 
damage and foundstion stillnear reduction. I1 w a  ~cknnwi~rlgcd lhnl l l l c :  
vibration monitoring systems conaisting o l  sccolcro~nclcn at the wnlcr aar- 
1- and deck of line structure can only delecl global eLal>gea. Navrrlld~~uu, 
ambient monitoring systems wore rocommended for cot>li~rttnur nnlnt~ilcrri~ng 
of the global condition of an offshore platlorm (;&id.). 
Jones e l  el. (351 described the latest rsloty and porlormn!lcc nmnitoring 
techniques that are employed on struclum and vesrcls c.~gaged ik Cannndi.~tn 
offshore oil and gas erploralion projects. The results ofseverai monitoring 
programs were discussed. In rolerence 1361, a system idc~~lifientior~ tccl,niq~w, 
which uses a state spncc equation was u d .  I t  wir~ p m p d  lhnt o r m  t lr! 
eigenvalues and eigenveetorsaf the system are dclermined, tl>e mnsn, alifimrxs 
and damping can be ohlained. Hcnco changes 01 lhc mntrix elcrnenl~ will 
provide tho identification oilhe location and ~cvcrmccaf l l~e xtrurtural dxm- 
age. Moan el 01. 1371 pmented a hriofdeacriplion 01 thc likaly conditions lor 
offshore steel piatlorms. The thmrctieal hnsis lor lwo Bnite clement motibocla 
lor non-linear collapse analrjia was pmn lcd ,  lollowed by a bricl ol~tlinc of 
tlncayatem hehavior oftrusswork platforms. Shahrivar ct  of. Pa] applied the 
ntr~ncturd intcgritp monitoring technique to a ljS0th scale plalic model rep 
remnting the structural system ol a typical full-scale t o w  in 68 m of water. 
Tho e k t  of severance o f  diagonal bracing membe~  on selected frequencies 
and mode shape parameha, mearund at the deck, were presented. 
In 1988, Tsni el al. (391 presented a syatern identification lechniquefor 
dotccting and characterizing the exi~tence and location of crack damage in 
offsllore atructurea. Numerical and experimental tests werr carried out on s 
I/IItIt scnlc mab l  of an offshore platiorm in the Gulf of Mexico. Significant 
d~angcs in both the massand flexibility of theidentifidayatcmmathematical 
rnodol wore found nflor a thmugh-cut damage war created on one horizan- 
tal ihracing. Theso results wow consistent to that obtained experimentally. 
U m d  on the mrults obtained, they concluded that the technique was use. 
bl in identilying, localizing and, also, evaluating the dam* for an offshore 
platform. 
2.1 Practical Limitations 
Thore arc limitations to the Slmetuml Intep'tgrity Methodin its practical ap- 
plientions. Somc or these are discussed and, where possible, solutions are 
suggostcd. Resonant Prequcney chnnges may occur due to reasons other 
than primary slructural dnmage--e.g., soil foundation failure and change iin 
deck mars. 
Soil Foundation Fail i re. A possible solution is to uae a computer 
model with two or threc rnonnnt frequencies. The type of failure may be 
dduccd hy xamining tho relative shifts in  fnqueocy. For instance, i f  the 
elmtic properties of the #oil change, they will influence tile flcxttral resonlant 
frequencia in both the r and y directional modes. Whereas, n dnnmagmi 
member may often contribute principally to stiffness in one direction only. 
Cornpuler models present the means for dnwing tho r o r m t  mnclusiona irour 
experimental evidence. 
Changes in Deck Mess. Changes in live loads on the dcck of tho 
structure is one of the main limitalions encountered when mrrelnling ~l>ifts 
in resonant frequencies with stmetural damage. The addilian of ~igniticatt 
mass of drilling equipment and consumnblcs may cause sl~iltx in eertritl re$- 
onant ftquencin (particularly the fundmcntsi sway and tonionzl ~nndn) .  
However, the frequencies that are dTected will return lo Lhcir original vnluo 
once tho extra mass is removed. To detnt  whether titow frqtccncy sltiRa 
mentioned abwc were attributable to  thccxtra mmscs, strnin gntlgca coomld 
be mounted near the top of the main legs to dctect e h n n p  i n  Iolmidu stm. 
Besides these periodic deck mms changes discuaacd above, liqni<l ik, large 
storage tanks haa been identified as serious sources of error 1211. This rc~tdtx 
if there is a coupling between the pistform resonant frcqucncics u~cl  titc 
slashing liquid in the storage tanks. Those cffmts on rnonant fretlacnck 
are exhibited as split peaks in the mode(=) allccled (ilid.).  Such clmssmgc~ 
could giveermneour indications thal thestruclurc had bccn d m & ,  rl~o,b, 
in fact, it has not. To eliminate the pmblcm, mcnruros aitould hc tnkor~ to 
isolate the slashing pmbiem mentioned above. A poasibla ralution ia to  urn 
computer modele with themeasured data from the actual atnlcturc. Vsladiver 
(ibid.) has developed an analytical method which could bc uaed to i~olnle 
the influence of the sloshing liquid on t h  raor.ant frcr(#icncicw. 
Chapter 3 
Theoretical Modelling 
Tlli. cl~aptcr prcscnts the mathematical modelling of the problem. The t h e  
orctical formulations b d  on wave and structural mechanics, applicable to 
the investigation, are given. In addition, s description of the computer im- 
plcmcntalion (to obtain thmrelieal estimates of the dynamic behavior of the 
stnncture) i. presen:ed. 
3.1 Wave Forces 
Wave forecs on olfshom structures are commonly mmputed using linearized 
wave thmry. Gonerally, t h m  diiTerenl method. are used: 1) Morrison- 
O'Brien's theory, 2) Fmudc-Krylov Hypothesis and 3) Linear Diffraction 
tbcory. The Morrison-O'Brien's theory considers the force as being eom- 
pmod al an inertia and drag component linearly added. This method is 
~ ~ t ~ ~ l i y  spplieable to smaller abject. (i.r, smaller compared with the wave 
length). If the iuerlin forces predominate, but the object is still not very 
small, the Roude-Krylov approach (P-K theory), uaing praure-area m e t h d  
on tho eurinee ai  the object, is used. However, a force coefficient dependent 
083 experimental data is mquiled to include the eLctr  of added m w  and 
wave diffraction. For larser objecte (i.e., larger compared wit13 tho wnvc 
length) linear diffraction thcory, using numerical lechniquea, is ad. Iicrc. 
the Laplace's equation is solved with appropriate boandsry eonditiona in  
terms of a total potential which is the sum of an incident and reflcdnl p h  
tentiai. This methal may be marhematieally more sncl dcairni)lc, 
but, the fimt two methods, mentioned prwiously, are morc rcndiiy aaed. 
In thia treatise, the wave forces on the atcueture arc cnlndatcrl 
the Martiron-O'Brien's equation. The inertia term includea m inertin ro- 
cffieient, CM; the drag term invoivea n drag coefficient, CD. Morriwu rl 
ol. 1741 first used the equation to  calculate tbe forces on n vrrticnl cyliscler 
subjected Lo wavea. Since then it lras been applied to other oricntdious el n 
cylinder baides other aubmorged shapes. Usudly, tllc expronsiorn ia applic<i 
to small objecla where diffraction and added mass ollocts nro synanyenonrs. 
(Applicaliona to  larger objects are not unusual.) 
The iocrtiaforccia proportional to  thewator particle accelcmtioo, and thc: 
drag forceto the aquare of tho wakr pnrticlc velocity. Tltenc are lnkcn in  It,. 
direction of the wave farm. For inrtanco, on s vertical cyiindcr tile borizontnl 
force is wmpaed of the horizontal water particle velocity and accolcmtios. 
(This is similar for a r.orieontal cylinder normal to the wsva pmpagation.) 
For an indined cylinder, the velocity and acceleration am resolvcd ihtln tlacir 
normal and tangenlid components. The normal velacity component cauw:* 
both vismus and pmrsurc lonu, while thc Lsngcntinl component causn only 
a shear forcci.e., skin friction-tangential to the axis of tile cylindor whicl~, 
often, ia ignored in  computations [do]. Normal components are tiasn ruolv~wl 
i n  their horizontal and vcrlical directions. Thosc camponcnta arc then amd 
to compute forces in the reapeetive directions in  the usual way. 
3.2 Wave Theories 
Works by earlier investigators (Laplm, Geratner, Airy, Stokes et ol.) arr d= 
torministie. For example, in Airy's amall amplitude irrotational wave theory 
[dl], tllc basic hydrodynamic (i.e., Euler's) equations for an incompressible, 
frictionlcsa fluid, with irmtational fluid motion, are employed. When a veloo 
ity potential 6 is incorporatal into the continuity equation (i.e., eonditiona 
of rem curl prevail, d x 0 = O), the Laplace's equation becomes: 
if tho momontumequation-Euler'a equation01 motion--combined with mn- 
diliona of irrotnlionality are integrated, the Bernmli's equation is obtained. 
wiaere "3 = -2. azi 
T h n e  equations are solved subject to  the appropriate boundary condi- 
tions. Since thc boundary condition Z = 11 (free aurfze) appears as an un- 
known, the  gonoral soiution br the wave motions is complex. But by assum- 
ing various boundary mnditiona, different solutions fo. the above equations 
result. For instance, the mumptian of smdl amplitude and zem pressures 
on tho boundary leads to  Airy's solution for two dimensional motion. Also, 
using perturbation terhniqun, the mlolutiona to the a b w e  equations in the 
larm of scricr expansion in ascending powera 01 5 for very ddnp water and 
L. 
in ierms H" lead to sinusoidal-i.e., Stokea3-and Cnoidal wave forms, re- 
h, 
speclively 142,431. (H, is the wave height, L, the wave length and h. the 
watn depth.) 
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Stokes' waveexhibit vertieaiaymmetry, sharper crests and flatter tmughe: 
whereas Airy's wavea are sinusoidal. The kinematics of Slokca' wsvca a n  
described in tarma of circular functions. Cnoidal wsvn, attrihatdio to  KO. 
rteweg and de.Vriea 1431, are developed in terms of elliptical functions. tlc 
s i d e  the above wavea, there aresolitary wave. 1441. These waves rise eutircly 
s b w e  the still water level and reui t  in msso transport in tho dimetio~n of 
wave advance. Such waves a n  generated by displacing a mass of water (c.g., 
dce to seismic movements). Rqions of spplicnbility-ia., small nnlplitudc 
(Airy's wave), and finite amplitude (Stokean, Cnoidal and Solitary wavea) 
theories-are depicted in terms of the relative depth, h, in Pigurc 3.1. 'Phe 
L. 
notations used in connections with wavoa are ahawn in Pipn? 3.2. 
In the foliowingseetions, tho mathematical larmulationa arcd lo  cdcaiatc 
the wave farm on s structure, subjected to regular and irregular wnvos, am 
presented. 
3.3 Regular Wave Forces 
3.3.1 Vertical Cylinder 
Based on thelinearized Morrison's wavcoquation, thc incromcntd wave fnrcc, 
&-, on a cylindrical element of length, 8, of a vertical cnnliicver cylinder 
(see Fibure 3.3) is expressed as: 
where 
d& = IPCDDI~ - k l ( d  - k)ds, md 
d& = p ~ r F ( f i  - ?)da. 
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where 
8% = drag component of the force, 
fir = inertia eomponed of the lone, 
CD = drag coefficient, 
CI = inertiaor mbss coefficient, 
D = external diameter of the cylindrical element, 
G = instantaneous velocity vector of the wator pnrlicle normal lo Lhc 
m e m k  (i.e., 0 ="?+"A. 
U = inrtantsneour accelcrntion vector of the wntcr pnrticles nonnibl 
to  the axia of the member (i.c., 6 = ir;+dj), 
+ ?  
& , j  = unit vectors in the x and y dirediona, respcdivoly, 
u,v = water particle velocity eamponcnls in tho x and y dimtin!ta, 
respectively, 
i,6 = water parlicleaecelerationmmponentain llmox and y direcliot~s. 
respectively, 
2 = inats.ntaneous velocity vector of the structural member (Lo., 
3 =a++;);,, 
z,y = displacement components in the x and y direelions or tltc incn:- 
mental aection, respectively, 
X = instantaneous acccloration vector of thc inercrncnloi nerlion 01 
the member (i.e., X = Z:+ i j ) ,  
.+,&b,j = instantaneous velocity a d  meeleration of the incremental 
section in the x and y dimtiona, respeclivcly, 
ds = incremental length of the section, and 
17 = inatenlaneous water level above the mean sen IcveI. 
liero, d and ita wlocity component Li. normal to the axis of the c a n t i i ~ n  
cylindor an: synonymlous. If i,2 4: u.b, and ),i < 9,; equation (3.4) 
The drag tcrm in the above expreaaion hsr the non-linear qumt.:ly ldld 
which, lor many calculations, particularly in spectral methods, makes the 
saiulion difficult. (Nolo that the absolute value sign preserves the direction 
of the form.) firthormore, since frequency domain analysis requires linear 
systcms, thedrag term must be linearieed. This isdone by using themdhod 
of equiralent linearization [7Sj. The mean square error introduced by r e  
placing the nonlinear term ld1d with fi is minimized [TGI. It should be 
omphasised that d is time dependent and ?i is a mnstant having directional 
wilere the operator El.. .] represents the ensemble average. 
Since tho input pm- (water particle motirm) is arsumed to be a zero 
mean crgodic Gausrinn pmecas, the linearized output proceas ia a zero mean 
crgodic Gaussian process. So the probability density function far the water 
velocity is: 
d") = -Lxp(-U1) ,  6, 2e; 
where 0.. aod a. are the standard deviation of the water pnrticio vclocity 
components which, here, are q u a 1  to  the mot menn sqtmre 01 tila volocity 
components (i.e., u,. and v.,.). By substituting cqnntionr (3.8) and (3.8) 
into equations (3.6) and (3.71, respectively, the linearinatio#, drag factors lor 
the velocity components (up) become: 
and 
(3.11) 
therefore, 
ao = a m .  ( 3 . l Z )  
Assuming s single right moving Airy wave propngnting in n =onst;u*t 
density, irmtational and ideal fluid, the wave potentinl, 4, is oxgn!wnl ax: 
4 = W A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h ' , ) ( L U " ~ ~ ( k z m a ~  + kysino- w l +  ), (:I.I:I] 
where 
k = wave number, 
A = wave amplitude, 
r = surfaa elevation above the mean sea Icvel, 
O =  angle olpmpa@tion of the wave with lhc t u e  x-iuia, 
o = arbitrary p h a e  angle, and 
w = radian frequency of the wave. 
But = u:+ "7, where: 
and 
a+ 
"=-. 
OY 
= wA~in l~IW(1+ si h (k,) hw)l 8ln(kzeos8 . + kys in9-wl  in), (3.15) 
and 
101 = GTx (3.16) 
A1 npoint (z,y)-arbitmrilychom lo be (0,O)on thecantilevercylinder- 
lorn wave propagating d 0 = OD with the +ve x axis. lhe velocity' of the 
WIICI p~~ t i c i ew  is: 
" = 
wAeosh[k(i + h,) . 
sinhlBb,, *ln(--wf +a). (3.17) 
'l'ilc me1 menu sqaare 01 this velocity is given by: 
1',,.. = 
wA~o~h [ k ( z  +hy)] 1 
sinh(kh,) JZ' (3.18) 
"hnl the lincarimlion drag (actor (i.e.. equation (3.10)) is written as: 
- wAmshlk(r+ h,)l 8 
" = 
sinh(kh,) 6. (3.19) 
lNI3: Tho docity in tlno ucrlirni or z dimtion is kngmtid to the akof the cy1iod.r 
and is. therefore, ignord for reasons mcntiond cailirr in ~ar t~on 3.1, page 24. 
8 ' d ~ ~ c m h l k ( z +  hu)] . 0 = s i l , ~ ~ l  snn(-wl +o): (3.20) 
Finally, for a single Airy wave rep-nted by: 
I) = Asin(-wl + o), (3.21) 
the total force on a cylindrical element located hotwen, it and z2 (refcr 10 
Figure 3.3) is expressed as ( o  is assamed equal lo  000): 
Cz = -[sinll(khw - k n )  - sinh(blt, - hr2)l; wcl 
7 = specific density of the walcr. 
3.3.2 Arbitrarily Orientec! Cylinder 
For an arbitrarilv oriented cylinder, tho velocily and aeccleratins of 1130 is<,i- 
dent wave are resolved into their ncrmsl and tnngcntinl ~ompanents. (1lc.m: 
0 and fl, are not synonymous.) Then wave [oms arccn~npoated ih  l h e ~ e s ~ ~  
way as for the vertical cylinder discussed earlier (i.e., in  re~ l iou 3.3.1 ). 'I'hia 
section presents the formulations used lo d,tain 111s rcsolvrcl components of 
velocity and acceleration. 
Consider the arbitrarily orientcd cylinder xhown i n  I*lgan: :I.& nafir~ing 
the orientation of tho cylinder in polar wordinntos, Lhc position vrctor of Lhc 
cylinder Is: 
A=.:t$+zE (n.zr) 
FIG.3 .4  ARBITRARILY ORIENTED CYLINDER. 
GLOBAL CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM 
F IG.3 .5  FORCE COMPONENTS L N  AN ARBITRARILY 
ORIENTED C Y L I N D E R .  
Therefore, the unil vector AA is: 
where 
b = sin$ -0 ,  
4 =.in$ sin0,and 
c, = COS4. 
Defining the velocity of the wave in its more gcncral lorn, a: 
where w and are the velocity m r n ~ n c n t  and unit vcctar ia the s dircc- 
lion, respectively-the othcr variables havc been prcvio!laly drlitml-, l h c ?  
projation of is: 
0 - c . l  
. m i  - 1x1. (:1.27) 
Since 2% -A:, then thc vector parallel t o  Ashown in Pigtrc :1.5 (i.c., i t  licx 1x1 - 
0" A) is (O , A)A:. 
Thus, the norrnlll velocity vector La A (i.o., U.) in: 
Taking the mmponen* separately: 
~i n long c m t d  wave is being conaidered, w = o (i.e., 9 = 0); so the 81 
nbovc expreaaions will be reduced. Similarly, the normal components of the 
ncceloratlon are given by: 
3.4 Irregular Wave Forces 
lbr a train of irregular waves, the waw profile is decomposed into a series 
of nirtc and cosine cornponcnts. This is achieved by first digitizing the wave 
wofiic into N  discrete points, spaced s t  an interval of At seconds. The 
discrete signal is thca transformed into a series of N/2 + 1 cosine and N / 2  
sine waves, using an FIT algorithm iu: 
A,,B, = pseudo random infinitcsimnl rmplitudes iusocintcd .rill) <.act! 
wave component. 
Based on equation (3.22) and applying the superpoailion pri~xeiplc (a 
linear system is assumed), the forceon the cylindricnlelenncnt due to n train 
of irregular waves is represenled by: 
N12 N / 2  
Fr(t) = C(Cx.caa(w.1) - C,.sin(u.f)I + C(Cr.rin(w.l) + C~.coa(w,t)I. 
.=o a-0 
(:l.36) 
In  contrast to equation (3.22), the force caliicicnts C, a d  C2 RIC ~~TIIIIIII~I 
for each wave component r e p m n k d  by 8 = 0,1,2,.. . , NIZ. (Ilrncc, 113s 
new no tali on^ C,. and C2, are intmduc~d.) 
As B result, the theoretical rwponse of the sln~ctarc is ol,lai!~c<l Ihy  using 
tho force computed with the ahave expreruion m the ihq,al forcing ftt~nrlion 
on the finite dement (FBM) model or the structure. 
3.5 Mathematical Modelling of the Struc- 
ture 
Two methods were used to ablain a mathematical modal or llmo s t r ~ ~ c t ~ ~ w :  
1) a 3-D model, and 2) a stick model. In  the 3-D rnoclcl, all tho DO!? or lbe 
structure are considered. Thi. model rquims s Iargc computcr con? dorag,? 
and is very CPU intensive Tho stick madol, on thc otlaor lhamrl, origirwtcs 
fmm an eigenvslue ~onomieer  which clirninates ~condn ry  !>OF fm,n tbc: 
analysis. ( I t  requires less CPU lime and mrc storsgc.) A common l~*hnirlss 
used to eeanorniso the analysis or largo structures is lhe method of sub- 
structures 1451. Leung (461 has presented a ruh-atruelurc procod~~rc whcrchy 
the substructure DOFarcuaed as muter  DOP. This mcthod along with Line 
economizer procedure outlined by Zienkiewia 141) is  discu.m,d and wlcndcrl 
inrther. Ultimately, the resulting consistent maaa matrix is diaganalized- 
using a method rceommonded by Cook [48]-lo construct the stick model. 
3.6.1 Formulations for the 3-D Model 
Consider a linear mulllplc degrea of freedom (MDOF) system with mas8 
lh!mped at N degrees of freedom aubjnted to the loading function Jj(t), 
whom J,(l) is the force applied at DOF j at time 1. The equation of motion 
in the lime domain may be expressed as: 
[m],w and [I.] = NxN mass (added mass + structural mass), damping 
(viscous damping, radiation or ware meking damp- 
ing), stiflness (structural + \ydrostatie) matrices, re 
spn t i dy ;  and 
+,i, t and f(1) = Nxl displacement, velocity, acceleration and load vec- 
ton, respectively. 
Tho sbovc uprossion is coupled, and, as i t  stands, dilZicult to solve. To aim- 
plify the analysis, theequation Is uncoupled using the normal mode method 
(Cloagll and Pen~ien [49]). This is done by repreenting the displacement 
voctor ~ ( 1 )  as a sum olortbogonal mode shapes' multiplied by modal ampli- 
tsdca. Hence: 
R 
= C&clj(l), 
>=s 
(3.38) 
41) = 1@12('), (3.39) 
'The told vibralion orhe 8lrucLure iaconaidcnd as a linear combinalionof the char- 
snrristi. hnm,onir modas*pe dcnokd by & . 
where 
I*] = mode shape matrix of N made -ton of length N, and 
&) = time dependant vector of modal amplitudes. 
However, the dynamic analysis of the alructurnl system usi~tg xnor~t~nl 
mode method requires, as a first step, the solution of lhc general ~igestvnla~ 
problem; thus: 
Im]P+ Iclit [k]z= 0. (1.40) 
If the displacement and acceleration of any characteristic mode of vihmtion. 
j, is expresred as: 
y =&sinwjf, (3.1 1) 
m d  
1 - - 6 . 2  . , - -, , anu,f. ( : I ,~z)  
(where w, is tho frequency of vibration of the jlh rnodc, and 4, ia tho rmorlc 
shape or normalized eigenvectoP), lhe u n d m p n l  cqc8ntio1> for 1n.c vibmlias 
[k]~ = -[",I$ (:t.n:~) 
Subrtitutingeguationa (3.41) and (3.12) inlo cqtmtion (3.45) yiclda: 
Equation (3.44) is an eigenvdue problem in non-standard brm,  whew 111~: 
e igen~luea  re the squarer of the frequencies and ei&envcctorn are the v ihr-  
tianal mode shape associated with thc frquenciea. Considering all paaailrlo 
'NW: Theamplilvdlaolvibralion in Ihc normdird tignnmlor arc only mla l ivavJ~~n 
and may he scaled or nomaliiid, La ~ a m o  ULLLL, L a m ~ t k r  of chhii. 
rrequcncia and mode shapes, equalion (3.44) may be written as: 
whom [fl] is diagonal matrix containing the eigenvaiuer in order of increasing 
magnitudes. The matrix [+I mntains the eigenvectora stored columnwiae in 
sn order corresponding to  the  eigenvaluer in [n]. Often, the matrix [n] is 
cailed lhe spectral malrix while [q is called the mode shape matrix. 
Since lhc mode ahspe matrix ia available, a set d N normal mode equa- 
tions for thcalructure is a t t s i n d  hysubstitutingquations (3.39) intoequa- 
Lion (3.37), and pre-multiplying by the transpose of the mode shape matrix 
(i.c,, [a]). Thorefme, 
where 
[MI = [@]"[m][Y, modal maaa matrix, 
[C] = [+P[cI[O], mod4 damping matrix, 
[I<] = [@IT[k[[+], modal stiffness matrix, and 
E(1) = [@JTL(I), modal farce vector. 
Assuming Reyleigh damping of the form: 
(whorc or is an arbitrary eonstant), then the normal uncoupled modal q u a -  
lions may be wrilten as N independent single degree of freedom (SDOF) 
cqusliona. As a m u l t  for the  ilh mode, the equation of motion becomes: 
where 
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M, = g[m]&, modal msss, 
Ci = g[c]h,  modal damping, 
K; = &[!el&, modal stiffness, 
pi =modal amplitudes, 
= mode shape vector for mode i, and 
F,,Fn,'. . , FN= forces at degms o i  freedom 1. 2, . . . , N, respcclivcly. 
Having solved each modd  equation lor the number of stnlctural motla 
bein8 investigated, the modal reaponae (q(t)) is then trnnslorrned back to tho 
original mordinatea using 3.39) (i.e., dl) = EZ1 &q,(t)). 
3.5.2 Formulations for the Stick Madel 
I f  dampins is neglected, Lhs equation of motion far tlte atrucl!lrc (i. .. qua.  
tion (3.31) presented earlier in  section 3.5.1) can bc writton aa: 
whore the column vectors n and i have been partitioned inlo two part": 
n={:), 
Here, the displacement z, is assumed to depend, i n  a uniqtm way, 0x1 thc 
displacement &. Themfare. z, is called the vector o i  slavo vririahlcn. (For 
simplicity, araume the mars matrix ia diagonal.) Uaueily, a, and zm arc 
chosen, so the number of slave DOF, a,, will he much grcreatcr than the 
master DOF, z,,,. 
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Toestablish tho relationship between mrster and slsveDOF, the following 
transformation is intmduwd: 
whew 
Mormwr, lo obtain [a], the general defamation of thestructure is m u d  
lo follow a canfiguration attainable by imposing displacements on an, 
othorwiac, unloaded structure in static condition. (NB: [TI and [I] are the 
transformation and identity matrices, rapectively.) If equation (3.49) is 
pnrtilioned with 2= Q, and aincc the slave nodes are unloaded, the  following 
exprmion is obtained: 
Thcreforc: 
lk.le + lk.mlzm = 0, 
and 
2. = -lb.!-'[knl&. (3.52) 
Thus, 
ITI = -[k..J-'[k,]. (3.53) 
The shove expression is the Guyan transformation 1501. Substituting 
equation (3.52) into (3.49) and premultiplying by [TIT, to  preserve symmr 
try, yields the following condensed equation of motion: 
where 
[MI' = Im.1 t lTPlm,.lITI, 
IKI' = [4.l- [9.1[4.1-'[k.ml. and 
F' = t t [llTL(t). 
Here, [m and [K]. are the condensed m a s  and stillncas mntriccs, rcspn- 
tively; P is theequivalently lumped nodal force vector; wililc zm is a calt!snrt 
vector involving fewer variables than the original low vcclor in equation8 
(3.49). Since it requires less CPU time and core storagr, the solulion ol 
equation (3.54) ia rrlativoly simple. 
Implementation: Beesuse the slave DOF vnstly oulntmmbcr thc ~nsvler 
DOF, inverting [k.,] is CPU intensive. This problcm could hc ovarearno 
by applying the following =use t i on  lo the flexibility matrix-i.c., fro,,, tile 
output of thestatic analysis: 
t he  ribht hand side matrix in the above expmion iu lhe lnmilirr gjd,d 
flexibility malrix. Aa a result: 
Based on the above expression, 
and 
- [&.I-'[k..l = Iamnl-'l~nnl = [TI. 
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Furthermore, from equation (3.56), the following relationship la obtained: 
Suhsliluling equation (3.57) into the above e x p ~ s i o n  lead6 to: 
Ilcna, it is correct to write: 
and 
[TI = Iam,1-'[a.,l. (3.62) 
witom [a,,] ia lhe flexibility matrix of the mader DOP and the inversion 
will give thc lransformation rn :rix. (The inversion of [a,,] is less expensive, 
since it is of a iav order.) It may be  recalled that [TI is the matrix which 
relates the displacements of the slave nodes to thaae of the master nodes. 
Existing PEM pmgrams such as SAP IV, GTSTRUDL, etc., a u l d  be 
used lo compulc (om,] and [a,.[. The following a t ep  are suggested: 
(a) . . . first, identify the master DOF; 
(b)  find tho mrreponding deflection along d l  the master DOF and arrange 
lhem as the 1st column of matrix lo,]; and 
(c) choose the corresponding deflection along all the slaveDOF and arrange 
them as the 1st column of the matrix [a,]. 
Each step is repeated for the remaining maslor DOF, wltile the m~mponding 
ddleetions are pi t ioned columnwire in their appropriate locations. llilving 
obtained [a,,) and [a,], the matrix [TI can be farmed. Sakqucntly, the  
condensed mass md stiffness matrices, and the  lhvl vector arc eo,npatccl. 
(Refer to equation (3.54), section 3.5.2.) To construct a stick nlodel 01 tho 
structure, t h e  reduced consistent mass matrix is dingonalizd usiug Cook's 
method. (A summary of the method is prmented in section A,!, Appendix 
A.) Consequently, the  condensed form of the equalion of motion is ~olveci 
using the Houbolt recurrence pmeedure 1511. This numerienl sehcrnc ih~cor- 
porates a finite diR-nceuld step by s tep intcgretion pmeerlurcn aynopsis 
of t h e  algorithm iapresonled in section A.2, Appendix A. A1 lltis~tnge ie the  
analysis, t h e  responses computed are only at Line master DOI? aclntcd ini. 
tially. Therefore, to compute the rcsponscs aL the slave DOP, thc rcllponso. 
at  t h e  mmter DOP should be multiplied by the  Transformntiot~ matrix ['I']. 
3.6 Computer Implementation of Analytical 
Models 
Two analytical models were used to snalysc thc  slnrcturc: I )  n 3-11 ~nodsl, 
and 2) a stick model. In this section, the  mmpulcr implamcntntion of -11 
analytical model is summarized. Pisure 3.6 shows thc aimtllatnl 3-1) nncl 
stick model. 
rlG.3.6 SIMULATED 3-D AND STICK MODEL REPRESENTATION 
OF THE STRUCTURE. 
3.6.1 Implementation of the 3-D Model 
A finite element approach wari used to nnalyse the stnlctum. The nnethocl is 
epitomized as: 
. discntire thestruclure (i.e., sub-divide the s t~uctare  into c o n ~ p n ~ n t e ) ;  
select a interpolation function which r e p m o t s  the ~ ~ p ~ t ~ n e d  nt~tttber of 
degrees of freedom: 
. select the element pmpcrlies; 
assemble the element pmperlia to ohtnin system pmpcrlies; 
. solve the system equations; and 
. intscpret the resull~ by making additional calcuiatiol,. ifnocwnnry. 
For analyses (i.e., computations lo estimate natttml frcrl!tencien, nmodc 
shapes, etc.), a computer generated Finite Element An8lysix (FBM) d k  
emliiafbn was generated. In the model and prototype li8ero were 85 ~nodol 
or joints and 278 beam elements. Thesc aro shown in Rgurcs 3.7 nt~d 3.8 for 
the prototype. The corresponding diagrams far tho modoi an: dopictc<l ih 
Figures 3.9 and 3.10. All the tubular memhcrs or tho frame stro~ctan! wwe 
modelled using Z D  beam eicmcnls, while Lllo dock way modelled trwing $0 
eight noded 5D solid elemenls. Pinite olcment nt~alyses wlrm dono lhnynl otm 
the following assumptions: 
1. rigid connections at tho joints, 
2. lumped mariaer a t  nodes. 
3. rigid deck, 
1. priam&tic heam members, 
5. sir dcgrma of frecdom per node for each beam clement ( t h e  transla- 
tional and thm: rotational), 
6. thru? dcgmm of fmdom per node for each 3-D solid element which 
forms the deck (thr: lranalntional-a total of 24 degrees of freedom), 
~ l l d  
7, tile mass dislribution throughout the structure is fixed. 
Natural frcqumcies and mode shapes were computed using the subapspocc 
ilcrotion technique. For the submerged members, tho hydrodynamic added 
maw was asrumcd equal to the maas of water displnced by the member 
CZ, 531. The inertial resistance duo to the added mass nf water was aasumed 
to apply to  components of scceierstion normal to  the member axis far such 
~ n w n b m  155, 54). To compute the "odd wave forces. resulting fmm wave 
aclion, a structttrl mechanic. approach was used: Each eiement was rub- 
dividod inlo n sulr~at ions  (hore, n = lo), and the wave for- at eaeh 
section wcrc compnM using the l inear id  Mmison's equation presented 
earlier in section 3.3.1 Tho force a t  ench section was then transferred to the 
joinls as nodal forces and fined-end moments, as is usually 'one in structural 
mcchnnies. (This operation is shown diapammatically in Figure3.11.) Thus, 
tllc nodal force* and moments a1 each node were computed a. the algebraic 
s a m  of all 1110 forces and ,momenta rravltlng from each point load on the 
~ ~ ~ e l n h e r ,  r spectiwly. Pittelly, the total force and moment were computed 
w tho nlgebmic sum of all the nodal forces and momenta aharing the same 
joint. As tho waves propngnled through the structure, the above numerical 
ad>emc was repented lor each timestep (At). 


FIG. 3.11 ACTUAL AND EQUIVALENT LDhDlRG 
FOR A CONCENTRATED TRANSVERSE 
FORCE (NB: I= a + b l .  
The equation of motion for each element plus all t h e  boundary paints 
a t  connecting nodo. betw~cn each element were computer generated fmm 
thcgmm~trieal and physical properties ofthe input data for each element or 
mcmbcr as dopiclod in Figure 3.12. Ultimately, the quationaaf motion were 
asscmblod by the  computer into one equation repr-Ling thestructure, and 
titc m a l y w  were done. (All analyses were carried out with a special purpose 
program compiled by tho author.) 
It should be emphasized that since i t  would be difficult and very time 
mnruming to obtain u a e t  nnirlytieal solutions for the strueture considered, 
~numcrical analyses of the  physical model, based on certain approximations, 
nrc incorporated in the computer appmaeh. 
3.6.2 Implementation of the Stick Model 
h obtain n aiick model of the structure, it was first oeeessary to  elect the  
master DOP, ao the nodm chosen represented the expected global motion of 
the structure. Since the structure did n d  have any central nodes at  each 
horizontal level on the j d e t  (the most suitable position for a master node), 
ono corner node was chase" fmm each level on the bmad side of the struc- 
ture; that is, starting from level # 1 and proceeding in s aigaag manner t o  
lcvcl # 7. Therefore, the  flexibility matricer of the marter and slave nodes 
wore ablninod by applying unit loadds a t  the mmponding master DOF, 
successively, in the global x direction, and static analyses were carried out 
lo compute static displacements. There wen as many load cases a. mas- 
ter DOF. The above procedure was accomplished wilh the m e  computer 
program used to  malyse the 3-D modd of the structure. 
1-STRUCTURE IS REPRESENTED BY 4 COMBlNlTlON OF SMALL t 
GLOBAL COORDINATE 
SYSTEM. 
MODEL 
2.EQUATIONS OF MOTION I R E  COMPUTER GENERATED FROM PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
OF STRUCTURF : .-
- ]p]+F'' ' ] +  ']p]=p] 
MASS MATRIX DAMPING MATRIX STIFFNESS MATRIX 
' INERTIIL F O C ~ S  OISSPATGE FORCE'S RESTOR~NIG FORCES' FORCES 
(FREE Y I B I A I t O N I O )  
FIG.3.12 COMPUTER GENERATED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD. 
From tho ~ ta t i c  dispiaeemont muita, the master flexibility matrix, [om,]. 
and the slave flexibility matrix, [a,], wen formed. Similarly, the master 
mau matrix, [m,], and rlsvc maas matrix, [m..[, were also computed. 
By applying equation (3.61), the condensed master stiffness matrix, [K].. 
and lmm oquation (3.62), the transformation matrix, [TI, wen determined. 
Thcn thecondensed mass matrix, [My, was obtained (i.e., [MI. = [m.,]+ 
[71r[m..][Tj I). Likewiac, knowing the forces at the various slave and master 
DOF, thecondensod mater force vector,P, is computed with theexprunion 
P = f+, + [TITL(t). Since tho resulting mass matrix, [MY, is a. urnaiatent 
matrix, i t  was diiqgonaiized to form the stick model, uring the method re* 
ommended by Cmk rcfcrcnced earlier in Appendix A. Thus, equation (3.64) 
wns established. 
Natural frequencies of the system were solved (i.e., setting &(t) = Q) us- 
ing CLolos4y's pmccdure and the response was computed using the Houbolt 
algorithm relcreneed earlier in  Appendix A. The wave force vector at each 
tnastcr node was ~pneraled with the same program used to ~olve the 3-D 
struelure discwed in the precious section. 
Damage Simulation: Structural damage or kilute in the 3-D and stick 
model was simulated by making tile member(.) inactivein the analyses. This 
was accompliahetl by removing the member(a) and the wociated pmpertiea 
from lho computations. Sin- the flexibility matrix used togenerate ths stick 
mod01 was obtained lrom the 3-D model program, the influence of member 
mmoval was present in the flexibility analysis attained fmm the ulrit Iwd(s) 
static diaplacnnent analyses. (A aummary of the computer aalyre. is pre- 
salted in flow chart form i n  P i y re  3.13.) 

Chapter 4 
Physical Modelling 
In this chapter, tho modelling ol the ~rnblern is discussed. It in- 
d u d s  thc dcveloprnent of the modelling laws, difficulties associated with 
hydm-clartic modelling, and a description of the dsign and fabrication of 
tho erperimontal hydroelastic model. 
4.1 Development of Modelling Laws 
T h r a  baric methods of parlial analysis are mmmonly in use: 1) dimensional 
analysis, 2) the method of force ratios and 3) the method of governing equa- 
liam. Eneh aims at sorting out the relevant variables of a system in such 
n way, so B better understanding of the physical phenomenon is obtained. 
Tho Method of Synthesis (duo to  Bm 1561) is the moat modern and powerful 
nlethod of partial analysis, because it guidea the analysis t o  a convenient, 
ratl~cc than a merely correct solution 1571. This results because the method 
permits considerable choice and redundancy not directly awjlable with other 
methods. Any non.dimensionnl equation in n terms can beconaidued to have 
origitilmtd fmm an (n + 1) term dimensionally homogeneous equation. For 
instance, the non-dimensional equalions: 
-Id have originated from the dimenaionnlly homogenwtts eqaatiaa, 
(where XI, X2, Xsr X4, and Xs have the rnmc climonsio~,), pmviclccl thc 
following rules are applied: 
1. the terms in equations (4.1) to (4.3) muat contdn all lhc tcmm 01 
.quati." (4.4). 
2. the terms of equations (4.1) to (4.3) must be linkcd hy the term" 01 
equation (4.4), and 
3. thenumberof terms ineach of theequations-i.c., (4.1) to (4.8)-nl?tat 
contain one term fewer than equation (4.4). 
From equation (4.4), many forms of non-dirnosiond cqunliona, other lllan 
the onea given in equations (4.1) to (4.31, may bo dcrived. 
An examination of equations (4.1) to (4.3) stxggosts that il lhe clirnon- 
sionally homogenwua eqvation (i.a., equalion (4.4)) in availahlo, rathor t l w  
the non-dimensional equation, some droicc is rcadily availahlc. Thc addi- 
tional choice reaulta because of redundancy. This is lhc primary ohjoctive o l  
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the Melhod oJS~nlhcsia, which uses dimensional reasoning to form cambi- 
#tations 01 variable having dimensions 01 length rather than to dwelap non- 
dimcnsiond groups, directly, a. is more usud. The combinations are made 
by combiningcach vvariablo not having length dimensions (e.g., V,g,v, 6, etc.) 
rill, cach other variable, two s t  s time. Any relevant density is excluded, 
except where ncccasary, to eliminate a mass dimension. Thene combinations 
Irwo been called lincar pmpor1ionditiea. Usually, if there are m variables 
.~vailnblc to combincic . .  ail variable excluding density ( u ~ d  to  diminate 
maas clensitics), lemperaturc dilTmnee, and relevant lengths of the system 
ihcing invcstigalcd-ilis tl~mreticdly posible toformmC9 linear proportion- 
ditica (i.~., (m- I ) +  (m-2)+ ,, ,+ 1). Only m - l  of theseare required in 
any corrccl dimcnaiondly homogeneous [ST, 581. For completeness, 
this quation must include all the original variable together with any actual 
lcngf.11~ of the system. Thc lollowing section summarim the development 
01 thc modciling laws necessary to design the hydm-dm-eloelic model, uaing the  
Method ol Synthesis. 
4.2 Wave Modelling 
Bcfore n dimensional analysis csn be carried out, the  elnaracteristie vari- 
nblcs of lllc wave(s) should bo first defined. There are only five variables' 
involved: L. ( w ~ e  l ngth), H. (wave height), h, (water depth), 8 (gravita- 
tional acceleration), and T, (wave period). Only lour of thm* are necessary 
and sullicient to charnclerize thc wave, bnsuac t h m  are interdependent. A 
'For tho rnae or d m  water or i,,t.rmedi.lc snd shod waves, ,he enel, or water 
viscaaily-nmeni in LIE mcilldory boundary law-and Lhs muahn- or the -bed can 
be clisrra8rd.d. 
functional relationship relating these variables can be writlcn u: 
By the method of synthesis, the variables are cambilacd ih suela n way, so 
each ha. dimension d length. Therefore. 
0 ( T ~ ~ ~ , L ~ , ~ . , H . )  =I). (4.6) 
Uaing L. b.i the repeating variable to  non-dimensionalizc 1110 nlrovr cxprm. 
aion, the following expression results: 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
After m p o u n d i n r  the above expression, tho lollowing cqantion is ohlai#ml: 
(4.9) 
The function @ may be oblained from a convcnionl wnvc llmry (c.g., Airy's 
small amplitude wave theory, Stokes' 3d or Llh ordcr wave Lhmriw, cle:.) 
depending on the application. For iinslancc, if stnnll a~nplitadu wnvc!. ntc: 
k i n g  considered (the waveateepneas ia irrelcvn!~l),er~~nnlinv! (I . ))  rcxlom!r 
L. 
to: 
= . (2) (4.10) 
For deep water and rmnll %mplitudo waves (since Ir. is no longcr rc!lcvnttt), 
the equation is furlher reduced to  simply: 
The ratio characterizes the still wnter depth. Since tltrce vnrinblw 
L. 
L., H., and T. are inlerdependent, only two c m  be urrd to dclinr the rvnvc. 
Ofton tho variables2 H, and Tw are chase", nnd L, is clotermitld ns a hne- 
tion of them i n  addition to  the ratio 4 The failowing scctios is co.onrcrttrcl 
H.' 
with a fixed but Aexible atructt~m inn deep or inlermedi~te deptll svatcr, xtnl 
is subjected to  progressive gravity wavea (clnaaified nr ahort wnura). 
4.3 Modelling the Sea Structure Interac- 
tion 
The variables involved arc: 
(a) st ructura l  variables 
L.,p.,E,(, and 
shape ratios of the type 0, and (where I) nnrl d rcpm- 
...t the c~terior d:umeie4knd wii tll rkncs9 mollll,,!r, 
mpectively), 3, ', and 2 (cmnlinatc~ ol tllo drtt<:ttnrai 
L. L. L. joints), relative roughness, ete. . . .; 
(b) sea variables 
H.. T,,l,p., v,g, and 
shape ratio k; II. 
(c) response or dependent variables 
w (instantaneous displsecmcnl duo Lo rave aclian); 
'For an inegulw ws slate, decrihcd by a vprrtrum, thc rarial>lo d o p M  arc 11. 
Cigniflcant wave hdght), T, (mean mm croaiq ncriod) B9,BOI. 
whcre 
F, 't iinstantanmua force a t  time t, 
", inltantanmus displacement at time t, 
B = modulus of elasticity of the structural material, 
8 = gravitational acceleration, 
v = kinematic viscosity of the liquid, 
11. = wave height, 
Tm = wave p e r i d  in anonds, 
1 = timc, 
p. = densily of liquid, 
1,. = characteristic length of structural component being invetigated, 
p, = clcnsity of structural component, and 
{ = rtructurai damping ratio (non-dimensional). 
Dcsides tho shapc ratios, there are eleven variables from which the func- 
tional rolnlionshio can be formed: 
The homogeneous equation is given as: 
Since ( and the shape ratios are dimensionless, they are ignored fmm the 
dimensional analysis, with the understanding that they will reappear after 
the above q t ~ a t i o n  has been non-dimensionalized. 
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Using the method of~ynthes is ,~  there amsix t e r m  avail J l e  lo fonn littenr 
proportionalitia-i.e., F,,G,g,v,T. and 1. Applying the rules pmsentod 
earlier in section 4.1, page 58, it i. paasiblo lo form 15 (i.0.. OC2) linmr 
proporlionalities using each of the densitie. (p.,p.), indcpcndontly, with thc 
six available terms. But since Ft and v,  and 1 and T. snnnol combine lo fnrnj 
linear pmportionalities, only 13 of the 15, mentioned above, are fonod,lc. 
This yields a total of 26 linear pmporlimslitioa. Still, six comhi~~al ia~w (i.c.,
F, E,  v T,, _j, g, T, g and 1 g ) will not nccd ellhcr of thc densities 
-- v- V 
to f o m  linear pmportionalities; ao each 01 those combinations will appca.nr 
twia .  Aa arrsult, six of lhem should be excluded, so none is repcntd. This 
yields lhc following set 01 linear pmpartianslities: 
Not d l  the above proporlionalitie.%are requid;  lhorc are dandnneic*. IJn- 
ing the rules ofthe method of synthesis, five linear proportionalities shotlld 
be dected, fmm the above set, to indude A,E,g,u,Tw and 1. Dt~t ,  si!~. 
there are two densities (i+., p, and p,), an extra linear proporlionnlily ia 
required because these densities can be combined to form n dirnon~innlon 
ratio. Hence six linear pmportionslitics should he cholien from qtmtios  
(4.15) to include F,,E,g.v,T.,l,p, and p.. Thus, using lhosc tcrrna and 
=A table d dimensions in krm. of A ( ,  6. and T, lor all the vnrinhia uwd, in 
4uaLion (4.14), ia pracnled in Table 4.1. 
'Thew linrsr proporlionaiilira ran he casily formed by using T.bic4.l in Shsrp p4. 
Table 4.1 Symbols, Unit. and Dimensions for Variables vsed in Modelling 
NB: M = maas, L = length, and T = ti- 
actual lengths of the systcm.: 
The above equation is one of the many exprnsions tlnat can be obtnin~rl 
fmm equation (4.14). Thc important feature is that each lerm in qanlios 
(4.14), except for the non-dimensional berms and sl~apc ratios, is iecisdccl. 
Variables of interrat are included only once il possible. 
Each term in equation (4.16) has dimension 01 length. Thcrcfore, llaillg I,, 
as the repeatingvariahle to ttttdirnmmmiiiLize the CXPIII~O~L, 1110 lollowing 
expression results: 
Linking the terms of the above "an-dimensional equation thmughotll Iby esc 
or more terms mults  in: 
Subsequently, dimensionless ratios (including { and the sllspc nzlias) lor tlm 
fluid structure intermtion may be c r p d  in an explicit form m: 
or alternatively, 
The functions @(. . .) and f(. . .) may be obtained from any ol  the wsvc I L m  
riea mentioned earlier in $ection 4.2. Observe that the final equalion sntixfiea 
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thc Buckinghm r-Thmrem (i.c., I2 terms - 3 dimensions = 9 n terms). 
anm 20 linear pmportianalitiea are amilable in equation (4.16), a t  lesst 
'"Cs x 8 (i.o., 310,080) non-dimensional qustions can be formed. It is not 
aaacgtd that those could not be obtained by other methods of partial anal- 
ysis. Notwithatanding, dimensional or similitude analysis starts with q u a -  
tion (4.14) m d  would lead directly to one dimensionlesn equation, probably 
01 the form given in quat ion (4.19) or (4.20). Othor solutions would then 
be nt ta ind by mmpounding. The method d synthesis, on the other hand, 
deveiog. equation (4.15) ns a first step in the analysis, hut procdeds directly 
fmm that t o  any of thc a t  least 310,080 possible results. 
An examination of quatione (4.19) or (4.20) shows the dimensionless ra- 
tio X.4 ia an dlernstivc way of accounting for viscoua action; it might 
T.v 
bc termed an alternative form of Reynolds number (i.e., R. = %). Also, 
Lho dinlonsianlcss ratio > is an alternative form of the Keulegan-Carpenter 
number (i.e., It'= g;; it corresponds t o  the oscillatory motion of the 
L. 
waves. These alternative forms result because the maximum orbital velocity 
U. at the lree surfnce of tho oaan can be substituted, in y y  dimension- 
less ratio whcro they sppcar, by tho ratios !! Further examination of the 
T. ' 
cqttnlions mentioned above also reveals the dimensionles ratio TY 
L, v5 -- 
presses tho ratio of the wave period to the nsturd representative period of 
Lhe structure. 
4.4 Modelling the Tower 
Barlior, the non-dimensional products necessary to model the structure, for 
the flnid.slrurtun-infcmction, were presented. To interpret the results ob 
tained f ~ o m  the acaled model of tbe structure, it is n-sary that tLex son- 
dimensional ratice presented in equations (4.19) and (4.20) innve tlne anme (or 
ippmximately the same) value in both the model and lhc pmtotypc. Tinin 
means that (subscripts m and p refer tu n~odel and protutypc, reapcctivcly) : 
(.1.21) 
(4.27) 
in order for 
( ( . a )  
and 
That is, equations (4.28) and (4.29) are truly justified i f  and only i f  equations 
(.1.22) lo  (4.21) arc satislied rimuitaneously6. On many occasions, howevm, 
i t  may not be possible to satisfy this condition. A summary of thedifficulties 
involved i n  atlompting to satisfy the above requirements is presented in the 
rollowing scetion. 
4.5 Difficulties Associated with Hydro-Elastic 
Modelling 
Dillicuities arise when atlompting B model the s-9--tmcture intermlion. 
'Pijeso arc rolntod, fundamentally, to the praetieal impossibility of using any 
liquid olher than water in  the model, and to the ptahlem that gravitational 
aecolcratim is thc same in  both the model and prolatype. These difficultiese 
may ho dcseribcd as: 
I. the dillorcnl relations betweon period and geometry due to periodic 
motions governed by gravity and inerlia forces and with that governed 
by elastic and inertia forces (i.e., C, = T.E, and C, = T 
~6). 
T. and T. represent the period of the wave and structure, respectively, 
wililc C, (i.c., Phoude's Low) and C, are arbitrary constants' char" 
la represent the dimensionless products-the other variables have been 
orcviouslv defined: 
'If tho maximum value of FC or ul is ddmd ilutcad of the in&rtanlous values, 
cq8mLiou (4.27) should be uriudcd-ir.. the dinenaionleu lime ratio. 
' T L  roil-airuelm inlamdion, which alacallaea serious prohim3 in modellin. is not 
wmidercd 1" ,Ill8 L.""L,ae. 
'Fbr the dnntio nod inerlia farm (a,&, f m  vibration dd.alic atructurca in air), the 
rarinble involved (L.,p..E, and T.) wmbine to give Lho dimmaionlw produd C.. 
2. the intarsctian betwwo inerlir tor- in the liqttid a d  lllose it, LIw 
structure; and 
3. the pmenceofvismus foxes in the liquid nnd oldamping in thc ntnnr- 
turn 
In the following subsections, th- difficultie. are cxpinined is  morc cldnilx. 
4.5.1 Difficulties due to Froude's Law of Similarity 
Baxd on Fraude's law (i.e., C,), il ern bo shown that the time acnlr halor 
is equal to the sgunre root of the gmm-bric scale tclor; tbnt is: 
However, if the model were fabricated will, the samo mnlcrid iul thc gm1.o- 
type, the time scale factor, resulting from the constant C., woalcl he eqatd 
to &he geometric scale factor, and not with tlte squnrc mot. Mom axpli~.il.ly: 
therefore, if the material in thc madci and pmtolypo is thc savrle, then: 
Assuming the plototype expcrionccr rosonnncc s t  a certain wave ~CLYIIICIICJ 
and wave length, thenatural frequency of tbsreduced model would bc grenter 
than the frequency of the corresponding wavc(r) u ~ o c n  by the connlnnt 
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C.. Ilence, i f  the dynamic amplification in the response of the pmtotype is 
significant, this discrepancy should not be accepted, even i n  the presence of 
~tnetura l  damping. 
To avoid this problem, i t  will be necessary to modify E,  so the time 
senlc factor resulting fmm Froude7s law (valid for wave.) is also valid for the 
etnrcture. This objective can be achieved i f  the material of the model is 
dillcrcnt fmm the mrtcrinl of the pmtotype. Aa a mult, the sale factor for 
must bc q u d  to the geometric scale factor (i.e., k)  Therefore. 
L, ' 
witcrc T.,, and T.,, arc the period of the model and prototype, mpectivciy. 
4.5.2 Difficulties due to the Interaction between In- 
ertia in the Structure and in the Liquid 
h m  n practical > iewpoint, equation (4.31) can only be justified i f a  material 
which has n smaller modulus of elanticity, a grater density, or both is used. 
Nonctholcss, the adoplim of thissolution will be restricted, because as a fully 
or partially m b m e r ~ d  structural component vibrate, inertia forms will be 
produced in the liquid. (The effect is wmetilnea demibed, in  a manner 
mnceptunily not rigomus, ar the added m a s  of the liquid.) This new imped- 
innent would, therefore, satisfy equntion (4.22); that is, PY (dm = (9; 
mom thc viewpoint 01 the fluid structure interaction, this could be achieved 
by ,sing a material in the model with the same density an the prototype 
10 
(i.e.,p.,, = p...), but with n modulua of elmticity d a d  to  thr gcmxerd 
geometric or model scale ratio (i.e.. = ?), wllicll ir applied to  the ox- 
En 
ternal dimenaion(8). Practically, i t  may bc impossible to coc~rlrt!ct auclt a 
model, since the material may be difficult to obtain. A pnsrible anluliott to 
this dilemma would he to resort to n distorted model. 
Distorted Model: To avoid having n linear scale ratio q u n l  to t h ~  
moduli scale ratio, s certain geometric distortion can bo ased, airtee 1,0111 the 
model and pmtotype will be mmposed 01 thin walled scclion mcmbcra. 'Phis 
distortion can be achieved by applying n geometric aenlc factor to thr  wall 
thicknew of the model. Yet, to reproduce the hydrodynamic wave lorecx in, 
the model', lhe extornnl dimension of the modal mcnlbcr(s) ~ u m ~ t  1~ nmi!l- 
tained a t  tho model scale ratio (i.e., % = h). 4 L, 
WI this rowon, the distortion shotdd occur in thc wrll thicknrss of Ihc 
structural member(*), such that: 
where 
e = the distortion, 
d,,d, = wall thickness of tlle model and pmtotype, roapeelivcly, and 
D.,D, = exterior diamcter of the model and prototype, rc~prstivcly. 
Bared on the foregoing, the ratio of the rnodulua of elasticity al~o,xld hc: 
Making use of the above cxprasions, oquation (1.32) now hecoma: 
where (2) is the general gmmdric or model sealale; it is different from 
(k), the member(a) wall thickness scale. Since (L) = (2)- then C 4 
equation (4.34) ean be reduced to the following expreosion: 
To sntinly the above expreaaion, i t  will be necwa:y for the material of 
the model to hive a density p,,;, ao: 
p. ,* D,d, - P,,p$l (4.36) 
whcn: p;,- and p., are the material densities of the model aud prolotype. 
respetivciy-thcother variabioa have been previously defined. Observr that 
thc products Dm& and D,d, are proportional to the cross sectional are- of 
tlnc strtlctural componmt(a) of the model and prototype, respectively. Tho 
shovo cxpmsion result8 because the submerged weight to tho hydrodynamic 
force raLioe should be bold constant (591. Rearranging equation (4.36) results 
in thc following expression: 
S i n n  models conslrueted of a material having a low modulus delarticity 
(c.g., plwtie) onen have a lower density than p.,-', then it will be necessary 
lo add flexibility and conwniently distributeextra masses b compensate br 
llte dillcrenee'o; that is: 
'. ~c.lF,.h.. , .o; p:.D.d- or P P P D , ~ , ~  (Fw.&~.~ ,c  a DL or D:) 
'' ..c.g .for the male1 br.ng~nr-tlgswd m thi.t,cnu.r, p.,: ~r 2OBl r  l o - ' k g / r d ,  
wh# lch -  for ADS pl.alir 4s I I07 x 10.' Ig,<rns 
4.5.3 Difficulties due to Viscosity-Forces and Stn~c- 
tural Damping 
Viscous forces, due to the liquid, and structural damping crcntc irroblrn>x 
in modelling. Viaeous forces are important i f  tho cxtccr~nl dinrnahr (11) 
of the structural component is small cornparod with the wave Isi$~t, 1 1 ,  
[SO, 66). The variables which are important are: 1) U. (1nuinr8sn orl,it%l 
velocity at the free aurfnco), 2) D (external diamrlmof the n~e~nbrr(a]), i ~ t t ~ l  
3) v (kinematie viscosity of the liquid). Th- valiable~ ~ n t l  be eotnbinwl 1.1 
produce a Reynolda numbor. 
The eonelusion is that lllo similitt~do condition carrrrpot~~lit~g lo rcplality 
of Reynolds number cannot be satisfied in both rnadcl nncl Ipmtotygc [BO]. 
Since this cannol bo eliminnt~d, n r-osrblc possibility is to .urrpt 
this limitation, and to mesa its mnsequonms. 
On many occasions, thc infltrcnces of variation in Ilcynol<lr numbrr itrc 
not ao critical; forexm>ple, member(s) lnaving lugc cxtcrnnl dianetcr(a),and 
member(s) having rough surfaee(s). Conve,riy, for mc,nhar(a) w:i.: ""lml.11 
surfaces and small external diamcle?(s) compared witla t l x  wavc Ihcight, I!,,,, 
the effecta of variation in Reynolda numhcr should not Ibe igsoml. 'Phir is 
mainly because the prototype is, often, in  s supcreritical, and Lllc ~notlcl ia 
a rubcritical regime. 
Thus, if the pmtotype i~as n certain rovghness, thcn lhe ntodcl aItot~l<l 
p-nt the same relative mughsera. I t  is no1 nlwayn possiblu to ratinly llmix 
condition. 
Structural damping creates a pmhlem in hydr*elutic modelling, I,rcnlac: 
i t  is not always easy to reproduce the samc damping in thc model m that ih 
the prolotype. Damping is dcfincd by the damping ratio: 
(=E 
C. ' 
where 
C = the structural damping mnslant, and 
C. =the structural critical damping constant. 
'I'IIc condition (, = (, ahould be at leaat appmximslely aatiafied. 
4.6 Model Design and Fabrication 
T l ~ c  redotcod rn~del, fabricated to observe the dynamic behavior i n  air and 
in  walcr, war designed to bo hydm-elastically similar to  the main atruc- 
turnl systcm of n 1ypiea.l full-scale four-logged tower prototype. Por practical 
rcnsons, an cxact reduced scale rcplica of the prototype was "not pouible. 
Novcrtholess, tho modelled towor war designed to  have the followin8 salient 
fenltlrr*. 
4.6.1 Description of the Prototype 
The prototype strucluw is n 73 m tall eon~entionolsteel jacket platform (i.e., 
n combir~nlion of k-bracing and diagonal bracing) operating in  50 m of wa- 
ter, and llns overall structural external dimensions depicted i n  Figure4.1-4.2. 
A 3 -0  viow simulationis shown in  Figure 4.3. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 depict the 
mc~nbersections and material properties. (Thegeometricalconfiguration and 
rnen~ber amtion properties ol  the structure wen obtained from Ref. [61,62].) 
Is table 4.3, m&id refers to the material and smt~en properties of a mod- 
ified version of tlre prototype. This modification in certain member section 
properties rns carried out to simplify the design of the reduced model, and 
LEVEL 7 
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FRONT4L VIEW PROFILE VIEW 
FIG. 4.1 OVERALL DIMENSIONS OF THE PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE 
LEVEL # 7 
2 
1 28956DO 
NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN rnm 
F10.4.2 MEMBER CONFIGURATION AT L E V E L  .t6 AND * 7  (PROTOTYPE) 
ORIBNTRTION HORIZONTRL SCRLE - 43.9890 FEET PER INCH 
YERTICRL SCALE = 4a.9890 FEET PER INCH 
X EQUIVRLENT ROTRTlOW X 0.0 Y 20.0 Z -40.0 
Table 4.2 Prototype Structural Data (Original Structure). 
Mataial= Structural Steel, 
E = 206.89 [kN/rmnZ]. 
p, = 1.85 x l(r6 [kg/rmn3]. 

ta ahlain a model which ha. its dominant fwquencier within the fmqueocy 
rango ool thc wave maker in the wave tank facility. 
4.6.2 Design of The Reduced Model 
In Table 4.4 the model structural data--ded from the modified m i a n  d 
thc prototyp-am shown. These values wen computed using the modelling 
laws presented earlier in equations (4.35) to (4.38), section 4.4. Sample 
csleulations arc presented in Appndix B. Figures 4.4-4.5 depict the overall 
cxternnl dimonaiona. Tho corresponding 3-D view simulation is shown in 
Pigllre 4.G. 
Thc gmmelric rcsie of the model to that of the prototype wa. mmpuled 
Iby using the ratio of the mean water depth of thc model to that of the 
~pmtotypci.e., or 1:30. Since the experimental model wa. being tested 
/IW,P 
In the wave tank facility a t  Memorial University of Newfoundland, the mean 
watcr depth wan chosen as 1.6 m. This d u e  war selected, because proviou. 
resoarch by other experimentalists (e.g., Ref. [BY) s u ~ e s t s  that a t  1.6 m, 
the infiuencc. of wave rekction from the mechanical beach of the wave tank 
fncility will be minimized. 
4.6.3 Fabrication of the Reduced Model 
Tbc experimcntnl model was fabricated using AerylonitriteButadlene 
Styreno (ABS) plastic tubing. This material war selected because of its mai 
lcrisl properties (i.o., low modulur oldanticity, low density and low material 
damping mtia). Tnblo 4.5 summarim the appropriate material properly 
vnlaes. 


LEVEL C6 
NOTE: ALL DlMENStONS IN m 
FlG.4.5  MEMBER CONFIGURATION AT L E V E L  X6 AND * ? ( M O D E L 1  
F I G .  4.6 3-D VIEW SIMULRTION CMODEL). 
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Table 4.5 Relevant Materiel Properties for ABS Plsstie. 
Each member of the model was fastened a t  the  jointa with ABS solvent 
glue. Glueing was chosen over welding, because of the size of the wall thick- 
ness (1.586 mm) of thc members. Had welding b n n  used. the  joints might 
bsvc bwn damaged hy thc amount of heat and weld necessary ta pmvide 
an appmpriale bond; besides, welding is more time mnsuming. Preliminary 
lcrts on sample joida-to assess the bonding atrength of the  glue-howed 
that the glued jointa are capable of withstanding over two times the load(*) 
that would be experienced by the model during tesling. In the prototype 
s t n ~ t u r c .  thc joints are welded lo  pmvide rigid moment resisting connec- 
lions. From the preliminary teals on the glued specimens, i t  was concluded 
that the joints (as "sod in tho model) would be capable of pmviding similar 
connections. 
Thc desk of the model mnsiated of a. 965.2 mm x 635 mm x 4.76 mm 
ABS plastic plate. It was faslened to the trusswork structure, mmpoaed of 
tubular rncmben, *la, with ABS solvent glue. Wgures 4.14.9 epltomiee the 
various stages of fabrication. 'Po simulate a rigid ban connection, the legs 
of tho towor a t  tho lase were attached to four specially designed eonneetors 
bolted unto a eimulnr plywood plate. One advantage of the bare connectors 
is that they ran be rotated; so the structure can be wily  levelled in place. 
Figures 4.1M.11 show the various stages of the installation. 
At all the nodes along the main mlumna below thc mean water level, 
ABS weigh1 holdma were sttached. (See Figure 4.12.) These were installed 
becauae. as d i s c u d  previousl;,, a t r a  weights w a e  needed to  compensate 
for the dillemnce betwean the  density of the  meterial required (p;,"), and the 
nctunl density of the ABS material-refer to equation (4.38), section 
4.5.2, and Appendi:. B for sample calculations. 


FlG.4.9 COMPLETED STRUCTURE. 
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FIG. 4.10 BASE CONNECTORS BEFORE ATTACHMENT 
TO STRUCTURE (EeF) .  


Since the  de& sertioo of the structure (because of ils gomelricd m18- 
figuration) is inherently more floxiblc than Ihc jacket (i.e., the section below 
the  water Iwel), it was considered that the extrn lt~mpcd masses zltoaid Iro 
distributed in the region where mom flexibility was mquirod. Ilctlcc, tho 
loeations of the weight holden were relocted a t  Lhc nodes alotlg Lhc ntnitt 
columns of the jacket, into whicl, the extra l u m d  mssses wore iomrted. 
Chapter 5 
Experiment a1 Study 
Tixis chapter deals wilh the dynamicd testing of thc experimental modei. 
Dynamic Icsting is very advsntageous, bezsuae it urn be used to: 
(i) vcrily the analytical modei, 
(ii) diagnose (troubie-shoot) the vibration prohiem, 
(iii) assess design e h a n p  in the atrueture, and 
(iv) devise a dynamic modei lor parts of the structure too complicated to 
model andytiediy. 
Wr all thoso cases, the objntive of the dynamic testing procedure was to 
cvcile and identify the modes of vibration of structure and to  determine 
the dynamic responr. In both the andyticd and experiment4 p h m e  of 
this investigation, the common entity WM the aet of modal parameters. The 
rcintionsinip is summarized diagrammatically in Figure 5.1. 
5.1 Equipment Installation 
A bricl description of the equipment used in the experiments is presented 
in tlkis section. First the warn maker system is dncribed, followed by the 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
(COMPUTER MODEL) DYNAMIC TESTING 
TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
MASS. STIFFNESS AND COHERENCE FUNCTION 
DAMPING MATRICES. AND PHASE FUNCTION, AND 
LOAD VECTOR POWER SPECTRUM 
% 
MODAL PARAMETERS: 
MODE SHAPES. 
RESONANT FREQUENCIES. AND MODAL PARAMETERS 
DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
FIG. 5.1 COMMON ENTITIES OF THE ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
INVESTIGATIONS. 
instromentation of the model alructure, then the equipment used far the 
impact twb. and, [inally, tho response circuit. 
5.1.1 The Wave Maker System 
The wavc tank facility nt Mcmorid Uniwrsity is 58.21 m in length, 4.57 m 
in width and 3.M m in depth (re Figure 5.2). However, the hydraulically 
opcrakd p i a b  t y p  nave gcnorator alw shown in Figure 5.2, installed b e  
lhind thc wave hosrd at one cud of the tank, restricls the d u a l  operating 
Icngth to approximntcly 54.74 m. The walls of the tankare drrinforced comn- 
crelo condruclion, whilc tho wave board is fabricated from aluminum with 
n water light tellan seal along its sides and bottom. Soverd lube viewing 
windows are conveniently located in one ol the tank's walls, enabling visual 
and photogmphie analysis of a model's mponse a t  surface and aubsurfaee 
olovntiona. 
Both regt~lar and irregular wave spectra can be generated by the transla- 
tory motion of tho a~ve bard .  The fotn ospabilityaf the hydraulic actuator 
shown in Pigrre 5.3 (it drives the board over s0.5 rn atmke) is lpeeifiad at 
48.8 kN and limits the actual operating depth to a b u t  2.13 m or less. As 
sl~owlb in Figure 5.4, wave heights and frequencies are governed by the mo 
lions of this retaalor. Blectmnic control lor the board ia provided from the 
contml roam thmugh in MTS dosed-loop aem.contmlledsyskm with error 
detaction nnd eompensntis~~ applied through an LVDT fedbackloop. (Refer 
to Fipn: 5.5.) 
Lrwatcd at tho fnr end of the tank is a p a r M i c  beach consisting of an 
nlt~n~inmnfrnmo c o v e d  by rrwdol slat. and lsyaaofnylon net. Thiadevice 
ia intended to absorb and diaaipate t h c e n a g  contained in the incident wave 
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and maintain a minimum reflection coefficient. Wwo filter plittrs nll irrd 
directly to  the 1-1 of the wave gcncralor are u r d  l o  r d n r o  l l ~ c  pr rsww 01 
cmaa tank weillation in  the Lank. 
5.1.2 Instrumentation of the Model 
The experimental model was bolled onlo s 152.1 cm diamctcr, 2.54 ctln thick, 
circular water-pmoled plywood plate-which inn turn was boltcrl to the hot- 
tom of lhe wave lank-and levelled in  plncc by the apcciillly rlc.sigtnc.cl Ihi~*c 
mntteetors mentioned earlier in  section 1.1; rcfer to i*igolrc .1.!1. 'I'l~c. tn~odvl 
was installed at a distance of about 12.8 m from llte lrero lroxilinlt o l  l h r  w i ~ a  
board. Threo capacitnnco type wnvc probes wcrc uxcvl to nr?uan, tito itwant- 
ing wavea; tl!cse were designalml PI  to P3 for e m  of rrlrmrwc!. llileh prolrc 
is equipped with a cnpacitnnm rnctcr l o  convcrl tho cllu~yc. is cnpiwitiotr,c 
(resulting as lhe waves interact wit19 tilo probc) l o  n r1.c. vnll.rge. '1'1wlpmi,r~8 
were calibrated i n  "nib of dirtanm in  contimetem Ipcr voll. 'I'Bcrc.k,w, 1.l~. 
changes i n  waveelevation above or bolow the mean water levci msid iw  t:ona- 
puled. Probe P I  was located about 1 "1 in  fmut a l  lho  sode el; that is, idr,sg 
the ~cntedine or the broad sido of the scuelure. I'mhra 1'2 i ~ t l c l  I':l w#.a, 
installed adjacent lo the narmw sideat distances 0.6 and 1.2 m, n.apr:rlir.ly, 
from tho wall 01 the tank shown enrlier in  Figan: 6.1. 'I'lte~: two pmhca won. 
used to determine i f  tllccc wen! my emss.tnsk ascillntion elk:cl.*, 'Vhi* wcllrld 
bc shown by any major dissimilnrilies between tlm ~ignnls ~w;ilaarcrl wil.11 thr 
firal pmbc and with t h w  mciuurcd will, the sccoad nncl l l t ir<l ~rml,c!r. 
Five aceelommoton wcrc uscd to mcasuro the acmlcratial~ o l  tilt nvrlr- 
ture. Those wcm designated A l  to A5 lor ease of relcrcr~c<:; rphr 10 I'iguw 
5.6. (Specifications and calibration s l t ings lor the teats arc prcuotc:cl in, 
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FIG. 5.6 INSTRUMENTATION. FREE VlBRATlON AND IMPACT LOCATIONS. 
section C.1, Appendix C.) Aeeelero~netors A1 n t ~ i  A2 wcrc soblnrrgml.' and 
A3 was placed at the mean wntcr Icvel, and A4 and A5 wcrc instnllml n l  
the anler of the deck 01 the model al,nclare. Accclcromdern A1 to A,i 
were used to measure lhc accclcratian 01 thc r lnc tare is  lhc direction or 
the incoming wave-i.c., lhe designated n-dirntion 01 thc glol~nl qi xyatnu 
of the structure). Tho nccclcmmeter desigtmtcd A5 wns urecl to mcnrarc 
the nrcelerallon at 90' to ncalemmdcr A4 (i.0, in  thc dosignatcd gloinl 
y-direction). 
To keep the deck wcighls of the xlnnetu~,c in pinee, sir nltmnimltr~ wciglll 
holden were riveted onlo thc deck ill n rnlnsgtnlnr cn~mligtlri~tiomn. h r l t  
weight holder held 19.10 kg-n total deck mnss 01 114.5!) kg. 
5.1.3 Instrumentation for Impact Testing 
To carry out impact teals on thc modd, six ihnpilcl locntioss (~lmig#!dr,cl 
H1 to HG i n  Pigum 5.6) were reledal. A1 cnell ol theno locdian?l n ~wc.t;d 
attachment was fitted as shown in  Plgurc 5.7. Thae  wcro ar:ri i w  i h ~ ~ ~ ~ w t  
points to transmit tho pulsc (mull ing lmnl l h r  impact) lhmugll lhc! stntr. 
turn. Figure 5.7 also shows the modally tuned inapacl hammer, llr: lpr,wc:r 
unit, and accelemmctera A l  to AS belorn lhey were mads wnlcr-light, l'lr: 
mponro of the struelure to titc irnpacl t a t s  wcre alqo onenvo>re<l wirli t,ltos<. 
accelemmeters. A alihralion curve lor tho imprcl Ihamrscr is dcpiclcd is 
Figure C.1, Appendix C. As will Ibc cxplainni lidcr, i n  nlorcdolnil in lur:tier~ 
5.2.5, impact t a t s  worc n c c a s ~ y  to vniidnlc llao rciul ls al,tair~ed fn~ts  Lllc 
waveexcitation experirnontr. 
'Acrrl~romclm AI. A? snd A3 wc#c mule *atrr.t (11 hy coaling I~FIII -111 a84 nnc, 
lapr ol~~lamn. and sn o ~ l r ,  .sym ul h*lry  d.!) war r.1 

5.1.4 Response Circuit 
Data acquisition and much of the subaeguent annlyse were cnrrid out in, 
the contml mom of the wave tank facility, with aome 013-line quiprncllt 13- 
ducing n a l  time knalyses. Each xcelerslian signal wn. pnnncd throngin a 
charge amplifier whew i t  war calibrated and then through a low pnss Biter lo 
remove extraneous noise occurring above the maximum cat-08 froque!ley do. 
sired. Voltage meaauremenb from the probe metcrs won li l teml in n similnr 
manner. (Data fmm thc accelmometera and wave pmbos wcre in an arm- 
log format.) Sukqequently, all data were d i g i t i d  wilh an analog lo digital 
converter. Then the digitbed data wen transmitted via an Bthornel link 
system ta theFaculty's VAX8530 mmputer for ator*. Thc VAXmmp~trr  
pmvided additional snalyria packager, decnasea eomlrutntion timer ntrl is- 
creased mass storage capability in  a universal lormal. Por diagn~ns xhowisg 
the entire experimental equipment installation, mfer lo Pigurc 6.8 and &.!I. 
5.2 Experimentel Procedure 
Threemodes of testing wcreused: I)  freovihration toling i n  air and in wnlcr 
to daermine the freo osciliatian damping mcficicnl of the model ntructurc, 
2) wave testing to delenninc the dynnmic res,,unse tocomputo tilo modal p c  
remetem (i.e., resonant frequencies, and wave induced damping eoeflicientn) 
and 3) impact testing to  validate tho valuo obtaincd for tile nsonnnt frr- 
queneies in the wave tests. 
5.2.1 Free Vibration Tests 
Before the structure was placed in the wavc tank, frcc vibration lest. wm 
carried out in  air. These cvperimcnts wen done to dctormino lhc damping 
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coc0icier.t (i.~., Li,) of the model structurein air. Two locations, designated 
F1 and F2 on the deck of the structure (refer to Figure 5.7), were selected. 
Firat, frec vibration war initiated at location F1 by giving the structure an 
initial displacement and lhsn releasing i t  to obtain a record of the oscillatory 
motion such as those shown i n  Figure 5.10-5.11, and to mearure the rate 01 
doeny el amplitude of motion. The procedure war repeated ten times, and 
cach time theoscillatory motion (in the dimtionof the initial displacement-- 
the global x.direction) war mearured with an accelerometer located at the 
center of the deck. Second, the procedure was repeated at loeation FZ, 
and lho motion was recorded in like manner in the direction of the initial 
displncement (i.c., the global y-direction). 
Alter the structure had been installed in the wave tank, free vibration 
teats were accomplished in the same manner as the in-air twta. There lest8 
worn enrried out to compute the free vibration damping ewfficient of the 
strueturc in water (i.c., (..,..), w the effect 01 the fiuid on the f rw  vibration 
or tile structure could be inverlignled. 
5.2.2 Wave Simulation 
Since a true sea state is a random phenomena, where waves are continually 
changing in height, length and breadth, i L  b impossible to characterize or 
dofine i t  exactly in terms of its pnltcrn or shape. I t  is possible, however, to 
dofine the sea in  terms of the tdal  energy i t  contains. Furthermore, i t  is also 
possible to define the contributions made to its total energy by each ol its 
components. That is, for any given sea state, a wave energy apestrum may 
bc developed which expresses the waveenergy density distribution of the ma 
as n hcnetion of wave frequency or as a function of wave number. This is 


the basis upon which the irregular wave spectra xrre sinnulatcd by the wave 
maker system. 
Two different spectra were used in the tests: I) s white noise spntnsn.  
and 2) a JONSWAP spectrum. The sp~clrs l  deruity equations d l o  CBt!c 
these respective spectra are: 
for the white noise spectrum, where: H, is the significant wiwc hcidlt, A J  
is the frequency rmlution of tho signal, and J... is lhc mnxim!~nn co#l.u(l 
frequency. (In the  aporimenl, H, was o t  oqtml to 16 c m  and J.... I.! Ilr.) 
For the JONSWAP spectrum. 
S J ( J )  = +exp( - ; ) ya ,  I (6.2) 
where 
a = u p  [*I, 
o = 0.07 for J S Jo, 
and where: Jo is the pesk frequency; I/.  is the significant wsvc hsighl; and 
7 is s enhancemen1 f s c t ~ r . ~  (Tho values uanl for 11.,7, and JO in thc 
experiments are: 10 em, 1.0, and 0.6 Hz, respectively.) 
Two d i h t  spectra were d for the fallawing -nc 
211 7 = 1, equalion (6.2) i@ m d u d  to a Pirmn Mwkwit maturn. 
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(a) Bccaua the objective was to excite the higher m o d e  of the model 
structure, it was decided that i f a  fiat spectrum (i.e., white noise) were 
"ad,  it might haw been poaaible to  excite the higher modes moreeasily 
over a specified frequency range. 
(b) Tho JONSWAPspedrum was used toexamine the behavior ofstructure 
undor rcdistic asa mndilions. 
5.2.3 Irregular Wave Simulation 
To simulate onch irregular wave ~pectrurn, the following five s t e p  ere car- 
ried out: 
1. Having defined thc desired wave spectrum, the spectral density curve 
was caletllated using either qual ion (6.1) or (5.2), depending on which 
apeclrum was being simulated. For the whitenoisespectrum, inputs t o  
the equation included: the significant wave, Ff., the Bequency r e d u -  
tion. A f,  and lhc maximum frequency, f,; while for the JONSWAP. 
lhe inputs included: the peak frequency, fo, thesignificant wave height, 
It,, and the peak enhancement lactor, 7. 
2. An initid digitized time-history drivesignal wasedeulaled by theeom- 
putcr. This signal was subsequently converted to its analog lorn t o  
drive lhe wave board and create an irregular sea state in the wave 
tank. 
3. Then an nchieved wave spectrum was calculated fmm the wave gen- 
crated by tho initial drive signal. This was achieved by remrding t h e  
time history daia with a wave pmbe located about one metrein fmnt  
of the bmnd side of the model structure (i.~., pmbe PI). The data were 
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then manipulated by the computer roftwnrc to create WB nelaiemd wave 
spectrum. 
4. Any disnepmcies between the desired wsveapeetrum and tho nd~icvnl  
wave spectrum was corrected via an i t e r a l i ~  pm-8. Va~iiltioo. b e  
tween the two were determined by the cornputor, aurl additional clrivo 
signals were created until the differences betwccn lhe desired mal tho 
achieved were within acceptable limils. 
5. The corrected time history drive signal was spplicd l o  lhc wnvc bcmnl 
to  create inegular waves lor model testing. Collect~~I dnln worn linnlly 
manipulated by the system application software lo crcnlc qrretrrl dru- 
rity information. 
Approximately four houn were required i o  complctc lhc wnvc ni!n~ilntiou 
pracns for each spectrum. (All computations for lhe above alcps were .w- 
complished with a special purpasc pmgram (SPECGEN) devclopnl hy Mr. 
Lloyd Little, project engineer a t  tho wave lank lacility.) 
5.2.4 Wave Structure Interaction 
As a. result of the frequency resolution desirod, and tho nbcmory li#nitntios 
of t h e  dsla aequiaition computer s t  the  wave tank facility, tho duration fur 
the wave test wae set a t  t h m  minutes. Therefore, to wlloct sufnciaul d a l a  
to allow transfer function analyses, ten scparalc runs, for each lent, wcrc 
carried out. (A set of tcn runs lasted appmiimately eight hnam.) Thin wn* 
aemmpliahed by running a test for three minula  (while urllecli~~gdntn), then 
stopping the l e t  and allowing tho water in the tank to actllc. Thc water 
was considered settled, when the wave pmhc readings showed a pnrtictnlar 
pre.dolcrmined value. Figure 5.12 shows t h e  structure in still water, and a s  
it is act& upon by waves. Iior esch rpntrum,  the  dopping and starting 
procedure was repeated. 
Wave teala wem carried nut lor both t h e  intact and damaged structun. 
lior tilt damaged cr*, the member under consideration (member 10, see Fig- 
tlrc5.13) wiu severed in threeatage.. Initially,an indaion was made halfway 
tllmugh lhcmemhcrst node 18, hy saw cutting, t o  investigateif them would 
LC any noticoahlechangcs in the frequency rLeponse ofthe structure. Second, 
llmc mcmher was caGoll a t  lhc joint (i.e., node 83). In m doing, the atiffnesa 
or tlie strueluw was rduced appreciably, but the mass remained virtually 
snehnnged. Finally, thc member was m o v e d .  Thus, the msss of the atruc- 
tomre WRB wduced by tho mng o: the severed member. At each atage, the 
accele,alion of the  structure was measured with sccelcmmeten A1 to A5. 
Alter tho first mcmber was removed, a similar member (member 68), 
iocntcd in the plane parallel lo  the previously aevered member, was cut-off 
nl node 16 and theerxntial measurements were repealed. 
Since the structural response for two separate ware spectra wss needed, 
tilo rlructure was excited with ik-eguiar waves generated with the white noise 
apcclrurn and, following, with the JONSWAP spectrum. Thua, after each 
sot o l  ton t a t s  with the whik noise spntrum,  similar t a t s  w e n  carried out 
lor the JONSWAP a p t r u m ,  and lhe necessary measurements taken. 
5.2.5 Impact Testing Response 
As the rosponsc ol  tho stntclure at resonance was a major concern, impact 
teala were carried out to test the validity of thelocation of Ihe resonant peaks 
that would have been obtained fmm the irregular waves tests. Thenfore, 
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dter every set of hen wave excitation tests, ilnpncl leatilng \:,arc- cnrrinl nut 
far the ~~reaponding structurnl wllfigare.lion-i.c., intact nucl clnn~ngrci. 
Chapter 6 
Analysis of Results 
'l'imcsignsls ohlninod (in an andog format) fmm the experimental inveati~a- 
lion, deac~ihed in chapter 5, were andysed lo extract relevant information. 
Two Lypos of analyses were used: 1) the  mnventiond Fast Fouoier Tkmns- 
farm (PPT) algorithm, and 2) thc renntly developed Mnrple algorithm for 
nnlorcgrcasivc rpoclral andysis, with the Maximum Entropy Method. The 
conuontional FFT method was used to obtain an overview of the response 
in lltc fmp~oncy domain (Lo., transler function, phase function and power 
apectru~n); while the MEM was used to compute the modal parametera (i.e., 
remnant froqaeneies, and dnmping ratios), bccauae the method is capable of 
prodtteing higher rcsoluliou spectra. 
Comp~ttations for the  undistorted spectrum related to  the spaiodic signal 
z(1) wilh miuimum frequency content B Hertz and duration T seconds were 
~compliallcd using lhe following signal processing method: 
(i) n sample lrequeney 1. 5 2 8  is selected (At = L), 1. 
(ii) nn appropriate data block lenbth is sdected so: 
T = NAt 
To gather spectral information fmm the ihptll and ountpnt 8iuld In ~ t d  
fmm the structure, the transfer function, rohcrence hnnetion~, p h ~ w  Bmrtio!~ 
and power spectrum are necessary. Tlnc rnnt l tndicd bnnaldioss  und to 
dcfino t h e e  functions are presented, Lerc, without jaslilicatioa. 
llansfer Function: The lransler ft~netioe (frcquescy rcupeuac Rnxnclio~n) 
may be compnkd directly as the ralio of lhc  Foxlilcr trnnxbrlx! 01 l l ~ e  o u t ~ ~ a t  
totheinputsignal. But betler r ~ u l t s m o b l a i n e d ,  in pmactico, I,yroznl,otlis6 
the frequency reponse of the cross-aprrtrum lbclweet> ihpal imcl oatp~ol to 
the power epectrum of the  input. Thus: 
H(,) = w, (6.1) 
L ( f )  
where 
G..(J) = em@.-spectral density bclwecn z(1) nsd ~ ( l ) ,  
Q,(f) = autospnlral densilyof r(l), nnrl 
Y[f) = compla  co~jugaIa of X ( f )  (18.2) 
Coherence Function: Cohcrcncu is a measure 01 cnusnlily helwrn~ iu~y 
two signals. When a transfer [unction is eompulcd, wlrnnoous inpull or 
whether the system is linear may not ho t a ,  cvidcnl. The cohcrenco rntlg:" 
between 0 and 1. Zero means no coherence bolween inptd and outpul cr, in 
order words, extraneous inputs and/or the system is non-linnv. One m8:nsa 
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a complcte coherence between input and output or, stated differently, only 
ono input and a linear system. In mathematical terms, the coherence is: 
7z"(/) = A?&!? 
~=(l)Qvn(/ ) '  (6.3) 
Phase Function: The phase function is used Lo d e k m i n e  the p h m  
shift or nnglc hctween an inpul and output signal. This function has useful 
applications, Ixeause aa the structure passes Lhmugh resonance, a 180° phase 
shirt develops between the input and output ripal. Normally, this rule is 
u s 4  as sn indicator lo  eslahlish if a peak (i.c., relative maxima) on the 
rrerllloncy response or power a p t r u m  m u l t r  because of resonance in the 
~ystom (i.0.. conditions of low dynamic stiffness in a structure). The phase 
angle botwccn an input and output signal is: 
O."(/) = tan-' [MI 
C*"(/) ' 
6.1 Spectral Estimates Using FFT 
Tltc Lurier Transform relationship between the autoeomelation function 
R , ( r )  a-.I the power spectrum is given by: 
R,(r) = Jii&~: z(l)s(l +r)dt, and 
r is the timelag between silrnplev~l~~es. Novcrthebss, lor n a ~ n ~ r i i i l  p~trl,.xq 
the sub and c-correlation functions can be estimated s t  diacn. c lags as: 
R,(r = " a t )  = ' 5 z(t)z(i +tzar). 
N "=-- 
(8.7) 
&.(T = *At) = $ m $ m ~ ( l ) ~ ( t  t n ~ l ) .  (6.8) 
and 
R,.(r = "At) = 2 z(t)y(l+ rial), 
N .a-, 
(6.!1) 
where 
.T(O = { r ( l ) ,  0 < t 9 ( N  - 1)Al 0 ,  l > ( N - 1 ) A t .  (6.10) 
As a resull, the auto and cms-spectml density h~ncliot~s cat  bc cstituiltal 
lor thefint n =  1,2, ..., N lags as: 
, 
c v v ( j )  = A L  ~ ~ ( 7  = ~ a l ~ c ~ - ~ 2 s ~ m A ~ ~  
"=-- 
, (li.12) 
and 
, 
c..(j) = ~t c R=.(~ = . a l ) ~ l - ~ ' - f * ~ ~ .  (o.I:I; 
"=-- 
Thus, using equations (6.1) to (6.3) whilo m&ing tlto appmprintc xtll,stlt~~. 
lions lor Cll(f), GW(I)  and G,.(j), estimates lor 11(J), y2(J) and Llil(l) 
can be obtained. 
As snn in equation (6.10), -timates lor tho alltocorrelation lt~nction Ilnvl! 
been implicitly extended to infinitelag with vrro(i.e.,z(l) = 0 lor 1 L NAL). 
An estimated spectrum computed using conventional F I T  ppmadurcv in lirn- 
iled in resolutionp2, 32, 641. This fundamental limit in resolution rraulls 
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irwause thu estimated nutocarrclation function is assumed zem for time lags 
n 2 N. Furthermore, FFT procedures have the inherent problem of gen- 
erating spurious peaks, because of the limit placed on the resolution. Also, 
rmmlhing of the rmulting spectra using window functions (e.g., Hanoing 
window) can distort thc shapn of peaks and significantly influenee inferred 
damping. Unlike the conventional FFT methods of spectral analysis, the 
Maximum Entmpy Method (MEM) does not require the use of a window 
hmetian. Wr this reason, ltre Maximum Entmpy Method was used to ob- 
tain ortimatea of resonant frequencies and damping ratios fmm the spectral 
density function of the wave induced response of the model structure. This 
in ~CC&IIBO the MEM extends the autocorrelation function in amore realistic 
mnnnncr. l'hc mcthod pmvidea the nnnlylieal means of extrapolating fmm 
N + 1 samples of the known autacorrclatian function, R,(r), for example, 
r = OAl. IAL,.. . , ( N -  1)At, to compute the remainingvalues of &(r) br 
7 = (N)At, (N + 1)At.. . . , m. 
6.2 Spectral Estimates Using MEM 
'roabtsin estimnlaof rcsonant frequcnciesand damping ratio. from thewave 
induced reJpanre of the model structure, the Maximum Entropy Method wss 
ased. Entropy is n memure of the average Information content contained in 
a signal. Maximizing entropy, therefore, maximizes the information trans+ 
nlittcd in s signal. This method, whose development is due to  Burg 1641, 
has been uscd evlcnaively in the fields of geophysics, speech communication, 
UICI ~ ) ~ c ~ r o p l l y ~ i ~ ~  to list a few. Thmugh these npplieations, MEM has been 
aeeel,led a s s  method to  produce smooth highly resolved spectra from short 
chtrntian titno histories. Nonetheless, its application in structural dynam- 
ics, with a lew notable exceptions, mmains untried. Thcreforc. to facilitate 
andemtanding of the MEM eonccpt, a diacuarion of the tcehrliqae na an an. 
toregmaaive (AR) model is given. For clarity, lhe pmsontatios wil l  ~ t k s > ~ l  
to obviate an extenniw bnckgmttnd i n  timeaeries nnnlysos and siglnl procn*. 
ing. As such, thedewlopmen1 favours inluitiveargume~ttsovcr mnti~o~nstical 
rigor. However, for mmpleteness, a l ist or relercncea ia inclaclcd, ao the ihnter- 
ested reader may draw fmm the rich h k g m u n d  material ~vnilablo to  baii<l 
r working knowledge a1 the technique. 
6.2.1 Autoregressive Model of MEM 
A simple model used by timeacriea nnnlysls lo explain tllc Mnxion~un Ihnl.mpy 
Method is the autorcgrnsivc (AR) model proposed by Van dcs I l m  [Ii5]. 
Thia model stales that i f  a. white no ia  with unit varinncc dixerc:lc: ~igttnl 
w(n) is input into a linear or shaping filler !I(!) (rclor Lo Vigann: 6.1) 1Lc: 
mrrapondingoutput r(n) (trueor deailrcl value) isgivcnin Lhc timodotvnid~n 
a: 
~ ( n )  = - 5 A(&(" - n.) + w(.), (6.14) 
1 4  
where 
r(n) = output ol A R  filter, truo or dcainrl .dlle, 
A = roefllcients or AR model, 
M = order of the A l l  model, 
n = 1,2,3 ,..., N, 
N = number of ssmples. m d  
w(n) = diacrelc-time whito noiao. 
FIG. 6.1 LINEAR OR SHAPING FILTER. 
wlnl 
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xlnl 
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If bath aides of the d o v e  cguntion are multiplied by tho operator (i.~., 
r = e*i2'JA'), A1 is the time increments belween sampled data poitttn), rind 
the corresponding a or Fourier Tranrlorrn is taken, the l ~ ~ q a e n e y  clolaaia 
equivalent of equation (6.14) is: 
Thus: 
W I / )  
* x'l) = {I + ZE, A(k)el-23"JkAtl 1' 
X(f)  = H(1)WIl). (6.11i) 
where H(f) = {I + EE, ~(k)~(-~i"l '" '))- '  is l l ~ c  lrnnsfcr ltlnxclio~~ nl l h r  
BYSlem. 
So, the paver spectral denaily cslirnnte bctwmn tile Nyquid i m q ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ c y ,  
A", is given by: 
wllcro az(M) ar Gw(/)/2A1 is the white noise variance or prediction ermr. 
'The 1 in lhc denominator ia A(0). 
To obtain an MEM spectral estimate of a time series, the following steps 
an: taken: 
. calculstc the AR filter coefficients to the desired filter order; 
urmptttc the prediction error due to  s white noise signal at filter order; 
tnkc lhc mnngnitudcsquared of the Fourier Transform of the AR met- 
fieient; and 
. do t l ~ e  operations shown in equation (6.18). 
6.2.2 The Determination of AR Coefecients 
Aulorcgmivc eoefieienta (AR) are obtaincd via a farward and backward 
linear prediction algorithm. For a time series r(tl),z(12), ..., z ( t ~ ) ,  assume 
s(1) em8 be estimakd by: 
For given vaiuea of the parameter A(&), equation (6.19) pmvides s forward 
prodiction of i.11). Letting C(l) = ~ ( t )  - i l l ) ,  and adopting the lemt square 
(LS) criterion, A(j) can bc determined by minimizing the residual rum of 
tilt squarej (LC., ELy+, bl(l)). 
Eqaivnlcntly, n LS solulion is sought for the ARschemeoforder M defined 
by: 
D, 
=If) = x / i ( k ) z ( t  - & ) t C ( t )  for t = M t  1,Mi-2 ,  ..., N. (6.20) 
L=, 
Conversely, r(1) can be estimated by 9(1), whom: 
3(t) = g ~ ( k ) ~ ( l +  k) far 1 = 1.2,. . . ,N - M. (6.21) 
*=I 
Then equation (6.21) provides n backward prcdictionl o l  z(l), nud its pr 
rameters A(k) can be cornpuled by minimizing I3LiM5'(l). wherc t(1) = 
~ ( 1 )  - 3(1). 
In the  Maximum Entmpy Melhod, it is wsumod r( t )  can Irc nlirnatc.ci 
by a weighled aum of M previous observations and n atlm of M Iuterc olr- 
sewstions (refer to equation (6.21), using lhc s&mc wcighL? A(k) i s  180th 
directiona. As a result, the MEM cooficienta A(k) ororder M may lhc ro~ml- 
puted as the IS solution to  the forwnnl and bt~ckwanl inear ~prr~lidioll ~ntuclcl 
defined by the 2(N - M )  x M matrix equation: 
where 
I1 lurns out that the matrix [XI exhibits Toeplitz symmetry; that is, a 
symmetric matrix with all the diagonal elements equal. The LS solution A 
to quat ion (6.22) satisfies tho M x M system of normal equations: 
The Marple algorithm is  designed specifically lor the forward and back- 
ward linear prediction pmblom discussed earlier [%]. Unlike other algo- 
rithms, all componentsofequation (6.22) are assumed t o  bemplexnumbera1, 
and lhc vcctor Y ia replaced by -Z. Furthermore, the computational &- 
ciency of the Marple almritltm is very impressive. Msrple's algorithm r e  
'ND: m, mn,picx data the bmkward AR .amoi.nta am UIE ~ n j ~ g ~ t .  ~ r t h ~  forward 
AR colr ienta.  
quires ahout N ( M  + 1) + 9Y1 arithmeticoperations (I  opcmtion = I mtnl- 
tiplisation t 1 addition), nod about N + 4Y nncmory locntiottn t o  aolv<> tho 
forward and backward problem o lN  data po i i~ t t  for all k = l,2,. . . , d l .  'The 
mathematical formulatioua and derivations of tho Marple nlprithn> ia he. 
yond the seopc of this thesis. Therelore, the mnder ia mfcrred to the origiunl 
paper by Marple [€.I], and a supplementary paper by Vettcr and Porumi [as]. 
6.2.3 Selection of Optimum Model Order 
In the previous discussion on MBM, the quntian mgnrding lhc ~ztost ;appro. 
priate order of M had not bee. discussed. Generally, i t  Ins lrcct! oi~scrvt~d 
that, for a given value of record bngth N, small vnllne. of M yield ~pcctral 
estimates with insulfieienl resolution, whorcm-for Inrgc vnlttee nl M-I.Lc. 
=timates are ~ t ~ t i ~ t i ~ a i l y  unstable, and result i n  spuriour dclnila [(ill. I b r  
them resaons, various model order scloctian critcriahnvc bmn derivc,cl. Bnch. 
though different in  approacix, leads lo  the anme ma l l .  
The most popular criteria are: 1) Akaike's F i n d  Pmclictio8t ISrror (I.'l'I.:), 
and 2) Aksike's Information Theomtic Criterion (AlC) [82, W]. Mdl~ennat. 
icdly, these criteria2 are expressed as: 
FPE(M)  = NCMS.1 - M - I ~ M , ~ ~ ~  (0.27) 
AIC(M) = In(P,) + y, (6.28) 
where M ie the model odcr, PM is tho output error power, &nd N i% t,lmc: 
number of samplos. 
Selecting the value of M which results in  an optimum ordrr (i. .. M,I) is 
obtained via an iterative process. An optimum m o L l  order in sttnizncd when> 
'NB: PFE(M) and AIC(M) are ~ylnploticallv yuivnlenl; LL i l ,  
l iw-~{ln[FPE(M)]) = AICIM) 1691. 
I29 
n new valucof FPB(M) or AIC[M)  excecda the previous one; the iteration 
is then lerminatod. (Both eritcria are "red in this trealiro.) 
6.3 Estimating Modal Parameters 
R~timnting rcnonnnt frcqoency and damping ratio. from the MEM spectral 
vs~imntc (i.. . oquation (6.22) does no1 immediatelyappear to  have any great 
advnntngc over convrntional methods (PFT). But when the expression is re- 
oxamincd, it i. ohscrved that the ~peclml estimate is axtually a closed-form 
egtrnatian lor the re3pon.c rprrtrum. This ~ n i ~ u c f e s t u r e o l  the MEM spectral 
cstim;sc provides the key to formulating the nlodal pnran~eterertimators and 
their s1ntistics. 
6.3.1 Resonant Frequencies 
Itesonnd fqucncics can be estimated as the selection of frequencies c o r n  
sponding to relative maximum of the corresponding spectrum. This search 
for t ~ ~ a x i m n e m  be expressed in s mathematical form using the result of dif- 
fcrotltinl calculations which slates: the derivative of s function is zero at  an 
extrema. Thus, as the spectrum is avnilable in the functional form, the rela- 
livc cvtrenla of the  spectral density spectrum can be abtsined rn the solution 
or: 
dC*. 
-- 
df - O. (6.29) 
To obtain an expression which satisfiesequation (6.29), the  following steps 
are lskcn: 
Let 
I, 
i = C ~ ( n . ) ~ ' . l r k A ' l .  
brO 
So equation (6.18) become: 
2v2(n.)At 
G=s(I) = 7. (G.:ll) 
since dc" = O, then do = O. ~ c n e o ,  setting F(/) = ii: 
dJ dl  
where kand I aredummy variable.. Ueing Bttler's tlnmrem: el" -0" 2j sitlo, 
equation (6.32) becomes: 
M M 
= - 4 z A 1 ~ ~  bA(k)A(I)sin(PnAl/(1 -I.)). (l;,:l:l) 
*f r.0 ,.a 
So the computation of resouant frcrlucncia can be ertimatwl ~i Y ~ L I ~ ~ C X  or 
I = f, which satisfy t h e  following cxp~esnion : 
M M CC kA(k)A(I)ain(2rA1JI(I - k)) = 0, (li.:M) 
Leo 8-0 
where j, is the  resonant frequency of tho splcm. 
6.3.2 Force Response Damping 
Force rerponse damping is usually obtained using tltc hnlf-powcr Ihnnd width 
method. This mclhod is based on thc chnraeterivticv of a uinglc d<:gnr> 
of-freedom system and inmrporale. romc amlrmptians, which mlricts tbc 
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 notb bod to lightly damped systems P21. The half-power frequencies are d a  
lined, hare, ss a pair of frequenciu bracketing the natural frequencies car- 
mspanding lo spectral ordinatu 3 dB down from the peak frequency. More 
explieilly, tlnc half power frequencies are tho solution. oE 
To obtain an exprosslon for estimating the half-power frequencies which sat- 
isfics equalion (6.35), the following steps are taken: 
A&=. ~ , , a t i t , , t i ~ ~  c q t o a a ~ n  (6.18) in equation (6.35), and the nu. 
meratora on iroth sides of cqaatian, tho following oqualily ruulta: 
2 = 2 1 z A ( r ) e ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ' ) [ .  Ad (6.31) 
Tirus: 
M X M M C C ~(~)~(f).->2'P'lk-O = 2 C x a(k)~(1)~-?2rIaccL-l) 
*=o 1;s x=o,=o 
Using Ealer's theorem again, the above expression is rewritten rs: 
It mny he walled that lhe R.H.S. of the abwe is the result of equation 
(6.34). Thus, estimate. of frcqueoeies, f ,  eorrcsponding t o  halCpower values 
nl n given rcaonant frcqaency, J., are computed as the roots ta t h e  following 
exprasion: 
At each resonant frequency, the hdl-power damping is e l i t~ta t rd  ~ s :  
whece tp is the halCpower estimated damping factor, h and J, arc the. 
mots of equalion (6.37) to  the right and lell ol the mstimnld vnhw ol  J,. 
Remnant and half-power frequencies ntimntos, rcapcctivcly, uring equil- 
tion (6.34) and (6.37) can be accomplished with many of thc available tnu- 
m u i d  schemes. In this treatise. Muller's method is used? Thc nlgorill~!~~ is 
fast and easy to use. Since in tile programming mocle, it may nol br nlwayr 
paasible to  ascertain whotllec n value of 1,--al,tained Ironn the .wlatio~n a l  
equation (6.34)-orreponds to n relntivo mnxirnn or mininw., 1h1: ncrnllcl 
derivatiort is taken to estimate tho curvature of tho spcctml dc~~ri ty  P ~ t ~ c l i n ~ ~  
at the computed value (a metinod used often in dilTcrcnlinl cnlnnlax). 'I')><. 
6.4 Free Oscillation Damping 
Two methods were used to  estimate thc dampingfmnl thr fmuscillntiow teat 
data. I) the logarithmic decrement mcthod, and 2) a carve stlirtg kxll!ticl!tcs. 
Thesecond melhod wab used to lost thc validily of the rm18ltr ol,tni,~c!d with 
the first method. 
*Thin is available in the IMSL library M ZRCAI.. 
4 1  derivation ana~oml,a~o theone ~.rd for cquatlan (ri..n), oa 1:11,i" 
Logarithmic Decrement. By the logarithmicdecrement method, damp 
in6 is estimated fmm the free oscillation vibration as: 
where Go is the logsrilhmie decrement estimated damping factor, z. is the 
amplitude of the nth peak and s.+b is the amplitude of the peak b cyclea 
ialer. 
Since in the digitised-time test data therewerespikesat some amplitude. 
the Longuct-Hiainn and Cokeld smoothing algorithm (refer to section A.3, 
Appendix A) was used to remove (chop-off) any spikes that would ~ v e  emo- 
nmur raults when extracting peak values. (See Figure 6.2-6.3 1 Depending 
an tho icvel of tho spike a t  a peak value, the data were reprocessed several 
times until theapike disappeared or reached an acceptable limit. The nature 
or lhe smoothing algorithm in to remove any spikes, while leaving the rest 
of the data virtually intact. Peak values were extracted by processing the 
data with a sorting pmgram to obtain all the maximum positive and negative 
peaks within a specified duration, independently. 
Curve Filling. The data were eurvefilted usinga numerieslscheme which 
incorporates the modified LevenbereMquardt algorithm and a finite dif- 
fcrence Jacobian. Bass and Haddara [TO] have shown thia method to  be an 
cLctive way of predicting damping from free mcillation mponse data. This 
algorithm is available in the IMSL library aa UNLSF. Unlike the iosarith- 
lnic decremrnt method (capable of providing several d u e s  of damping pu 
~tumber of cycles), the curve fitting method provides only one value. 


6.5 Impact Testing 
Impact testa were carried out to test the validity of tllc rcsosiutt peaks on 
the output power spectrum from the wave indumd vibmtlons of tllc ml~nclel 
structure. This mode of testing was chosen, bceausc i t  is n quick any to 
snalyse the dynamic characteristies of a str~cture. Bcsidcs, tine molhod urta 
short duration broadband spectra inpub that oxcite all freqatencirn withila 
the useful l ~quency  nnge. Thc usable frqacncy rango of all in,pttlsc de- 
pends on the shape and time duration ol  the lmyslsc. As n rcralt, to cllxt~re 
there was sufficient forco aver the frqacncy range of i~~tcrer t ,  the f in t  z c ~ u  
cmssing oflhe Fotttisr Transform of the impulsewas wcll above tllc mnxi~annn 
frequency range of interest for each pulse. (In e m s  wlloro this o1~ jec l . i ~~  wn* 
not satisled, the mu l l s  were discarded.) Thc Pnt  ;..m ermsing occonrs n l  
the lowest fmquency (i.c, tho inverseof the timoduration of the p ta l~~ ) .  'l.11i. 
was achieved by ensuring tho duration of tltc pulse wiu 2Al-a gc:scrally 
accepted rule of thumb used by timeseries analysts [TI]. 
Since the ',ration of impulse is "cry short compared with the s;uuplc: 
length, the total energy of noise represenled in  tltc timc-mmplecan Ihe of thur 
order of the energy o l  the impulsc, cvcn lor high sigrnnl-to-noisr nrtica. 'I'ia: 
noise problem can be made worse when ssing lhc rarm trannlornn to yicrlci 
increased resolution i n  a given frequency ran& by ellcetivcly incn!iuix~~ the! 
sample length. 
To alleviate them problems, special time windows woe ernploy<xl. 'Two 
windows (a cosine for the impulse lorcc a d  an exponsntinl lor tla: rcspon~se) 
were used; these windows arc dopieled ~n Figurc 6.1. Tllc ursino window is 
one with unity amplitude for the duralion ol  111. impulac and a cmine tnpsr 

with duration 1/16 of the sample time lmnt unity to  rmo. WLile, in the 
exponentid window the amplitude decays exponentially from I to n valuo of 
0.05 of the sample time. An exponential window does ehnngc thc multing 
frequency response function, but il. only elfect is to incmuo the npparc111 
damping in the resonances [TI]. It d o n  no1 clnang. the resonant frcqt~ctnciea, 
since the influenee of the exponential window is the anmc on all I r c q ~ ~ n c y  
response measurements; it will no1 alter the meeared ~nado shapc irnpplial 
to all measured frequency response functions ( L i d . ) .  Howevor, br-a~we tlnc 
exponential window incrritra the *,pemnt damping in llbe monnnt ~ovodca, 
the window tends to  couple clmeiy spaced rosonaul modes, This itnl,udltnernl. 
could be alleviated with tho MBM tnhniqoe. Sinco t l~o o1,jeetive of lhc 
impact tests was to validate the wnvc test results, detailed nnnlyr:, wit11 1 . l ~  
MEM were not done on the rcaultr from the impnet tcsb. Thcac wcrc dono 
using conventional FPI pmcedurn. 
Chapter 7 
Theoretical and Experimental 
Results 
Is this dmapter, tho theoretical and experimental results are presented. As 
notal earlier in Chapter 5, scetion 5.2.4, only two members were severed in 
tl,e cxpcrimcntal investigation; hrrause, once a member was cut-off a t  one 
or two joists, it mtdd not be ea4ily repaired or replaced in the water. But, 
in t l ~ e  computer nndyscs, many members were made inactive to simulate 
damage of lllose inactivntd members. This appmach was taken to  suggest 
tltc mast attit~blc member(s) to  be severed in the experimental hydm-elastic 
model, so lhc e L c L  or the structural integrity technique a u l d  be optimized. 
(An cvaltxalion of all the rerults is given Chapler 8.) 
7.1 Theoretical Results 
This section is $"I,-dividcd ihto Lwo sub-sections: 1) free vibration analyser 
(both 3-D and stick model) to  obtain natural frequencies of the intact and 
dun~nge<l nlodcl and prototype structure, and 2) force response analyses to  
obtalu tho dynamic responae of the structure to wave excitation. 
7.1.1 Free Vibration Results 
Computed natural frequency comparisons of the maicl nud protntylre (ob- 
tained from the frec vibration nnnlyscr 01 the 3-0 and stick nlodcl) mw ~prc- 
sented i n  Table 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. Table 7.1 ahows thc rtmr c.zncoal,- 
tered when aurling up tho prolotype vnl~tes from the modcl vnlaw. l'wrlv,? 
frequencies were mmputcd for lhe idealized 3-D cam, but only the ~ntaicv 
associated wi th  lhe ten lroquender were used i n  the dynamic n~91,ons and- 
yses. Beesuse, i t  wss eonsidcled lhnl i t might nol have ba:n pmvil~le t o  
excite more resonant frequencies, e~~cr imenta i ly ,  is l l lu wnvc tank facility 
s t  Memorial University. Wr tllo idcalhcd slick rnwlcls, i t  was only i,ouailrle 
to extract seven frequencies, bmnuso the strucl!tre WNI idcnliv*.~i irs a xcvc.~ 
lumped mass system-i.e., one mass at each ievcl. 
To ascertain tho typcaf models) (i.c., global benrlisg, twislittg, ctc.) NI~O- 
ciated wi th  a particular resonant freqt!oncy, mode shapes wmre llrw,rcl.ic.dly 
computed. Figures 1.1-7.10 show five lypicnl modes far llte iklc!dizml :I-I1 
hydmeiwtie and pmtotypc~ it wM from lllc conlplltpr g,!~~~~.lht(.t~ 
mode shapes that tho typc ofmodo asnocialed wi th  n pnctictmlar 1ruqa~ts:y 
shown i n  Tsbies 1.1 and 1.2-was labelled. Tilo modl:d~nl,ts were nlu, ~ ~ w u i  
to identify the typeof models) assoei~lcd with tlac xaonalll peaks Llt8:ax- 
perimentally mensured spectral density functions from thc wnvc: and i rn lur t  
tests. 
As has already been stated, various rnemlrcrs werc male iha l in :  to ninl- 
ulale d m l g c ,  and to aolect the most suitahlc mcmher(s) l i lat would opti- 
mize the structural integrity mclltod in  thc oxpcrimenld plmw: of tlnix xt~aly. 
'NB: The mrrcapandin8 rrquency roresrl~ mode 1% "la, nltovn will> earl tu~alcnlmfn. 
Table 7.1 Natural Wequeney Comparison of the Model and Prototype 
(Resulta obtained from Wee Vibration Computer Analyses). 
Made 1 
(111 Flerure, M,l 
Mode 2 
Ilrl Flexure, M,) 
Made 3 
(lat Tonion. M,) 
Made 4 
(2nd Flcxurc, d.1,) 
Made 5 
(la1 Axial, M.1 
Mode 6 
(2nd Flexure. M,) 
Mode 7 
(3rd Flcrure, AIvl 
Mode 8 
(3rd Flexure. M,) 
&Ide 9 
(2nd Tonion, hI.1 
Mode 10 
(4lh Flexure. M I )  
Mode 11 
(2nd Axial, M , )  
Mode 12 
Computed Natural Frequency 
Prototype 
h [Hz] 
0.2258 
0.2565 
0.2780 
2.0328 
2.1836 
2.3583 
2.4099 
2.8865 
3.0482 
3.1830 
6.1275 
Model 
1, [Hz1 
1.2022 
1.3547 
1.4343 
11.4325 
1-0482 
13.1699 
13.4405 
16.1227 
17.3015 
29.7538 
33.1737 
rP = h\/l(~ 
1.. [llz) 
0.2195 
0.2473 
0.2619 
2.0872 
2.1996 
2.J044 
2.4538 
2.9435 
3.1588 
5.4322 
6.0566 
% Error 
~ . i o o %  
2.79 
3.58 
5.79 
-2.07 
-0.73 
-1.95 
-2.00 
-1.93 
-3.62 
-4.80 
1.15 
Table 7.2 Natural Reqvaney Compnrison of the Model and Prototype 
(Results from the 3-D and Stick Modcl Idenlizntiona). 
t indieales natural frequency ww not cxeited 
Mode 1 
(181 FI=xmre. M.) 
Mode 2 
(1st Flexare, hf=l 
hlode 3 
(let Tomion. M,) 
Mode 4 
(2nd Flerure. d l v )  
Mode 5 
(1st Axial, M,) 
Mode 6 
?Ad Flexure, ME) 
Made 7 
(3rd Flexure. My) 
Made 8 
(3rd Flexure. hfS] 
Mode 9 
(2nd Torsion, M.1 
3-0 Modcl 
Pmtotype 
1, IHZI 
0.2258 
0.2565 
0.2780 
20328 
2.1816 
2.3583 
2.1099 
2.8865 
3.0482 
Slick hlodel 
Model 
I, (I~ZI 
1.2022 
1.3547 
1.4343 
11.6325 
12.0182 
13.1699 
13.4405 
16.1227 
17.3015 
i, [ICJ 
1.023.1 
1.6!!h? 
f 
11.?161 
f 
13.511813 
21.1OG7 
f 
i, pr.1 
0 . 1 ~ 0  
6n.liol 
t 
1 . m ~  
t 
1.1125:l 
5.8179 
f 





Therefore, with the natural freluenciwof thc intnct struclcnre as n bnac litbe 
(dewnee point), the prccntagc changes i n  nrlurnl rrcq!~cltcies rcssil i t~g 
from the effects of damaged (inactive) menlbcrs were compatrd for riwlm 
mode, and the results tabulated. Tabla 1.3 and 1.4 sllow tllc restalls lor tltc 
3-D model and prototype, rwpeetiveiy. 
To illustrate the infl~lence of member severnnee or lllc aelmlnl metnl,tm 
(i.e., member 70, and members 70 and G&refer l o  Figure 5.13) 08, l l l c  Imw 
vibration response of the model structure, mode shapes for both tile iaatilrl 
and danlaged struetnre were computed. Figures 7.1 1-7.9 coxnpnrc l i w  l#!lla- 
ence on each mode, whcn member 70 wns mndo lnnctive. 'Phc cornq,oecii~l~ 
for two memberj (10 and 68) is  prcsentnl in  hppcndix D. 
7.1.2 Dynamic Response t o  Wave Excitation 
In the pr-ding sedions, the rwulls fmm lho frec vibr~liorl i~mmidys~s WIWI 
presented. This section presents tho dynamic responsc rwall.8. Tila ~ec l ioa ir 
suh.divided into two wh-sectionn: 1) dynamic raponso to o l rain of rcgvlxr 
wave for both the 3.D and stick model (model and prolotype); 2) ~ly!r*s>ic: 
response to irregular waves; that is, lhc rcsponso of tho compalcr gost:rnl*~l 
3-D idealization or the hydro.elastic malcl to  thr irregular wnvw rr~e;ru~~n~~l 
from the experimental wave tank tests. 
Response to  s Tra i n  of Regular Waves 
Having eompldod tho fmo vibration annlysw, lhc dynamic rcrpourc of lbt: 
structure to a train of regular wave. wns invcsligalod. Prcliminnry anolyna~ 
were rarried oul to  compare tho performance or tho Ilydm-eiarlic vrlodsl In 
that of the pmtotype. For thwe analynes, tltc following wavt: paramalc!m, 
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obtained from 1621, were s s d :  
Prototype Wave Data 
(Hurricsnc Co,,ditio.) 
Wave Period = 10.0 sccondx 
mean Wnlcr Deptll = 48.8 m 
Model  Wave Data 
(Hurricane Condition; 
Wnvc lleighl = 0.6 m 
Wave Period = 2.92 seconds 
mean Wntcr Dcplh = I B  m 
Note that the wave data, shown nbovo, for lho model wrre eompulecl lusiug 
the wave modelling laws developccl in Chnplcr I (LC., ~ l t l n t i o l~x  4.21 n r ~ l  
4.23). 
The dynamic response at an arbitrarily chmcn locatinr~ (~noric: 72, thr 
central node on the dedt of the slnbcturo) w a  camputecl, uacl 1111: rrxtsll.* 
were plotted, son  visual comparison could be made lbelwm~~ 111~. 1norlc4 ; n ~ l  
prototype. Displacement results using lhenon-linenrim:d nncl lincnriaclcl lcrrrr~ 
of thedrag component in  Morrison's cquatinn (I.c., ac~o~ntinns (3.1) n r ~ c l  (J.20). 
respectively) aredepicted in Pipxres 7.31. In d l  thc nsnlyrcs, the inertir ;and 
drag components were chosen e: CM = 2.0 aucl Cu = 1.2, ittdivicludly 
in their @en order. Using equalion (4.29), Lhcac di~placonncnt respowaa 
were "on-dimensionalieed as shown in Pig~rres 7.12. Tho non-dimes~iot~nlircrl 
global x-dirmlion dynamic forces alongonc of tho main columrks of tlr: jack8:t 


(i.o., a t  noder 6, 12, 18, 22 and 23 shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.10 for the 
model and pmlotypo, respectively) are presented in Figures 7.33 and 7.34. 
'lh cornnarc the dynamic nerformnnco or the stick model to  that of the 8 D  
 sode el, tltc dynamic response a t  node 73 of the slick model wa. comparcd to 
tlml, ol  tho 8D idealization of the hydmelastic model-using t h e  linesrform 
of Morrison's wave form equation. The results are shown in Figure 1.35. In 
all lhc computations, tho nodes at the base were assumed rigid. 
Response t o  Irregular Waves 
'lh aiomnlntc the cxpcrirncntd invostlgation theoretically, the wave spectr- of 
lhe irregtmlm waves (mcnsurcd in tile wave tank) was used a. llle input In the 
mrnputcr model. Thc thwreticnl juatifieation for this approach has already 
Iheeu discussed in Cllnpter 3, section 3.4. In the experimental investigation, 
nrcclnotncters were installed to measurn the dynamic response of the model 
stnnclure. So, illatend of computing dirplacomenta in the dynamic response 
compatcr analyses, and then numerically differentiating the results to com- 
ptltc nceclerntio~,s (a  mothod wllich could introduce numerical errors), the 
nccolerntio~~ res1,onseof theslrurturc was mmputed dimctly. Since theohjec- 
tivc r n s  to  compare tho spectral density functions of thc dynamic responses, 
tho approach nolcd above is justified. 
It ,nay ho rccalled from Chapkr 6, that a mmplctc teat for a particular 
~tr t~cturnl  co~tfigt~rntian (Intact or damaged) consisted of a set of ten runs far 
encl~ wavr spcclrtun in the wave tnnk. This was done to collect enough data 
lo  carry out spectral averaging using PUT procedures. Therefom, rather than 
mpent t l ~ e  above procedure in the computer simulation studies, the average 
sl,cctnl donrily function, for the set of ten runs, was used. The resulting 


TI= Cs.s.1 
FIG. 7.35 X-DIRECTION DYNRMlC RESPONSE OF THE 3-0 AND STICK MODEL RT NODE 73 
[RESPONSE OF THE HYJRO-ELRSTIC MODEL TO REGULRR WRVESI. 
tirne dntn;lis reprcsez~lnlioti of tho irrcg~nlnr wave was attained by taking thc 
irnveru! I T 1 ' a f  t l lc nveragc wave rpectrum from tho wave tests. Note thal 
thin titrle domain reprcsenlalion has lhe same energy as the average wave 
npcclrum, but tho phnso is random. However, since the mmparison between 
cnperimer~lnrtd tlncory would be done in the frcqucncy domain (e.g., spectral 
dcmity lunctions of lhe dynamic responses), the approach taken is. again, 
jllstilicd. 
I'o? cmy ~wmpilrison lbctween the thmretical and oxperimentsl results, 
lhc  ~lynantic rc~ponrcs of the 3-D model were mmputed st the nodes cor- 
I C O P O ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~  l o  lho I o ~ ~ t i o n s  and directions whore the accelerometers A1 to 
A6 wore i81~lidlcd i n  the cnpcrimcntnl model. As n resull, dynamicrcsponre 
wcrc comp~rlcd  nodes 12, 18, 23 and 13 in the s ~ m e  directions. P i gum 
7.:lG-7.42 show thc spectml density firnclions of lhc results from the intact 
nucl clnntawl slructarc to irregalnr waves. (Notice the diffetenee in smooth- 
sc-xx and rcsolt~lion with lhc functions attained using MEM and with thal 
co~npuled using lhe FFT nldhad.) 
7.2 Experimental Results 
7.2.1 Transient Decay Tests to Compute Damping 
I n -A i r  Tests. The results fmm tho in-air tests tommputelhefreeoaeillntion 
clatnpisg factor-using 1110 logarithmic decrement method-are presented in  
I'igwrrs 1.43 ntld 7.44. These grsphs reprosent the wrults for the x and 
y rlirrc:tio!ts, respcctivcly? The variation of the damping factor, ti, over 
vario~s oscillnlion cyclca was computed by taking lhc average variation of 
''hl>icnl lrec aril lnlio~~ plot8 for line in-air teau ham already bccn ahown in Figures 
5.1-6.1. 
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O TEST. 2 
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FIG. 7.43 VRRIRTIDN OF DAMPING IN THE X DIRECTION 
(IN-RIR TESTS). 

the posilivc and nogntivr peaks. Results for both the x and y directions 
nrc shown in  Figure 7.15. I t  may be recalled, (ram Chapter 6, roction 6.4, 
that the msalta from the free oscillalion tests were curve fitted (using the 
Ir~venl,erg-Marqxiardt and Finite Dillor-mce Jacobim), to test the validity of 
tho rcalllL~ obtained with the loguilhmic desrcment method; and to  provide 
;111 allcrt~ativo dampingoslimator. These maults are tabulated i n  lhk- 7.5 
nncl 7.6 for thc x and y diroclions, respectively. 
In-Water Tests. Alter the hydro-elastiemodel was installed i n  the wave 
lnuk (ncilily, similnr lcsls, ns notcd carlicr, were cairicd out to determine the 
lm oscillalion damping factor o l  the structure i n  water. The variation, 
unit~g thc logaritl~rnic decremonl molhod, for the global x and y direction8 
arc lpw*xlnl in F~~II.CR 7.4G and 7.47. Average variations are depicted in  
Pignrc 7.48. Using thc curve fitting leehnique, the corresponding results am 
gnwnlcd ill Tables 7.7 and 7.8. 
7.2.2 Wave Test Results 
Ornphicnl otnlpots of tlmc experirnmlal results are p m n t e d  lor: 
(i) aph-lrrl density Lsetions of tlte.igna.1~ measured with the wave probes, 
(ii) rrsponsc of the hyclm-elastie model to a train of regular waves, and 
(iii) rcsponr of lhc model to  irregular waves (i.e., the white noise and 
.IONSWAI' spcclntm, independently). 
Wave Probe Signals 
A s  dixc~~ssccl i n  Chaptor 5, section 5.2.2, five s tep were necessary to  achieve 
1 . i ~  desired wave spectra (i.e., the white noirc and JONSWAP) from the 

Table 1.5 X-Direction Results From Ree Vibration In-Air Tests 
(Using the Levenberg-Marquardt and Finite Difference Sacobian). 
I Average Vnluca 1 0.9112 1 1.2899 1 
Table 7.8 Y-Direction Results From Free Vibration In-Air Terts 
(Using the Levenberg-Ma~quardt and Finite Difference Sacobian). 
Y-Direction Results 
Damping Ratio % 1 Resonant Frequency 



Table 7.7 X-Direction Results From Ree Vib~aticn In-Water Tests 
(Using the Levenberg.Marquardt and Finite Difference sacobian). 
Table 7.8 Y-Direction Resuits Rom Ree Vibration In-Water Te~ts 
(Using the Levenberg-Marquardt and Finite Difference Sacobian). 
target or lheoroticnl wave spcctr.. Figures 7.49-7.52 sbor the ~mramrul 
spectra at wave pmbu  PI. P2 nnd P3 conqrared to  lbe tnrgrl rpccltaltl, 
for both input wave spectra A typical resttlt for l l lo w1liI.c noiw nrrrlnsn, 
using PFT proceduroa, isdepicted i n  Pigarc7.49, while tlroac !axing tl lr Ml iM 
technique are dzown in  Pigure 7.50. (Observe the dillcretm! i s  s ~ ~ ~ u u l l t ~ a n  
and resolution oi the MEh4 gmphs.) 
St ructura l  Response to  a main of Regular Waves 
Beforc the irregular wave tcsls wcre carrierl out, il wss ~!occmary lo rx;xatins 
the bcllnvior of the strtrclurc to  a train of rcgalnr wnvcs. 'Cheao lc.51~ w c w  clcc 
sirable to  lost tho workability oI Ihe instnlmentaliot~, n l ~ l  tbc I"initc lSlcmtrl1 
program written to simulsle the cxp~ri~nenlnl ih,vcsligdio!~a. I lmit lc~, %i#rr. 
the motion of tho hydro.ol~stic model to rogtnllv waves ie llot ;rr cnsq>lr~r 
as that due to  irregular waves, thcsc tests were clone, hrari~tg inn slin<l !.I#<. 
shapo of the rcrponsc csrve(s) t l l r t  shottld be cxprc.tccl. I'igum 7.53 shr,w$ 
the input wave signals measctrd with the wnvc pmhe clcrig~nnl.c.cl 1'1 (n4.r 
to  Figurc 5.9, Chapter 5), and t l ~ c  nrrrrpo~nclir~g r-dircctinn rcrpolnr. Irn171 
the acecleromcter designated Ad, lmalcd n t  the ccntcr of t l l c :  r1q:t.k uf 1111. 
hydro.clastic model. 
To compare tho output aeccleration fmm A4 and with ll8nl prcrl irt~vl lnltrl 
t h m y  (i.c., PFM analyo) ,  thc measured inptrl wave* and l l ~ e  o~~lp\! l ,  wrel- 
eration signals wore centered by all,l~acling tltcir rncnnr. 11, the rnrspal,cr 
andyaes used to simulate thc orperirnenlnl tcrts, computatios~ wc:rc: c ~ r r i a l  
out-using both the non-linear and linear form of llbe Morrison's wave fnrcr! 
equation, indepmdently-to calcuintc thc rcauired nodal wnvr: brc~* i  fro#n 
the mcasured input wave signals. A comparison bclwceo tile cxparin~cslnl 
2 GEhEnnlEO FRDM TdE WrllTE hOISE lWU1 SPECTRUM 
0 3 6 3 12 15 18 21 24 27 3 0  
WAVE FREQUENC! KHz1 
FIG. 7.49 TYPICRL MEASURED INPUT WRVE SPECTRUM AT WAVE PROBE P1 
(USING CONVENTIONRL FFT PROCEOURESI. 
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FIG. 7.53 MEASURED INPUT WRVE FROM P I  RND OUTPUT RCCELERRTION FROM A4 
(RESULTS FROM REGULRR WRVE TESTS]. 
Strvetural  Response T o  Irregular Waves 
Using the White Noise I n p ~ l  W ~ o e  Speclrunz. Typical time dou~aic~ ivn.1- 
erations measured with acalerometers A1 to  Ad, lor thu ihtact stnal.osr. 
are depicted in Figurn 7.55. A typical spectral density fuactiatt or tho acr.el- 
eratian measured with A4, using PFT, is illustrntnl ill P i g m  7.56. Figan. 
7.57 shows the corresponding functions using the MEM tnl~siclac. (Note 11,. 
difference in smoothness and resolution or the gmpilu obtnirtd using 1h0111 
molhods.) Results for the damaged s t ruelurei .~ . ,  nncnlber 10, and ~notnhcrn 
70 and &am given in Figures 7.58-7.60. 
using tee JONSWAP wove spcciwm. TIIO lllcctrn~ c~cl l l r i~d ~ U V -  
tions for the intacl and damaged slructure, using tlmo JONSWAI' npcrtnstn, 
am presented in Figures 7.61-7.65. Like lhe while nuir  r e ,  Pigan 7.61 
was plotbed to furlher emphmiv~ tho dilTerencc in resol\ttiott and asool.ll$s!sx 
between the spectra obtaincd ,*sing FFT pmenlures, nlld wit11 thnl ~uniftg 1.11~ 
MEM technique (i.c., Pigum 1.02). 
Est imat ing Damping f m m  t h e  Forced Response D a t a  
Computed damping estimates bascd on lltc global x-direetioe rnoliost oft110 
struclure, using the half-power hnndwidlh mcthod, are nonamwirml i s  'Ikhlc:" 
7.9-7.10, for the whitenoise and JONSWAP input wnvcspcctm, rerprrlin!ly. 
These values were computed b a r d  on thc MEM lormulntion~ pwenle~l  in 
section 6.3.2., Chaplor 6. (Damping estimates from the rcsponxc d lhc: 
damaged Structure are pmsontnl in Appendix D.) 
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Table 7.9 MEM Damping Estimates from the Response Measured with Accelerometer A3 
(Intact Structure). 
t indicate reonant peslr not well defined 
Table 7.10 MEM Damping Edirnate. from the Response Measured with Accelerometer A4 
(Intact Structure). 
t indicate levels too low to be measured. 
t indicate5 ernant peali not wii defined. 
7.2.3 Impact Test Results 
In Chsptcr 5, scction 5.2.5, i t  was noted that impact testa were carried out 
to 1-1 the validity of the wave test reoulls. More expiidtly, to verify the 
loenlion of thc remnant peaks, particularly the higher ones, obtained fmm 
thc apcclral density funclions of the wave induced vibration of the structure. 
For cach impacl location, a rl of ten tests were done. This was necessary 
to carry out spectral averaging (a form of filtering), and dao to compute 
lhe trarafer, phase, mherence, and spcctrai density functions of the lime 
domais signals recorded with accelerometers A1 to AS. The complete rl of 
r a u l t ~  for tho mpona  nlcasured with acceleromclers A2, A3 and A4 from 
nl impact initinlcd st location H5 (refer to Pigure 5.6) am shown in Figures 
7.m-7.75. Similar rearlts were attained when the impact was initiated at 
lltc otl~cr devignilted impact locations. (For the case when the impact was 
imlitintecl nl localion W6, refer lo Figures D.19-D.30, Appendix D.) 
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Chapter 8 
Discussion of Results 
In the preceding ci~apter, lime lhcoreticnl and exl,erim~~cttt;ll n.xtnllx w#.n. (,n.- 
sentcd. This chapter dads with tile cvahnnlia~~ 01 tlmaw rexaltr. 
8.1 Theoretical Results 
8.1.1 Free Vibration Results 
An examination01 the compulcd B a  vibration ndural lroci!tcncba lxl,!tl;~lcxl 
in  Table 7.1 shows p o d  agrcemont hs lwcc~~ the Ihyclm-cl,wlic !t~oclal ;alcl 
prololypc ~roqucncia, for tho 3-0 idcaliznlion. 'I'llis ~lnlcrncwl is v~:nlio$. 
and the original pmlotypc ualucn, Jp, am Icsa lhnn 6%. 'I'ltwc pc:n:c:t~tnp<: 
differences could have resulted, bccau*a n divlarled ntociei' w w  aml .  (As  
exact reduced scale replica is not always posaibia.) R r  ~!xnxnple, i t  w;r? 
parrible to model the external dimenaionr lmrn Ilte l i n w  acnis r;llin (i.,:., 
L"), but it was not pwaible la model the wall linickncsa or lhe mernl,rr* 
L, 
mewis. T ~ C  innuencc 01 the c~irlortioll is mwt pronollnc,r~ tlr! 
w u  computed. This may have rcnulted, because tho global influence of the 
dirtorllo~m on the wall tl~ickness of the members may haw decreued the 
ovcrnll momcnt of inertia in the dimction &cting global torsion. On the 
other lhnncl, for thosc modes whore the percentage differences arc negative 
( ~ . g , ,  modes 4 to lo), tile cEect ir reversed. (That is, the global influence 
of the  distortion may have increrrscd the moment of inertia in the directions 
ihllucneing these modes.) 
In 'hhle 7.2, thecomputed natural frequencieaofthcmodcl and prototype 
lor thc stick moclol idealisation of the hydm-einstic model and prototype are 
j>rc!wol'tcd. Similar trencla to that 01 the 3-D madei idealization are observed. 
Ily contpsring tltosc rcsullr with ~ h m e  for the 3.D eases, it is observed that 
not all thc frequencies were extrnetcd with the stick model idealization of 
the struel.sres. The globd bending modes were computed, but the torsional 
ad win1 modes were not. This resulted, because the flexibility matrix of tho 
stick nlodci wnsoblainod by applyingunit laadsonly in thcdirectionolgiobal 
hcndillg. Thcrolore, this ~lruetural idealization should be concoptudized as 
an approximate mcthod. 
C o m p u t e d  Mode Shapes. Fmm lhe computed mode shapes of the 
idealized 3-0 madelsol tllc prototype and hydmdiutic model (Figures 7.1- 
I.iO), it is recn Lhnt tho fm: vibration dynamic behavior of the prototype 
r8d modrl is similar. This is observed from the geometrical configuration 
01 thc  compatcr ge~lernted mode shapes. Fmm these mode shapes and the 
compaW tnntaral Ireqacscies, it iq concluded that the hydro-elastic model 
drflects in n similar manner, and exhihits the same vibrational characteristics 
ns tho pmlotypo stntetare during trm vibration. 
Damage Simulation. An cxaminatian ofthe mul ts  tabulated in Tables 

of rnemhcr removal can he visually reen by comparing the mode shapes of 
the intact and damaged hydm-elastic model depicted in Figurer 7.11-1.30. 
Ol>scrvc tlmt, exeepl far mode 4, all the other modes remain virtually un- 
changed, when member 10 was removed. More explicitly, far th- modes 
which am unafleeled by the removal of member 70, the global motion about 
titclr reapedive sires islho samc. (That is, bending mod= rcmain in bending 
and twisting rcmain in twisting.) However, for the 2nd flexural mode (mode 
A), lhc global geomctriceonSg~.ation of the  structureappears distorted-see 
Pigure 7.18. The str!ncture appears l o  twist towards tho direclion of the dam- 
ngcd nncmhor. This could have mulled becsuso the remwal of member 70 
cnascd a ehmge in tile struct!lral symmetry as far as stiffness is concerned. 
Slight vnrialions also occur in modes 5, 8, 9 and 10. A re-examination of 
'Ikble 7.4 also shows that percentages ranging 4.75% to 6.35% were com- 
putnl lor lhose modes. Rom these observations, it can also be concluded 
lhnt the removal of momher 70 may have slightly disrupted the structural 
sytnmelry regarding slillnesli for these modes. 
Similar trends to tltose discussed previously are observed when member 
70 and 68 wore rcmaved. k r  enmple. notice in Figure 8.2 that the over- 
all structural configuration appears less distorted compared with the ease 
wbcs membcr 70 was removed (Figure 8.1). This, therefore, suggests that 
the ayrnmetry of the slructlrrc wns reslored. In other words, thovgh the 
atinless of  the structure was reduced nppredably, the stiffnese was more 
avcnly didribaled lhnn whon member 70 was inactivated. An examination 
of Pigan: 8.4 rhoss that when member 68 is removed, the glohd geomelric 
cottligt~rntior~ of thcstructtlre is opposite to  that of the case when member 70 
wna ~evercd. Therefore, the nct resalt, when both members (70 and 68) are 
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removed is a cancellation offecl, and cxplnit>s why the structure qqwara icrx 
distorted than in the cases where thc members are sovcmd indopendcatly. 
To examine the effects of the removal or members 70 and 68 on the otiler 
modes, refer to Figures D.1-D.18, Appndx  D. 
The observations noted above suggest that memhcra 70 3.1111 68 msh- 
tributed to the stillness of the 2nd bending made, M,. Thar, wilc~t tltc 
OI the reduad by the remmil or t~~~~~ me.l~,on, 
frequency at which the mode could be excitation wm medaccd. 
This reduction in stiffness could bc explained m lollowa: the cielor~~~nliu~o 
of the structure during bending results fmm shear displnccmc~~l.a or tilc lpnt- 
ela (i.e., the regions containing the damngod n$crnl~e!a). As n mlamlaenrr. 
when member 70 or 68 is s c v e d ,  the ncighhottring k-br.lce tnonll,cr c,t~avtot 
transmit direct iond without the ho~izontal bmco, to whici~ i t  is nttnri~cd, 
undergoing bending. This implies that thc compa~tion Ibm is  virt8tnliy ill- 
active; so the shear stiffners of the panel is reduced. 
I t  should be mentioned that llte freqr~ency rdactian* wcrc erri~tly at- 
tributable to s reduction in stiffnea* ralhcr than n duct ion 1. m u g ,  lhcu;~u*: 
the mass of the individual slruclural members is sn~d l  (u.g., m~ml,c:r 70 = 
0.11 kg). So the influence fmm a red~letion in mms would lhu slisis~td. 
8.1.2 Response to a lkain of Regular Waves 
Displacement Response. Figure 7.31 shows the renponar of tla: iclcaiia!ri 
3-D structures to a train of regular waves having wnvc psrame1.r~ pnat;!!t,rl 
earlier i n  seetion 7.1.2. These graphs show that Llle behavior oi lilo pm. 
totype snd the hydmelutic model is similar. 'R:n cyclos or nnnlyu~? arc 
shown. Observe that in both the prototype and model, the lranxiliof~ frr,vn 
~h,: tranricnt to thc steady stale motion is clearly seen. After approximately 
two time pcriodn (i.c., 6 and 32 seconds for the model and prototype, re- 
apeclivcly), both structures cxperienee steady state motion. M o w e r ,  the 
responro lcvclr for the non.1inee.r nnalys-using the non-linear form of the 
Morrimn'a wave force cqunllon-are alibhlly lower than that obtained using 
thc linear malyscs. 
POT lhe slick modol idealization, the results were depicted i n  Figure 7.35. 
The dynamic behavior is similar La that of the 3-D model idealisation. After 
npproximnlcly two time pcriods, both idealizalions experience steady state 
motion. 0 - 4  on l l ~ o  levels of the response, it is valid to say that the 
stick model idenlisntion of lhe hydreelnstic model slightly over estimates 
lltc clyrtn~nic response of the structure. (That is, when compared to the 3-D 
iklcnliration.) 
To compare the dynamic behavior of tho prototype and model, the dy. 
tuamic responses, diseuswl previously Irom the 3-D idealizations, were non- 
dimcnnionnliwd. An examination of the results presented i n  Figure 7.32 
augbesls lherc is good agreomenl between the prototype and model. Thus, 
i t  cnn bc concltnded that i t  is possible to predict, theoretically, the dynamic 
~mtlormnnceof lho prototype based on the results attained from the theoreti- 
cal Ihydro-clnrtic model. Bnnuso il was not possible to excitecertain natural 
frcqucncica with tho slick model in the free vibration analyses (Table 7.2), 
nnci the nrodcl slightly ovcrntimnted the dynamic response (refer to Figun 
7.35), i t  is considered Lhnt lhe 3-D model idealizstion is probably better 
suited to sin~slale lhc physical hyd-elastic model for tho wave tank tests. 
As n resall, from lhis slngc c..~ardrd,, the analyses will be focussed an the 
5 D  idcnliratioa of tho liydro-clnstir model. 
Force Variation Along t h e  Jacket. Pigurcs 7:J:i and i.:l,l rl>aw the. 
non-dimensionalized forcc dislribution for lhc idealized 3-1) ~noclrl nncl ln,atg,. 
type. Note that i n  both eass  (i.c.. the forces rcsulling from t h r  so~~- l ix~mr in~c l  
and linearized form d Morrison's cqanlion). lhcre is g w d  agnr.lta.nt l ~ r i \ ~ r ~ ~ n n  
thepmt~typesnd model. As shotmld bccxpcclcd. the ~m~ilg~nitxm~l~oflI~~~and;d 
force. increases wit18 increasing distance fmm llnc sen bed lo  tla: 1umc.at8 r i l t t ~  
level. A t  node 23, them arc regions of zero farco which mxull ; ~ t  i ~ ~ s t m l r e ~  
whne the node is above tho wave. Tho nln~ost stcp-like R~mctiot~;ll dir;t,rihl. 
l ion for the farce at nodo 19 ms~l ts ,  bee~llne of tlr. ~mrll~ocl asrd to  laslp 
the nodal force..* Each submcrgcd slro~clt8rnl tnmmubcr wn* ah-clivirlacl ihlo 
ten subelements. At  coeh ~ub.clcmn11, thc water pnrticlo .rcelr~d.iolt iancl 
velocity wcre mmputcd, and were lhcn used ill lhc Morrixon'u wiwe fore, 
equation. At  the sarhcncc, lhowcvcr, lltem nm OCER.~~OIIS w h ~ n  111. W~LICI )I~II- 
face lin betweon the nodal points of a subclcmcet.. So a l~ l y  1.. fnrrc.a Ihc~i~~w 
the eakr level am computed. This pl~onomenon only occtlrr st  Ihv alarfnvc. 
nodes. Intuilively, i t  would appear the solution to  this ~proble~tn woull Ihc 
to  make the subolemenls smaller at the rurfnee. Nevcr l . l~o l~r ,  then: wcrl~lcl 
sti l l  bc ocvisions when the pmblorn would rmccur, pmbnbly t n  1r:nw.r axlc!ul,. 
Considering tho length of each slruclsral mornhor illong thr: jiu:kr,t, i t  a<x.jtms 
that ten sub-clcmenls par submcrgod momber nm nppmpriato. Iluidcx, i l l- 
creasing the ntrmber of sub-elcmenlr would also iscn;asc tlnc Cl'O tisr. sf 
the analyses. 
By compsring thc force variations for Lhc non-linrw and lirwnr nnnlywn 
(Figures 7.33 and 7.34). il is observed that tlle levcln of lhc force br tllc: ,lot,- 
linear ease sre slightly lowcr than that of the lincnr cw!. 'This c xp l r i ~~ r  why 
aTlac lhmrclical juatiflration issolmmnrizcd in Figurr1.Il.Chapkr :I. 
the rc:xllons* lavela lor thc non-linear annlysc4, noted earlier, were slightly 
low,:, lllan tllal the ]incar 
lilmrllter examination 01 lhc f a re  variations also shows that thc curvature 
or the rm~-lincnr farces is slightly different from the lorces predicted using 
linear nnnlyres-i.e., using the linearized form or the Morrison's equation. 
For inslnnrc. st n time ratio of 0.5 (refer to Figure 1.33), an inflection point 
exisls R* tho curves changes Imm positive Lo negative values. As seen i n  
Figure 7.31, tilin inflcetion point is not present i n  the linear analyses. (The 
it~llcctioc~ point is n result of the non-lincnrity i n  the forces.) 
8.1.3 Response to Irregular Waves 
Computer sitnulaled studios (using tho measured irregular wave spectra from 
lhc wave tnnk facility) wnr~arr iedout .  The results for the white noise input 
wave spcclrum rcre shown i n  Figures 7.3C7.39. Tharc for the JONSWAP 
ilq>ut W ~ Y C  sprrtr~tm svere presented i n  Figures 7.40-7.42. 
Wh i t e  Noise Test Simulation. To extract the r c i e m l  modal pa- 
rilmelors, l l ~ ~  time domain sagnnls (eornpukd at nodes 12, 18, 23 and 18) 
were 1l.atnrfonned to the frcqucncy domain. These nodal respona~s corm 
sportclecl lo  lhorc mcasured witln accelerometer6 A l ,  A2, A3 and A4 on the 
plty~icai lhydro-elastic model. Figure 1.36 shows a typical global x-direction 
spcctrnl density hxnetion or tbe a~ntput acceleration at node 18. This graph 
m n  obtained using convontionnl FFT procedures. Four resonant peaks are 
noticenblc. Bornuse or t1.e m lu t i on ,  i t  w l d  be difficult to  locate the ire 
q~lctncies a1 which resonnncc exist. Figure 1.37 shows the same results using 
thr MBM  neth hod ntontioned presented 'in Chapter 5. Note the difference 
in rcsoltttiotl and precision. Bned on the free vibration analysis results, the 
f i ~ t  on the lower rr quency end of tho spectrum corrclpalldr lo tllr 
1st flexural mode (mode 1); the a-nd penk correapo~~ds to lmr 2 n d  Rrx~rn l  
mode; the 3rd is umciated with mode T; and the fottrtb p u k  wrcprcxrntx 
mode 8. 
JONSWAP Test Simulation. Compuled nrcclornlion spmlrd dcnri- 
ties using the JONSWAP input wavo speclrum werc prcscnt~~i  is IVigu~rai 
7.40-7.42. Similar trends to  thc r h i l o  noisc b t a  sirnalationa aro abnc.rvrrl. 
Damage Simulation Studier Like t l ~ e  f m  vibration nnnlyacr rca!nllw 
presented earlier, P iyres 7.38 and 1.41 shmv thal wlnotl ~naw>l,t,r 70 was 
severed to simulate damagc of tltnt mcmbor, 1110 mode must nlTa,trd is 111~ 
2nd flexural mode, M,. Noticc lhat wlwn n~emi,crs 70 and 68 nrr iu;u.li- 
vatrd, the 2nd bending mode is mor l  nficcld-rcfer lo  liig!xnr 7.39 aucl 
7.42. To mmpaw the cffects of the dnmngnl meml,er(s) on l l l r  resol>n8ml 
frequencies visually, the results at node 23 aro ~prcnkccl as an r:xi~trlplc'. 
Results for the white noire teat pimulalions arc depidcd ill Pigares 8.5 8.6. 


8.2 Experimental Results 
8.2.1 Transient Decay Tests to Compute Damping 
I n -A i r  Tests. Averqcglobai x and y direction damping ratio variations (us- 
ing lhc logarithznie decrement method) were shown in Figure 7.45. In both 
twos, thc damping variation is more steady after eight cycles. Therefore, this 
mgion war uscd to determine the transienl decay damping. For comparison, 
con>putcd damping oatimstes using the above method and the average damp- 
ing obtained fmm tho curvc fitting method (i.e., the LarenbereMarquardt 
and Pinilc difference Jneobian) are shown here: 
Damping Estimates f rom In-Air Testa 
lagnrithmic Decmment Curve Pitting 
In-Water Tests. Like the in-air tests, average global r: and y direction 
dnrnpi~~g ratio variations (using the logsrithmie decrement method) were 
depicted in Pigum 7.18. After six cycles, the variation in damping is more 
r tcdy.  Thc following am the damping estimates: 
Damping Estimates from In-Water Tests 
Logarithmic Decmmcnt Curve Pitting 
, 3.5755 i 0.15% 3.6576 i 0.04% 
( , 1.7033 i 0.04% 1.7221 i 0.02% 
These damping rwlors are assoei~ted with the lalgiobal flexural modes in 
Lhc global x and y direclions. The values oblained from the in-air tesls corre- 
rpond approximately to thasc which coald he expecktl from ntml xtructtanv 
vibrating i n  air and, therefore, are sdislactary. Damping of atmi s1n1ct~n.x 
vibrating i n  water is very low, typically I to 3% 1221. Iience, the nvalts ob- 
tained fmm the i n -wa ie r t ~ t s  also cormpond, nppmxinbntcly, to  tltovc which 
could be expected fmnl r k l  struetarw. As n result. the si~nilila~icco~~clil.i i~~ 
imposed by equation (4.26), i n  Chapter 4 (i.o.. C, = C), is mtisliecl. 
8.2.2 Wave Probe Results 
Spectral Density Functions lor t l ~ c  input sionds frolu l l tc whitr rtoisc: ao.l 
JONSWAP input wave spectra wcrc seen i n  Pig!#rcs 7.60 iu~cl 7.72, rr%~c~r. 
lively. When these Lnclinns am compnrcd la  t l twc obtained a.iag roglvc.!~. 
tional FPT pmcedurea (Figure 1.49 and 7.51), tho arperiarity 01 lhc: MI tM 
technique over the use a1 convcntionni FIT methods is ~raipal~lc. l,\~rtltc,r 
examination of the MEM lunctions shows that tlncrc ia practically very ii11.l~: 
difference betwwn thesignals mewred with the wnvr proixa I'i, 1'2 nsd I':l 
for the two distinct input wave apectm. This would, Lherefole, aaaw t  Lhrt 
there were no crass tank oseilialioos cnpal,lc or allerisg the glahnl x-dil.crl.io~> 
mponae of the physical lhydro-cimtic modcl daring tho wave sln~rlerc! iuk.r- 
action experiments. 
8.2.3 Wave Tests Results 
Response to  a %sin of Regular Waves 
Prom the results d the expmimental and thmrrticnl tnnclr>l to  n trnin 01 
rey iar  waves (Figurc 7.51), i t  is seen that there is good agnwment bctwret~ 
experiment and theory. The transition lrom the trnnrient to ths dcady 
state response is very apparent i n  all Lhc cascn. Ohscrvc, howt:ver, that thc 
theoretical results computd using the non-linear form of Morrison's wave 
forcc equalion ~ imu la ta  lhs experimental value8 more closely than with that 
ohtnind with the linenriled form. (The results from the linear analyses 
arc .lightly higher.) b m  these results, lhe workability of the experimental 
rnodel wit11 its moc ia td  inatrumentation, and the computer model were 
mccrtaind. 
Response t o  Irregular Waves 
Ilcmnant frequeneio for the i~regular wave indued vibration investigations 
lor the whik noise and JONSWAP teats are epitomized in Tables 8.1-8.8. 
'fhose values wero computed using equation (6.34). in  Chapter 6 (i.e.,the 
Maximum Entropy cxprasian). I 1  is not suggested that catimstes of resonant 
fmqttcnciescould not be taken directly from thespectral density graphs. The 
major impediment, though, is that the accuracy would be very dependent 
otn tltc sn~npling frequesey, Af, because all the spectral density ordinates 
will O C C I I ~  at ii.tervals of Af apart. Notwithstanding, when atimates of 
resonan1 Irqueneia are obtained by solving for the mots ofequation (6.34), 
thc accuracy is improved, for i t  depends on the tolerance (i.e., the maximum 
doviation of tltc function fmm zero) specified in Muller's algorithm3. 
Results from Whi te  Noise Tests. Results of the structural response 
(nccelerntian) to the white neiae input wavespectrum werepreaented i n  Fig- 
toms 1.56-7.60. For the intact structure, resonant peaks are well defined. For 
nccclcromders A1 and A2, relative extrema, points oeeur at about 1.08 He. 
"ic, llle IMSL nunlmical arhcmc noted csrlier on pas* 132, Chapter 6, uaed to salve 
ror ille ,=.,*. 
'Ikble 8.1 Measured Resonant Rsqueneies from Accelerometer A1 
(Results for the Intact and Damaged Structure: White Noise Teats). 
Table 8.2 Measured Resonant Requeneiea from Aceelerometsr A1 
(Results for the Intact and Damaged Structure: JONSWAP Testa). 
NB: * indicate level8 too low Lo be recorded. 
234 
Modes 
f 
Vibration 
Measured Frequency Ill;r] 
Intact 
Structuw 
Damage Membcr(s) 
70 Half-cut 
at Node 18 
70 Severed 
at Node 18 
70 Removed nnd 
08 cut-oil at nodc 16 
Table 8.3 Mesaured Resonant FL.equensies from Accelerometer A2 
(Results for the Intact and Damaged Structure: White Noise Tests). 
hleasured Frequency [Hz) 
Mode, I)amsp Zlcmbrr(.) 
I lnlaol 70 Half.cut l 70 Sc\crcd I 70 Ruaroud and I Vibration I Strudun 1 at Node 18 1 at Node 18 I 68 cut-OR at node 18 1 
Table 8.4 Measured Resonant Requensics from Aeeelsrorneter A2 
(Reaulta for the In tad  and Damaged Structure: JONSWAP Tests). 
Modcs 
or 
Vibration 
NB: * indicate levels tao low to be recorded. 
Measured Requency [Hz] 
Intact 
Slrueturc 
Damage Member(=) 
70 Half-cut 
at Node 18 
70 Severed 
at Nade 18 
70 R e m o d  and 
68 cuboff at node 16 
Table 8.6 Measured Resonant Wequenciea from Accelerometer A3 
(Results for the Intact and Damaged Structure: White Noine Teats). 
Table 8.8 Measured Resonant Requsneiea born Accelerometer AS 
(Results for the Intact and Damaged Structure: JONSWAP Testa). 
NB: * indicates levels too low to be recorded. 
Table 8.7 Measured Resonant fiequeneies fmm Aceeleromster A4 
(Results for the Intact and Damaged Structure: White Noise Tests). 
Table 8.8 Measured Resonant Fkqueneies from Accelerometer A4 
(Results for the Intact end Damaged Structure: JONSWAP Tests). 
Mod- 
I 
Vibration 
NB: ' indicate* levels too Iouv to be recorded 
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Measured Frequency (PI 
Intact 
Structure 
Damage Member(a) 
70 Half-cut 
a1 Node 18 
TO Severed 
at Node 18 
70 Removed and 
68 cut-off at node 16 
After a close look at  the measured inpul wave apcelra fmm wnvr pmbex 1'1, 
P2 and P3 (refer to  Figure 7.50), it is abrrvcd l hn l  t l~ssc rclntivc c.xtre?an 
points (peaks) of concorn occur i n  the region of tlte peak ordi~tatvl* of t l lr 
meaaud input wave spectra. Fmm this observntion, i t  i~ ~nl>clttdcul t lnl 
the nlalive maxims paints or pnka secn on tllcspeelra froll> ~erc lom~~~clcrv  
A1  and A2 are assoelnted wilh the qassi-stdie slifln-s eotttmlled tcsp,sw 
a t  the peak of the wave apedrum. Four dirtin,ct peak. are ac.ctn oa Ilr. rc.aullr 
from accelerometers A2, A3 nnd A4. Tlnc first occ!lrs at 1.21 llir lhc. lu.n,tl#l 
occurs at 11.7 He; the third occurs a1 I6  llz and tho lntlrtll nt 26 Ilr. 
Only three distinct damping-eonlrollnl response penkr arc s<.nm os Ihr  
spectral density function i n  lhc resultr lor aceolerotnetcr Al. 'The rescn~;,nl 
peak as3aciated the lowcat ncxurnl mode tllc alruetllrc is I,rr.t.lt. 
This could be explained as lollows: Acaleromcler A I is the tnont n d , ~ ~ ~ c ~ r g ~ ~ r l  
aenmr. As can be obrcrvcd lmm the mode shape of ~III? Bmrnlnscwlid tn~o<lc 
of the hydro-dbstic model (rcfer to Figure 7.11), nrasl of the: oac~illi~f,icn~~ 
occur in  the deck region. A1 was installed at a joint lacntcd qqrmxintnlc4y 
198.12 crn below the deck Icvcl. Thus. whcn the l lydmellc~lic s,oclri nronalr*i 
at i ts fundsmental male. lhc level of tho meillatio~~w might Ihnvc: 1rcv.u behv 
the mwur i ng  range of thc accclommctcr. This stntcnleul in j~~s l i l i<r l  Ity
observing that as the structure underwent dam* (rcler 10 I*igun: l.(iO), 
the amplitude of the oscillations increnue. At  lhlx point, t l t r  meill;rlbnr ;sc 
within lhe measuring rango of accularomeler A l ,  bs wen Ihy 1180 enlsrg<!m~cc! 
of the peak bsaociated wilh the fundamental mode. l'hc pcro:nt+o rllanq+n 
i n  reonant frequeneiea mul l ing from damaged members are prm:nt<xl ih 
Tablea 8.9-8.16. 
Table 8.8 Percent  Chsngea in  Resonant FIequencies Due t o  Damaged 
(Resul ts  from Accelerometer A l :  W h i t e  Noise Tests). 
Table 8.10 Percent Changes in Resonant E e q u e n c i e a  Due t o  Damaged 
(Resul ts  from Accelerometer A l :  J O N S W A P  Test ). 
Modes 
of 
Vibration 
Mode I 
(Is1 Plexun, M,) 
Mode 4 
(2nd Flexure, M.) 
Mode 8 
(3rd Flexure, M.) 
Mode LO 
(4th Ploxute,M, 
Damage member(s) 
Modes 
of 
Vibration 
Mode 1 
(Is1 Flexure, M,) 
Mode 4 
(2nd Flexure, M.) 
Mode 8 
(3rd Flexure, M.) 
Made 10 
(4th Flenute, M, 
70 Remov~d and 
68 Severed at node 16 
-65.5609 
-15.9514 
70 Half Cut 
a1 Node I8 
-0.8264 
- 0.3461 
-0.4072 
NB: * indicates levels too low to be recorded. 
Damage member(s) 
70 Severed 
a t  Node 18 
-39.2508 
-8.3033 
* 
' 70 IIalf Cut 
at Node I8 
* 
-0.4134 
-0.1749 
0.6299 
70 Severed 
a t  Node 18 
-39.6030 
-6.5769 
-1.2986 
70 Removed and 
68 S e v e d  at node 16 
-66.7385 
-11.8251 
Table 8.11 Percent Changes in Resonant Rcguenries Due to Dnnlnged 
(Results from Aeeelerometer A2: White Noise Testa). 
Table 8.11 Percent Change8 in Reaonant Lcqueneies Due to Damaged 
(Results fmm Aecelerameter AZ: JONSWAP Test ). 
Dnma e memher(s) 
70 Ilemovr<l and 
Vibration at Node 18 at Node 18 08 Sovcrcd ~1 node I8 
Made l 
1st Fiexure. M. -0.3463 -4.1079 -8.0128 
Made 4 
(2nd Fiwure, M -0.6300 -39.4709 -84.8762 
Mode 8 
Mode 10 
NB: * indicate levels tw low to be rceorded. 
Table 8.13 Percent Changer in Resonant Frequencies D u e  t o  Damaged 
(Results from Accelerometer A3: White Noise Tests). 
Table 8.14 Percent Changes in Resonant Frequencies Due  to  Damaged 
(Results from Accelerometer A3: JONSWAP Test ). 
Modes Damage member(s) 
of 70 Half Cut 
Vibration at Node 18 
Modes 
01 
Vibrnlion 
Mode 1 
(1.1 Flexure, M.) 
Mode 4 
(2nd Flexure. M,) 
Mode 8 
NB: * indicate levels too low to be recorded. 
70 Severed 
at Node 18 
(3rd Flexure, M.) I 0.2348 1 0.6506 1 -16.7078 
70 Rcmovcd and 
68 Seveied at node 16 
Dam y membec(s) 
Mode 10 
(4th Flexure. M, 
70 HallCul 
at  Node 18 
-2.1487 
-0.4663 
0.9174 
70 Severed 
at Node 18 
-5.1835 
-39.7447 
70 Removed and 
68 Severed at node 16 
-5.8735 
-65.5647 
-2.1363 4.7936 
Table 8.16 Percent Changes in Resonant Requenciea Due t o  Dnmaged 
(Results Lorn Accelerometer A4: White Noise Tests). 
Mod- Damn e rnembcr(s) 
Vibralion at Node 18 at Node 18 68 Severed at nodc I6 
-65.3105 
(3rd Flexure, M,) -11.3588 
4th Flerure,M -2.3685 
Table 8.18 Percent Changes in Resonant Frequencies Due to Damaged 
( R e a u l t ~  from Accelerometer A4: JONSWAP Test ). 
Mode 
of 
Vibration 
Mode 1 
( I d  Flexure, My) 
Mode 4 
(2nd Fleruw, Mu) 
Mode 8 
(3rd Flexure, M,) I * I * I 
Dam e mcmber(a)  
Mode 10 
(4th Flexure, M. * 
68 Severed at nodc I6 
-8.3268 
-65.8028 
at Node 18 
-0.5897 
-0.6823 
NB: ' indica.a levels too low to be recorded. 
at Node I8 
-5.0008 
-40.2899 
Momhv 70 Severed It may be recalled, from ~ t i o n  8.11, that it was 
vcrilied, lram the compuler simulation studies, that the mode most affected 
after tho hydmclastie model underwont damage, was the 2nd Ruural mode, 
M,. Rom this vcrifieation, it seems palpable to assume that if this tnnd 
w<:re repented on the w t p u t  speelral density lunetlons, the frequency s t  
that poinl (i.c., belorcnny damage occurred) would be the 2ndflexural modc, 
M,. As s n n  in Pigurcs 7.59 and 7.64, the resonant peak most affected by 
tllc aevcrance of member 70 orcurs at  11.7 Hz. This, therefore, suggests 
I.llat the Ireq~lcncy of tho 2nd flexural mode of the structure is excited a t  
tlnnt frcqlocncy (11.7 Ilr). Accordingly, it can be inlerred that the resonant 
 peak nt 1.27 lllr carrcsponds to thc 181 Flexural mode, M,; the peak a t  
I8 Ilr corresponds to the 3rd nolural mode, M., and the peak a t  25 Hz is 
co#npatiblc tltc 411, flexural mmodo, Mv 
Whcn NI incision was made half-way through member 70 a t  the joint 
corresponding to nodo 18 an the theoretical model (reler to Figure 5.13), 
ollly nnnll changes in the resonant frequency 01 the 2nd flexural mode, M,, 
ren!llrd. I$r exnmplc, in the results lram accelerometer Al, the 2nd flexural 
n~odc, M., oldy changed Imm 11.73 Hz to 11.64 Hz-a0.82% decrease (Table 
8.5). These small percentage shifts in the resonant frequency of the 2nd 
flcxc~rnl !node sumcst that thc simulated crack did not influence the  axial 
stihlcss of the membcr signilienntly. No appreciable shifts occurred in the 
othcr rcsotrnant peaka, because the s t ihers  01 the panel mntaining member 
70 wnsonly slightly mdaced. However, by cuttingoff themember a t  node 18, 
thr  2nd flexural modc, M., shilted to  about 7.1 Hz, a. d e c e a s e d  39%. (Wr 
cxnml,le, Pigttrc 8.7.) This significant dlnnge resulted b n s u s  , at  that failure 
stage, the shear stillness ol the panel containin& member 70 was reduced 
apprmiably. Since the tmnsa of the member is small compamd with the total 
marsofthestructure, there was nomearurablocl~u!b bolwcc~l t l ta lcoudi l io~~ 
and when the member was removed entirely from tllc sln~ctaw. 'I'llan, tlnr 
reduction i n  frequency was attributable t o n  d u c t i o n  i n  rtiBcss. 
Member 70 Severed nnd 68 Cul-ofl nl Node 16. For this d a n ~ n g ~ ~ l  comldi. 
tion, the moat predominant ehangc of 65% occurs in  the excilnliott fnqacacy 
of the 2nd flexural mode: that is, a reduction fmnl 11.7 Ilr: to .I Ilr. 'l'llir 
large shift i n  frequency could be explained as follows: MemberM cosl.ribrmtn 
to the ahear ali~ness for ~ , ~ ~ d i ~ ~  or LIC ilydro-o nalic lllocie~ it, thc: z-x 
plane (refer to  Figurc 5.13). For this reason, when litc nne~nbcr wn* ru l -o l l  
o l  one end, a reduction in  the shear ntiITncs ocmtrral, and nccotunl.s L r  tla, 
increase i n  amplitude of the higlner pcnka. The indcpc~~Ie>l ,  co~tir ibt~l. iet~ 
of members 70 and 68 to the shear slifnosr can br  visually s ~ w u  it! I'igan,s 
8.3 and 8.4. Observe how tho shearing takes placo in  tho jpasc:l 
lhe damaged members a. tho at rudt~n:  vihrales at 11s 21111 ~ ~ X I I P ~  mode. 
The combined e fm t  of both members was shown in Pigurc! 8.2. An ih 1111. 
theoretical results, l o  eornparc thc inflaonce of the <lnmagccl s~r:t~~l~c~r(r) 0'8 
the resonanl frcgucncics visually, the restllls from necelom~rtt~tor A3 (for Lhr: 
white noise tests) are shown NI an incxamplu; mfer to R6arc.s 8.7-8.8. 
Results from t he  JONSWAP Tests. Similw t n ! x 8 c l  to thnt of 1111: 
white noirc test results arc noticeable in  llte output xpcctral dernsity fonrc. 
lions of lhe JONSWAP lests. Tho only major rlillcrcnccn are rrarl i h ~  ihr! 
levels of tho peaks as aeon, far examplo, in Figurc 8.9. l'ltase dilfq:rc:rmcor 
are due to  diflermces in  tho cncrgy conlunl of lhc inpul wave xpec:tr~ 
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FI6.  8.9 R COHPRRISON OF T K  RESPONSE LEYELS OF THE WHITE NOISE RNO 
JOVSlflP TEST RESULTS MEASURED WITH RCCELEROI'ETER R3 CINTRCT STRUCNREI. 
Damping  Estimates f rom the Force Response D a t a  
Damping estimales predicted with the hall-power h u ~ d s i d l l ~  and MI<M 
method lor tho intact m d  damage alruclural maligamlioss-fro131 11. n. 
sponse measured with welemmckr A3 and Al-were ahowr in)  l i b i r?  7.')- 
7.10. RWUI~S for the lat nexllrni made (M,) =: 2 . m ~  nllc~ 2.,1111 I., LI,. 
white noiseand JONSWAP ksls, rcspcclivdy. Tltcsc vnl~iorc~m.xnl l  Ibc lb 
tal damping01 tilestrudure. Tibcmlom, sinm t l ~ c  I~ydm-<lynns~icm~t~lm~>ct$t 
(which is water parhide vclocily and accdorntion dcpcoclcnl) ir i l~dodnl,  1Ia 
numbers muld vary depending on tllc lcvcl of llle resgonm. l'lr vi>lcccr nn. 
lower than that predicted wllh the t?ansicd dcmy lcal, whc.rc n vi~l>1col:1.61 
+ 0.15% was obtained. In hoth mclhods, tho vnhm au@clil I.I.1 the. r l l l r -  
luw is lightly damped (i.c., ( < 5.O%), ~ n d  scam lo ~wnl8nn llbc ~IIIIIII>~~<,~# 
01 lightly damped strucluto which is mually madc in  dynwtic ..,~xlyn.x- ill 
l k a t  for the lower modes. (Damping w t i ~ n n l n  lor lilt clanrngr*I slnmcl~tn. 
are presented in  Table 0.1-0.4.) 
In both the transient and hnif-pnwor mdhods, i t  5rnw a?alsrrl l i l n l  1111. 
m d d  l q u e n c i a  are well sepnralcd. This nsr~1mplio81 in judilic,d il I L w  
is no mordinate eouplins hetween t ~ d ~ : ~ ,  whid, dopor~ls 011 lllc. ~<:lirlivc: 
positions of the m n k r  of mass m d  slil'nes. Mma ccmntricilil;~ will pmltibil. 
transldional modes, and Lhts pmvidc ca-ordinale m?q>ling. l C m  111~: 
typical frce decay graphs prcmled in  Figures 5.10-6.11 in Chn[,lrr 5 anll 
the well separated rnonnnl perks ohserved on tl~cnp.elml der8sily ftlt~rlisrhs 
af the wave test mulls, thc m~umption3 mule r c g ~ r d i l ~  lilt %l.~~r&l i( l r l  01 
rqucncies is justified. 
8.2.4 Impact Test Results 
'l'incobjcctivoaf tllc impact studin was loverify the iocstiona afthc reonant 
peaks obtained in the wave leal mulls. Like the result. presentedearlier for 
t11c wave 'l'wts (Pigar- 7.56-7.85), fovr peaks am observed o n  the spectral 
dellwily and lrnnsfor function depicted in Figurr~ 7.66-1.75 for the intact 
xtnrclure. Conerally, them is a phase shift of sppmxirnalely 180' as the 
nponsc ~ L ~ S C S  through resonance. An examination of the pbaw functions 
rrvaalr tlmt this eondilion is snlissed an lhe threc higher peaks, and to n 
Iosrr oxlent thc lowor onc locstcd btween 1 and 3 Hz. The coherence 
hjr~~l inn ranges holwecn 0.95 ~ n d  0.6-suggesting reasonable coherence for 
thi% type of experiment. 
Whcn rncmbcr 70 was severed, the shill in the second peak (Figures 
7.70-1.72) is analogous to that seen in the wave tea? results. Based on these 
observations and tho computer generated free vibration analyses results re 
ported cnriier in the preceding chapter, it is concluded that the first peak 
s e n  it) the msults for the intact structure (between 1 and 3 Hz) is t h e  la1 
flcxurnl mode (M,); the second (between 9 and 12 Hz) is the 2nd flexural 
mode [M,); thc third (hotacn 15 and 18 Hi;) is mode 8 and the fourth 
(i.-l.ween 24 and 27) is  mode 10. 
Agait~ when member 70 was severed and member 68 was c u t - b a t  node 
16, aimilnr trends to thoso reported lor the wave lesl resuits (refer to Figures 
1.78 awl 7.15) an? obscrvcd. Similar results lor the undamaged and damaged 
xlru!clurnl conditions were ohlnined, when the  impact was initiated at the 
other clerignnled impact locations shown in Figure 5.6. For the  case when 
tl,e impact was initialed d B6, reler to Figures D.19-D.30, Appeudh D. 
Baaed on the impact lent restalls and lhc rcsulls fmxn the frrc \.ilwatilio8> 
. analyw, i t  is concluded that lhe relalive maxims pai%As wvtl on t l lc ortl,el 
response spectra of lhe wave 1-1 (Figures 7.61-7.65) reatnlta nn. attrilr~tlnblc 
to resonance. 
8.3 Comparison Between the Experimental 
and Theoretical Results 
An examination of the results prosenlcd in  Tnblm 8.11-R:20 slmwa l i tn l  
thcrc is good agrecmcnt bclwocn tho resonant f,cqtsltrir.s ol,tritjcrl cxl~c:r- 
irnentally, and with tltose cornpule<l n~~mcricnlly tuaing the pi nil^ INIc~~~~~IIL 
Mnthod (FEM). This means that the tochnicp~er employed i n  1h.r icl,%lh;;~- 
lion and construction a l  the cnporimcntnl hydro-elnutic mnclel. l o  carry oal. 
Structural Integrity Monitoring, is highly sntisfnelory. 
In both the expcrimcntal and thmreticnl raults, Lilo r~lorlc tmort aiT<~:lcrl 
when a k-bmee membcr wa. scveml (mcmbcr 70) war tha 211d flc.x~nrrl ~umclc., 
M,. A 29% shift i n  tho resonant frequoney of tho 2nd nexllrnl moQo (M.) w;u 
oblainnl from the thearelieal results wbilo, os thc olllcr Ir;u,<l, ;& :lo% shift 
wa. computed from tlnc expcrimcntal raolts. Uoreovcr, when two sw~ll,t:rx 
wcm damaged (momhers 70 and 68) n 65% decrrnue was ol,x~rvc:rl i. tls? 
experimental results far the 2nd llexttrnl mode, compnrecl l o  r 6:I'Yu for thc? 
same modc in lho lhmrelical rosults. Again, the modc mrwl nlkrl,t:d i f ,  
both cxporimental and thmmlicai annlysw, when two k-bract: ~s t :~$ l l ~en  wn:
damagei, was the 2nd flexural made, M,. 



a b l e  8.20 Comparison of the Resonant Bequencies from the Experimental 
and Thearetical Results (White Noise and JONSWAP Teats) at Location A4. 
I 
In  all cases, tbe diserelmncics bctsvcen lllc oxpcrit~,estnl and ~ l tmml ics l  
(FEM) results arc m>nll. These diacrepntlcies (which ix~clttdr (a) t lw rrroltilnl 
frequencies preenled in  Tables 8.17-8.20, and (b) l h r  pcrrenlage xhifl in  tlmr 
resonant Ireqlxeneier resulling fmm dnmagcgecl nnembera) n9.c n rmalt of tllc. 
many approximations incorporated i n  the BEM compalcr ~n>o<lrl. They lnli~y 
I:e summilrieed as: 
In the computer gcnerntcd PEM rnoclci, I.hc clnnenl.~ I.l~nl?m~lvni arc 
idcnlizntions of the illdividctal stntclar~.l moe~bcn ia 11s l ~ y ~ l ~ ~ - ~ ~ l i ~ ~ l . i ~  
physical model, and behave according to iclcnlhccl ~ntata!ri;d p r n p c ~ l i r ~  
and approximate forcedisplnccmont tlteoricu. 
. Elcmont connections are oill>or very rigid or i rcrl~vlly I lrxi l~lr. 11, 1 . l ~ ~  
oxperimenlnl hydro-clnstic model tlle cnn~~e~ t i os~ r  1hrlw~r.1, tllc I ~ ~ ~ u ~ I M . ~ ~  
are noither rigid nor porfeclly flexi1,le. 
. Structural masses are c.lirnnted m d  honlpccl at the noQc!* to rosrc~vc. 
boll, aloragc and compulorsolulion time. 9' l~is can rrpn:awl. L l ~ r  glc,I,a~l 
behaviour of slructure "cry well, bu l  climinbnlrs all tho ittrlivi~lt~;d IVI- 
ber vibrations. (More details wil l  be give13 Inter.) 
The response of lho structure is reprcscstsd RV limo l i r ~v i~ r  sum of ihdc. 
pendent, unmupled modal responses. Thauglt this Is n good nppnnx- 
imation i n  thc lower modes, higher orcller modc~  rnny no1 I,.: ~:sl.in,ly 
independent, for lhcy may he coc~plnl hy nnn-pmporliosnl , l u n ~ i r ~ g  
tams. 
Subject to t hne  limilationr, the Iollowing statements mn bc ntudc mgrrding 
the computer generated Rnilc elomcnl results. 
'Phc invalidity of thc lumped mass idealization of the structure can be 
explained as bliows: For any dynamicnystom, the analyaia isgmatly mmpli- 
crled lmausc the inortia farces rcsuil from structural displacements which, 
i s  turn, are slfcctml by themagnitudeof tho inertia forces. This closed cycle 
of cause and ellecl can be approached directly only by formulating the pmb- 
Icm in lcrms of dillcrontial equations. However, because tho mass of each 
struclarral membcr ia distribuld continuously along its length, the dirplace- 
ments and arcolerations must be deflned for each point along the length of 
the mcnmbcr if tho incrtis forces arc to be mmpleteiy understood. In such 
n ~itaation, tho analysis must be formuiald in terms of partial differential 
cclantions, since the position .long the span ofeach member besides the time 
~ n ~ ~ t  bc t ~ k o n  M inclopcndent va~inblcs. 
On thcother hand, when the lumped mass idealization is uscd (as io the 
con>pulcr analysa), the wry mmpiicated motion of the structure is greatly 
.educed, lor lhe incrtia force. can only be developed at the nodal points in 
the linite element model of lhe structure. 
T l ~ c  discrcpnncia bclwcen the experimental results and theoretical re- 
~ ~ x l t s  arc larger for the damaged structural configuration. This may have 
mul led bcenuse, in tho camputcr model, the rigidity of the connections a t  
lho joint was rnainlnined even after the member(s) were removed. In reality, 
llle removd of onc or mom members would reauit in an increase in the stress 
of the remaining members which, in turn, would be transmitted to the joints 
(nodcs). The cxcoss stress would haven weakening effect on the jointa (par- 
tiealacly the ncighbouring joints); Lhe extent of which is proportional to the  
mngniltndo of thc cxeess stress tmnsfemd. This weakening of the joints is 
nd prcrnt  in tllc theoretical model, because the change in flexibility results 
from a removnl of the stiffening contribution of tho dnmnpwl mcmbor(s). 
In the experimental hydm-dastic modol, all lllo joinlr arc nrilhcr ~,c,r- 
fectly rigid nor flexible. (Jonnts were fastened with ABS ralvrnt gltr.) 
Therefore, when the slructareunderwent damngo, the excess stwm tmnssil- 
ted l o  the rcmniningmombma, pnrticulnrly thc nneiglnhotnring onm, nnllcl Ih~vc. 
resulted in a weakening of romc of tho joinla of llne remnining s!cmhc~(x)-- 
especially the joint(=) closest lo lhe d~mngcd mombcr(s). Tho ttcl cffcel 01, 
the total stiffneaa of the atroclure would be greatec than lhnt of thc then- 
retical model. This, in turn, would resull in lnrgcr sl~ilts in frqamcicx of 
the modes in which the flcxibilily Is greatly influencal by the romovd of lhr  
particular member(*) (e.g., modo 4 and mombec 70). 
From the  overall struclaral gmmdry, i l  wolnld scan tbnt, in 11~1: tlwo- 
retical resulte, the percentage shift in frequcncica resulting lrnm tlr: rnnevul 
of member 68 would be equal to thal of member TO. An cxnnni!~nlion crl 
Table 1.4 shows that thcrc arc discrepancies in thc roaults for time ainlilnr 
structural damage canfigurations. This may have mal ted  from lhe i l e n ~ 1 . i ~ ~  
acheme used. The rubspare itcrnlion method was used to ~ o l v c  for thc m1.1- 
ural frequencies. There is an error asrociatcd with lhe melltocl tilnt is sandl 
lor the first few modes, and hemmos larger as the nurnhcr el nnorlra in lhr: 
solution increases. 
Chapter 9 
Concluding Remarks and 
Recommendations 
'This treatise dealt with adetoiled design and construction of a hydm-elastic 
modol of a lypicnl four-legged jacket offshore platform. Both an indepth 
ll~eorcticnl and experimental anniysis wore carried out. Experiments were 
conduetod in a w ~ v c  tank cquipped with a pseudo random wave making fa- 
cility. To obtain lhe neeesary modal parameten (e.g., resonant frequencies, 
and damping mtios) Imm the ambient response dats, the recently devd- 
opcd Mnrple algorithm was used with the w r y  powerful Maximum Entropy 
Mcthod (MBM). Regarding structural integrity monitoring, structural dam- 
age was 8imulded by saw cutting lhe member(#) under mnsiduatio~. In 
the lhmretical analysts, this was done by making the member(.) inactive in 
tllc 'rllc d e w i o n  damage war bed on the changw in monant 
lrequslcics mmpnred with the intact structure. 
9.1 Concluding Remarks 
B a s s  an the  reported mul ls  and evaluations, important conclusions can be 
rcachcd. Among lheae are lhe Lllowing: 
1. The methodsused in  the design, modelling and adjual~nenta, conatn~r- 
tian, instrumentation and i n  pmcessing the data arc rcliable atal valid 
techniques tocarry out struel!trnl intebrity monilori~~gololfsl~orc alnnr- 
tures, through the analyses of reduced hydm-elnslic models. 
2. The Maximum Entmpy Metllod (MEM) proved l o  bc  n v e ~  powcrhnl 
meansolobtaining high resolution amootln spcclrn fmm "cry short lime 
aerie records. Since the spectral density ~ e s u l l ~ o b t n i ~ ~ ~ l  frosn thc, l irnr 
aerie data enn be attained in  funclionnl lonn, resoand. freqac~aic~x 
and damping ratios could be ntamcricslly coxnpatcd. Tllis ihhrrcnl 
facet o l  MEM may have very imporlanl npplication~s in  experi~rn~slid 
modal analysis-particularly in  the are& of system icle~,tificatio~n fmts 
ambient vibration data. ( I t  is not suggested thnl the Ml iM I.cchniq\nr 
is a replacement of the eonvenlionnl PPT procrdureu.) 
3. A predictalrie relationship exists between physical clamagc artd ~:lniatg% 
i n  the modes of vibration of lhc strudltm. Ilovovcr, R* i l l~~nl .n~ l rd  ia 
Table 1.4, the succes of tho slructurnl Integrity monitlrring trrll~!iiqt<: 
depends, t o a  major extent, on lhe position or location d t h e  dnmwccl 
member(s). This observation could no1 bcveriliedexperimor~tnIly,~i~~c~~ 
anccamemb~c was severed, I t  coald no1 bc ea-ily mpnircd nut~dcr water. 
4. When an inclined member in  a k-braced pancl wm aevercd to  aim~llnt<: 
damage of that member, a 39% doerease i n  tllc reonant frcqo~onry of 
the 2nd flexural mode-seen on the speelral density of l l ~ o  reaponlo--- 
was experimentally observed. (A 65% decreasc ih the nnmu mode wav 
observed when two similar k-brace mcmbon on opposilc .idon of tile 
struelure were severed). The theoretical, finite olement, rcs~~l ls  wcrc i n  
general agreement. 
5. An investigatim into the effect of s member cracking suggested that 
the S l ~ e l u m l  InlcgrZy Mclhod is limited because of the low sensitir 
ily/resoiution regarding resonant frequcney versus eraeks. This, there- 
for~,  implies thal only major damages (i.e., primary structural element 
lailurc) can be dokcled. 
6. At each roaonant frequency, the structure deformed i n  a different man- 
ner. ilcnce, the relative magnitudes between the various remnant f m  
quencies should provide an indication of tho general location at which 
the structure had b m  weakened. The pr ima~y benefit of such a gs- 
tem is that any damagorl mombcr which has a large influence on the 
ati~Tnoas of a pnrticuinr mode of the structure will, obviously, raul t  in 
as annlugous large change in the exdtstion frequency of that mode. 
Thus, il is imperative that the stiffness characleristics of the atruc- 
tore bc completely underrtaod; sa any large changes in the resonant 
freguoncy of s specific mode may be localized. 
7. Worn the thcorelicaiiy computed mode shapes, i t  was possible to ob- 
serve lile effecl of damage on the most affected mode(r) fmm theshear- 
iog of llre panel containing the damaged mcmbcr(s). Thia could not be 
ailown experimentally, since i t  would require an array of transducers to 
computc the mode shapes from the experimentaldata. 
8. Esiimates of damping for the lat  mode (from the wave induced vibra- 
tions sludies) are lower than that obtained with the transient decay 
tests. The values computed from the wave tests are: 2.02% and 2.4'196, 
for the white noise and JONSWAP tests, respmtively; 3.81 5 0.15% 
was obtained with the transient decay lesB. I n  all tine cascr, Lowercr, 
the values are less lhan 5.0%, and seem to renffirm llne asr~~nptios f 
lightly damped structurn which is usually made in dynnnnic atmlyxcs- 
at least for the lower modes. 
9. The stick modd idenli%ation of thcslructt~nonly gavepartial rcnultn to. 
garding frequencies and mode shnpcs; mormver, lhc dynanic wrpo~lsc 
is slighlly overestimated. A more realistic repren~tntian is a 3-11 idcml- 
ization, whicll incorporates all lho degrees of freedoln m d  give- I !n>urln 
better rcproscntatian of the dynamic mode shapes 01 llte atnlelarc. 
9.2 Recommendations 
I t  should be dearly underdoad t h d  tho stractar:d intcgrily tncthocl alm~ld 
not be conceptualized as a panacea for solving the problem of early <lctcdion 
ofsubaurlan dsmagu wit13 certainty, since ccrtninty, in allell n carnl>len on- 
vironment as the m a n ,  can rnrcly hc assured. Notwithatanding, ifspplie<l 
with conventional detection procedures on a conlinuot~~ hais, tho 8aaluha:w 
o l  lhe technique should be onhnnscd. 
From theexperienced gaind in thisstudy, thc following rccor~tm~:r~dnlinnx 
are made: 
I. Exporimentswre carried out in a wavolnnk cnpnlrlcof pmdueir~gor~ly 
unidirectional waves. Thus, only the mod= in tho direction of tlte 
waves (i.e. the global r-direction) were excited to mran~rahlc smpli. 
tude. Had t h m  teats been conducted in a wsvc tank facility enpnhlc 
of producing multidirectional wavq such modes as tho lel toclional 
mode, br example, might have been excited to  measursbleamplitudes. 
An altwnative solution would have been to carry out testa with the 
~trt#ct~m: ocienled a t  various anglce to the incoming waves. But, these 
lwta could not bc attempted, because of the time limitations set, for 
the cxperimonta, at the wave tank facility. 
2. The transient dmay tesla showed that the natural period and damping 
mnstanl dtl~cstructureincreasc when it was submerged in water (ref4 
to Table 7.1 and 7.1). It would, have bepn dmntageoua to 
exrminc at  what ralio of the mass of tho submerged zone to that of 
thc total mass d a s  the water alTnta trze :mtural period and damping. 
These leals could ham b s n  carricd out by varying the water depth for 
cacl, s t  of c~perlmcnta. This would suggest a t  what water depth the 
nddcd maw cooficient, used in the theoretical analyses, is important. 
3. Tl~mughout heexperlments, themagnitudeof thedeckmass ws. fixed. 
The dclcction or structural damage ws. bwed solely on the changes 
in the resonant frequencies of tho global modes. It might have been, 
prcaamably, beneficial to examine the effect of the frequency changes 
with varying magnitudes of the deck mass. 
I .  Somc asscsament of the mode shapes of the struelure should be o b  
leined, so a comparison to the theoretically computed eignvectors can 
LR rnndc. However, this would require an array of seeelemmeten along 
the strtnelure where the made shapes am of interest. There is certainly 
r need for mom laboratory work (in and out of water) in this sna of 
study, besides mom experimenl. on actual operating platforms in the 
ocean. 
Finnily, i t  should be mentionad that at tllc t imcol  wcitiatg lhir di .,: 
tation, preliminary work ir beinfi done, at Memorial Univereity, in  Lbc area 
of system identification on small bean, elements will, the Itope or cxln!dieg 
i t  to a or tripod O I T S ~ O ~ ~  rtruetarc. 11 is hopen tllat crlrcricllcc 
gained lmm this investigation (particularly the use of Lhe Mnplc: nlgoritllsn 
with the Maximum Entropy Method) will bc very t m l d  is lllmc iiy#lcnn 
identification studies. 
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Appendix A 
Selected Algorithms 
Tllrec nlgorit1,ma arc included in this appendix: 
1. Cook's melhod lor diagonalizalion of a. consi~tent matrix, 
2. Ilaubolt's nlprithm, nnd 
3. LongucGHiggins and Cokelet smoothing algorithm. 
A.l Diagonalization of a Consistent Mass Ma- 
trix Using Cook's Method 
Cark [48] m m m e n d a  a pmsedure which nppliea la clcments whoso trasa. 
lational DOF are mutually parallel (e.g., beam and plnle elemetnta). 'The 
scheme is summarized as: 
1. Compute only the diagonnlized coefficients of tile wnsistcnt XUMS stn- 
trix. 
2. ComputeX, the lotni mass of lhe element. 
3. Computeanumbcra by adding tlle diagonal mcnicientsmij RSROC~~~LII 
with translation, but not rotation. 
4. Conlpute the diagonal eoelficientsm:, by mtrilipiyir~g them Ihy tile ndio 
- 
M; this pmservea the translationni mass of the clemcst. 
Thus, iI the following n x n consistent mass matrix is ~vnilsbio: 
7",, m12 m,3 ... m," 
m21 m22 mw . . . mt., 
. . . . . . . 
m.1 m.2 mnJ .. . mnn 
This malrix is diagonalie 0 , . I ,  ~g Cook's suggestions) ~ n :  
m;, 0 0 ... 0 
0 m;, 0 ... 0 
. . . ... . 
0 0 0 ... m; 
- M = the total mass of the slructure, and 
i=1 ,2 ,3  ,..., n. 
A.2 Houbolt Algorithm 
This alg~rithm solves n 3rd order oquation, using n backward i i t l i le  dillcrcnu 
scheme. 
The dynamic equst;on d motion (neglecling damping) is: 
~wa+ [qr. = ~ ( 1 ) .  (h.3) 
. . .z  ia exprmed in a backward finile dillerenec schemc of 3rd order m: 
zi = a=i + + 7 2 ~ 2  + 6 2 ~ ~  + X ,  ( A . 4  
where i is the term step value oi integration and o, 0, 7, 6 N L ~  x am 1110 
coefficients to be computed s t  each lime step. 
The reeurrenrc process is initiated with the lollowing cxprcariona: 
5.  - %+, -2=;+z'-,), 
' - All (A.6) 
and 
i t  = L ( 2 r w  +3ri  - 6zcl  + z;.~), GAL (A,@) 
where At is the interval between two coneffutive stops. The inilinl conditions 
are (when i = 0): 
z, = 0, 
r, = 0, W.7) 
i i  = p ( d ,  
-herep(r) is the force per unit maaa. Using thcahovccondiliona in qualiou 
(A.3) yields (when i = 0): 
~ ( 7 )  = - 0  +=-,), 
21 + 2-1 = p(r)AL1, 
z-8 = p(vlAlZ - 8 , .  (n.8) 
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Suhrtituting qualion (A.5) in  equalion (A.4), the next relationship is: 
J k k L ,  the rceurronce relatianship is: 
Wllen i = 1. the IToubolt's constants are: 
U. the rccurrcnce relationship are: 
!hr.&2, the rccurmnce rcl&ionship ia: 
. . .i = 2, the Hwbolt'e eonslants are: 
- 1 
ZJ = - At2(123 - * 1 t  4.1 t z d ,  
(A.16) 
.. .i = 3, the Houboit's constsnta are: 
.=LR=-S A,2, A 1 2 t 7 = ; i i j 1 6 = ~ = 0 .  4 ( A . I ~ )  
mi the theurrencc rciationship is: 
4 = &(lrr -. 5.. t 4r2 t r , ) .  (A.17) 
.. . i = 4, the Houbolt'r constants am: 
. = l p = S  A,1, 4 - A l f l ~  -' = 0. (A.lN) A11'7 = - =  
Finally, by substituting equation (A.2) inloeqmnlion (A.1)-wltilc klmw- 
ing the values d the constants o,R,7 and X-lhcq~tatio~t or motion of tLc 
system is: 
I [o][M] + [R] a = z(r)i -(MI[ Rzc, + 7zi.t t 62.4 + x I. (A.l!l) 
So irkhe previous timestep vaiuea nrr known, tit= pnscnt timc alep reaponso 
can be mmputed. 
..3 Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet Smooth- 
ing Algorithm 
In lhc smoothingalgorithm attributable to Lonyel-Higgins and Cokelet [77], 
n function / ( z )  is defined at equally spaced points z,, j = 1, 2. 3, ... , N, 
and it is assumd that altornato p i n t s  lie in a smoolh curve. Thus, f(z) 
enn bo locally appmximsled by two polynomials: 
llcm lhe first polynomial represents a, smwth mean curve, while the second 
roprescnts n quanlity which oacilintcr with period 2 in j .  Therelore, the 
xtnmtl~ eurve can be taken to be the first polynomial: 
l'hc rocficieatsoo, a,, a2,. . . , a,, md b. bl, h.. . . ,4.t can be defined uniquely 
from thc condition: h(z,) = /(sj) at  (2n + 1) conserutive p:intr ( j  - n) to 
( j  +a),  i~>chaive. When n = 2, the five p i n t  formula lor a. central point 
hecomcs: 
1. - +I - t I -  + 0 + 4 - '1 ,  (A.22) 
wlhcre I f(sj1;fi I I(=,). For j = 1, 2, N -  1 and N, the (2" + 1) 
mnsecutive points a t  which h(zj) = J(q) ace to be considered are for the 
i!ttcrvala: ( j )  to(j+Zn), ( j - I )  to( j+2n-I ) ,  ( j -2n+l )  t o ( j + l ) s n d  ( j -  
2") to  (j),  respeclively. Alter carrying out the necessary algebraicoperation., 
the resulting lorlnulne are: 
fi = $(ll/f + 12/,+, - GIj+? - 4 f j + ~  - 3fj+,), lor j = l 
i, = &3/j-1+ 813 + 6/j+s - fj+.), for j = 2 
f - L(+ 16 ,-a + 6/,., + 8h + 3/ j+ , ) ,  for j = N  - I (A.23) 
f. ' - i(3~,-~-4Jj-3-6J,-tt+12J,-s 16 +11Jj ) .  for j = N .  
Least Square Smoothing Formulae. The smaoll>ing formulilc carrc- 
sponding lo s third.degree least square approximalion over five poiulx are 
given by: 
i, = $(3f j - ,  - 12J,-, + 171, + 12Jj+, - s f j + &  for 2 < j < N - I 
fi = &QJ, -4Jr+1 - 61j+z t 4 J j + ~  - Jj+J ,  (or j  = 1 
= &(2f j - ,  + 27J, + 12Jjt - s f i + ,  +2f j+ , ) ,  br j  = 2 (A.24) 
= $ ( 2 ~ , _ ~ - 8 J , . ~  + 12Jj-1 - 2 7 J i + 2 J j + ~ ) ,  for j = N -  1 
j - I(-,. , - ,+4Jj-~-61i f j -2+4J~.~tG91, ) ,  for j = N .  
Appendix B 
Sample Calculations 
Typical cnlculationa lo  relet member section sbn Ear the experimental 
itydm.elaslic model arc included here. 
B . l  Sample Calculations to Select Member 
Section Sizes 
The following is a summary of sample cdculstionr for the ~ l a e r  depict4 is 
Table 4.4. 
To determine the geometric scale ratio: 
5-5 = "-- 
L, h , ,  
::3.l) 
1.6 m 
= -  
48.77 m 
1 
= - 
30' 
To compute the wall thickness of the members in group 2: 
($) = ($)'(") b (11.2) 
206.896 k N / m d  
= 0.1253 
=a+ dm = 0.1253dp 
= 0.1253(12.7 mm) 
= 0.1591 mm(l/l6 in). 
To calculate the exterior diameter of the membem in gmup 2: 
D" L. 
- = -  
DP I, 
(0.3) 
= ($)(457.2) mm 
= 15.25 mm(0.60 in). 
To determine the required density of the material of tho model: 
P.,-. = Pa*(?) (2) (B.4 
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The dcnsity of ABS plsstic (p.,,) is equal to 1.107 x 10- kg/cm3; so, 
Hence, lumped mass- should be added lo the experimental model, based 
an thc nhovo value, to urmpcnsale for tho diffmnce between the density of 
lhc ABS plwtic (i.e., the material available), and the denaity required (i.e., 
in the following manner: 
Prom computer analyses the total volumed material required using the 
section size chaon is: 
Volume = C(val...., 1 + v d  ., 2 + . . . t cdololol S) (8.6) 
= C(603.2356 + 933.9454 + 1355.9961 + 1024.1808 + 1388.4747) 
= 5365.853 cm3. 
Canscquontly, the total m.ss required is computed as: 
Mosa = (Volume x AP.,~) P.7)  
= 5.26 kg. 
As there are 20 nodes below the waterline, the total mass is distribuled at 
0.26 kg per nodc (i.e., 5.26/20). 
Appendix C 
Calibration Curve and 
Instrumentation Settings 
Included in this appendix are: 
1. Calibration and instrumentation settings lor thcacn?lcrnnolors,d$&rg6 
amplifiers, low pars Illera, wave probca, and 
2. Calibration curve for the impacl hammer. 
C.l Calibration and Instrumentation Settings 
Thc following .we the calibration and instrumentation ~ t t i n g .  for the a- 
eclcmmotcra, charge mplifiers, low-pw filters and wave pmbu used In the 
experiments: 
Table C.1 Calibration Settings for Accelerometers 
Charge Amplifiers: 
T h a  wcre adjusted based on the charge sensitivity oreach accelerometer 
L.L.P. = 0.3 Hz. 
Low Pass Filters: 
0 dB gain lor all channels (i.e., AILAS), and 
maximum cut.08 Pquoquency = 30 He. 
Wave Probes: 
Norminal Smaitivity = 0.25 Volts/em 

Appendix D 
Miscellaneous 
Thia appcndix includca: 
1. Campulcr gencrald mode shapes (Members TO and 68 removed), 
2. impact lest results for an impact inilisted at H6, and 
3. MEM damping estimates fmm the response d the damaged structure. 
D.l Mode Shape (Members 70 and 68 Re- 
moved) 
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D.3 MEM Damping Estimates for the Dam- 
aged Structure 

n b l e  D.2 M E M  Damping Enimates rrom the Response Measured wilh Arcelemmeter AS 
(Damaged Structure: Members TO and 68 Severed). 
t indicates lev& tm low to be measured. 

Table D.4 MEM Damping Estimate. from the Response Meaured with Aseelerwneter A4 
(Damaged Structure: Membe~ 70 and 68 Severed). 
Ma& Damping Ratk at each Reso~esot Fc444q 
t indicata levels too low to be measured. 
f indicates resonant peak not well defined. 




